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In 1986. Ibis reveals that still approximately 50 percent

students those who had enrolled in class- I drops out by

the time they reach class-V. A large number of primary

schools do not have minimum physical facilities, and

learning materials/furniture/equipme nts etc. Consequently

they provide suo-standard and cheap elementary education.

2. Dimension of IEE

In the background of such a scenario the goals of

universalisation oi elementary education could be schievrd

iY rough following dimension :

2.1 Universal Access to Facilities

2.2 Universal Enrolment

2.3 Universal % tention

2.4 Universal Completion

2.5 U liversal Attainment of Minimum

Level of Learning.

Universal! sat Lor of elementary education in term of

universal access to facilities, universal enrolment,

universal retention, universal completion and universal

attainment of minimum levels of learning could be achieved

through effective planning and continuous monitoring of

progress of UEE. In view of wide geo-physical, socio-

cultural, techno-economic and structural divergences of
needs and conditions of various micro-regions of our
country, there is a wide disparity in the provision of

access to facilities, enrolment, retention, completion
and attainment of learning among various socio- cultural/
socio-ethnic groups, micro regions and areas. Consequently,
elementary education could not become relevant to the

needs of local community. The goals of UEE could be

achieved through wicro-le vel or grass-mot level planning
and monitoring of progress. Hie planning and monitoring
needs are to be identified in respect of various
dime nations of universalisation of elementary education
as highlighted earlier. ^



2 .

1

Universal Access to Facilities

2.1.1 In order to achieve universal access to

facilities 'school mapping' exercises are

to be undertaken to identify the deprived

areas where primary schooling facility

does not exist and to ensure that every

habitation which potentially have 50

children in the primary school should be

provided with one upper primary school

opened on primary school catchment basis.

2.1.2 For SC/ ST and other disadvantatea groups

facilities of more residential schools

and hostels should be created, retailed

plans could be prepared for designing

inexpensive residential schools where

school building could be used for

residential purpose at night with an

additional provision of kitchen where

local people/Panchayet/ Voluntary agencies

could be involved in cooking and super-

vision. In order to plan school mapping

exercises and designing of inexpensive

residential system for SC/ ST and other

deprived sections the following tasks

are to be undertaken.

2. 1-2.1 Survey of the location of the existing

primary and upper primary schools/NE£

centres locateu in "the habitations

classified as per population structure.

2. 1.2.

2

Analysis of demographic, pedagogic,

geographical, economic, aocio—cul tural

and other related constrstins contri-

buting to locational disadvantages.
j

Formulation of norm-based perspective

plans

.

2 . 1 . 2.

5
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2,2 Universal Enrolment

Fifth All India Educational Survey data

(1986) has highlighted the emphasis on enrolment

of girls, enrolment of SC/ ST and other disadva-

ntated sections.

Ihe reasons of non-enrolment of children

belonging to various categories of disadvantaged

population are not uniform, therefore uniform

planning modality can not be adopted for

enhancement of enrolment for various categories

of children. Separate planning modalities are

to be designed for enchancement of enrolment of

children belonging to various categories such as

girls, SC, ST and other disadvantaged sections.

This planning approach is known as Target Group

Approach. The following tasks may be undertaken
for formulation of Target Group Approach for
enhancement of enrolment :

2.2.1 House-to-house servey may be undertaken
to identify the number of non-attending
children, the reasons of non-attendance
and specially the reason of reluctance on
the part of the parents to send their
children to schools. During such survey
the teachers in cooperation with the
village community may discuss with the

parents the relevant benefits of schooling
and of regular attendance,

2*2.2 Display of materials prepared by the
students on different occasion.

2 * &« • 3 Invitation to parents and guardian to

participate in the school programmes so
as to give them an idea about the

activities of the school

.

2.2.4 The teacher/ functionaries assigned the
task of house-to-house survey may identify
from the parents of non-attending children
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who will go for part-time or full-time

(non- formal or formal) instruction.2.2.5

For new enrolment the teacher may extend

door to door counselling/campaign.

2

.3

Universal He tent ion
si

In order to ensure universal retention of

children the following strategies could be

adopted s *

*

2.3.1 Children should be encouraged to attend

the school

.

2.3.2 The teachers task is not only to organise

teaching-learning or to evaluate the

achievement of the childx’en but also to

create an atmosphere in the school -which
1

will help the children to stay at the

school and enjoy satisfying learning

experie nee s

.

2.3.3 Rapport with the parents is essential for

retention. The teacher may try to know

the real reasons of dropout and non-

attendance. He may visit homes of dropped

out children and meet their parents. The

help of village panchaye t/local influe n-

cial persons/voluntary agencies could be

sought for persuing the parents to send

their children to schools.

2.3.4 The schools calender or timings could be

fixed to morning, afternoon or evening

as per the needs and requirements of

working children.

2.3.5 Quality improvement programmes in the

form of remodelling teacher training and

designing of teaching-learning materials

could be undertaken.

2.3.6 A policy of non-detention may be followed,

combined with continuous evaluation.
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2.3.7 Targets of retention may oe fixed

realistically through a deoentralxaed

and participative mode of dissggrego ted

r-lanning rather than fixing target on

•idbcc fashion.

2.3.8 School calender may he adjusted to

agricultural operation/local festivals

and weekly markets.

2.3.9 Child centered approaches should emph^ji^e
reduction in school hours but increase *.

o

learning hours through :

2 .3 .9 .

1

introduction of inquiry approach
2 . 3.9. 2 play-way
2.3 -9 *3 Motility-based methods
2.3 .9.^ creative writing
2 . 3. 9. 3 peer group learning
2 . 3«

9

.

0

<- xpc rlone n ta tio

n

2 . 3.9. 7 creative use of singing, drawing,
story telling, particularly of folk
lore* and folk arts.

Ie tio

n

Mere accessibility, enrolment and retention
not enough for realxsat J-Cu of the goals 01

univerac.il setion of elementary education. It is
also ^ guhI . important to etisure that ali l<?aro<Pir r

complete the? course proscribed for primary n
upper rrii:n cry irvcls of elementary Pduoa^i^n.
In order* to ensure universal couple tiou
instructional plaanxt 5 P *s$ r* forms are to be
initiated# NPb 1 i9bc - POA had observed that

most iflij urtant aspect of this reform >?i1

1

to education & joyful, innovative ano
satisfying learning activity, rather th^n a

of te and cheerless authors tax^ian
instruction.



2 *5 Universal Attainment of Minimum
Level, of Learning

It is to be ensured that minimum level of
learning competancies are realised. With this
end in view there is a need :

2*5*1 to identify the minimum learning
competencies which every child is supposed
to acquire m various subject areas and
with reference to each instructional unit.

2.5.2 to frame specific objective of instruction
on the basis of the identification of

minimum level of learning competencies.

2.5.3 to evaluate the performance with

reference to specified objective.

3 . Planning Exercises required for UEE

In order to achieve UEE at micro-level the following

planning exercises are required to be adopted :

3 . 1 Accessibility Planning

Accessibility planning could be undertaken

through :

3.1.1 School Mapping Exercises at block level

on the basis of Fifth All India Educational

Survey data and guidelines prepared by

MHRD/NIEPA from time to time.

3.1.2 Designing of inexpensive residential

system with the help of local panchayet/

local-level planning officials.

3.1.3 Norm-based perspective plan for

locational advantages.

3 .2 Area-Level and Multi-Level
Enrolment Planning •

Area level and multi-level enrolment
4

planning should emphasise Target Group Approach

and may include the following steps :
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3.2.1 Block-wise listing of villages and town-

wise listing of wards/mohallas.

3.2.2 Identification of the" catchment area of

each primary/ upper primary school located

in each village or in each ward/mohalla

in urban areas.

3 . 2.3 .Survey of children belonging to the age

group 6-l4 years residing in a well

demarcated areas like village, ward/

mohalla etc., identification of reasons

of non-attendance and dropout and

classification of non-attending school-age

children into formal/ non-formal category

for schooling depending on the availabi-

lity of time and level of involvement of

the children in working situation,

3.2.4 Ensuring involvement of local community/

panchayet/educated youth/ voluntary agencies
in enrolment planning.

3.2.5 Demarcation of an area to be" covered by a

primary school complex around an upper
primary school on the basis of habitation-
wise, sillage -wi se , ward—wise, mohalla—
wise list of primary schools and NF
education centres. Block Education Officer
could undertake this exercise at block-
level in collaboration with other local
functionaries.

3 . 2.6 Area-level enrolment planning would
involve formulation of micro-level
statistical indicators like ;

3. 2 . 6.1 Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER)

3. 2.6 .

2

Net Enrolment Ration (NER)

3 . 2. 6 . 3 Age-Specific Enrolment Ratio (ASER)
3. 2.6.4 Admission Rate.

* H *

5.2.C.5 Apparent Admission Rate.
3. 2 . 6.

6

Age-Specific Admission Rate etc.



3*2*7 Though enrolment planning will be initiate

r

1

at .Area-level eventually it will taxe the

shape of multi-level enrolment planning as

shown below :

Institutional level
t

r

Village/ wax'd/mohalla level
i

School ' complex le vel
I

T

Block level
i

t

District level

3.3 Retention Planning

Planning lor retention of children in primary

and upper primary schools would involve :

3.3.1 Planning lor quality improvement in the

shape of reform in pre-service teacher-

training, reform m inservice-training,

modification in teaching-learning

materials, and implementation of ’Operation

Black Board' etc.

3.3.2 Retention Planning would require

formulation of micro-level statistical

indicators like transition rates from

primary to upper primary level, retention

rate, dropout rate etc.

3.3.3 Academic planning would involve reduction

of school hours bu,t increase in learning

hours through adoption of child entree

approaches like inquiry approach, play-

way, activity-based methods, creative

writing, peer group learning, experi-

meption and creative use of singing,

drawing, story telling particularly

folk lores and folk arts.

f
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3.4 Planning of Completion and Attainment
niMjjiw

i
m

i y i f fa*

1

1
m

i i n
' *

of Minimum Level of Learning

Planning of completion and attainment of

minimum level of learning would involve :

3.4.1 Formulation of micro-level planning

indicators like promotion rate,

repetition rates, teacher-pupil ratio,

work-load of teachers etc.

3.4.2 fast Ltutioml planning.

3.4.3 Planning of uvaluation.

3.4.4 Achievement Ifeet results in various

subject areas.

3.4.5 Progress of the child in various

affective ana psycho-motor areas.

3 . 5 Monitoring Strategies

3.5.1 The progress achieved in the areas of

accessibility, enrolment, retention

completion and attainment of minimum

level of learning is to be monitored
continuously for feed back to implemention

agencies. DIET can play a vital role in

monitoring the progress towards realisation
of goals of UEE.

3.5.2 Both qualitative and quantitative aspects
of the implementation of UEE as stated
above should be monitored.

3.5.3 nonltoring agencies could be :

3.5.3.

1

officials of education department
posted at Block levs!/ District level

3. 5. 3.

2

School Complex

3 ,5*3 ,3 Villags/pancha/e t Education Committee

3 *5,3.4 Block level Education Committee

3, 5*3.5 BCSS.
i
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3.5.4

3.5.5

3.5.6

3.5.7

DUXl snout d coordinsro the monitoring
activities and should define thw specific
role a m Ci functions cf various pgencie.- »

f/va level monitoring would be followed
up by multi—level monitoring.

Systematic monitonnf* would require
Information-base characte >'ised by-

collection, recording, compilation,
verify cation, dissemination and
interpretation of data.

Quarterly and Annual pnogrt so reports
ore to be prepared.

3.5.8 Tcacniques of monitoring would include :

3.5. 8.1 Meeting with pare nts/communj ty members
in order to pursue tht. reluctant
guardians/non-attending children in
with a request to resume attendance.

3. 5. 3.

2

Meetings involving various monitoring
agencies for assessment.

3. 5.

8

. 3 Dissemination of records/reports.

3. 5. 8.

4

Arriving at appropriate decisions.

3.5.9 Levels of monitoring various types of

monitoring are :

3.5.9.

1

Micro-level mo nj tormg
3. 5. 9.

2

Are -’-level monitoring

3. 5.9*3 Multi-level monitoring.

EXERCISE i‘OR PARTICIPANTS

1 . Prepare a questionnaire/for house-to-house survey

of children belonging to 6-l4 years age-group

residing in a vill age/ward/mohalla etc. The

responses of the questionnaire should highlight :
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?,) the reason of non-attendance/ dropout*

b) classification of non-attending/ dropout children

into two groups t tnose who will he involved

into formal schools and those who will he

envoi ve d into non-formal education centres.

c) Availability of time for schooling.

-2. Prepare a keson plan following child-centred

approaches in your area of specialisation,

3. Identify the minimum learning competencies which

every child is supposed to acquire with reference

to any one instructional unit related to any subject

area. Also frame specific objectives of instruction

on th> basis of identification of minimum levd of

lr arning.

k t Suggest suitable tools for evaluation of learners

in cognitive, affective and psycho-motor domain

areas separately.

I M M I M

L/s



Module No . 5

£ VALUATION IK IN&RVIGa Pfl&fiKAiiMb J

Dr. ?• Dps

The Programme of Action (poA) of the National

Policy on Education (NPE), 1986 has given a great deal

of responsibility of teacher education to District

Institutes of Education and Training (DIET). Giving

particular importance to the training of elementary school

teachers it has categorically recommended that DIETs

should organise both preservice and inservice training

programmes for elementary teachers and the personnel

working m the non-formal and adult education programmes

to raise their professional standard and status. It has

further suggested that, DIETs should serve as evaluation

centres for primary schools, adult education programmes

and for their own programmes and activities. In tms

conte <t, DIETs have tremendous and challenging tasks in

formula tatmg and designing the need based continous and

comprehensive evaluation programme both for elementary

schools and for their own institutes. Therefore, the

faculty members of DIETs should know how to evaluate

objectively j

a) students' growth in formal and non-formal

schools,

b) their own programmes.

For evaluation of students' progress their is a

separate module entitled Evaluation in Schools". This

particular module attempts to discuss two important

aspects of evaluation i.e.

1) Criteria of good evaluation programme.

2) Procedure of evaluation programme.
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It is hoped that, the knowledge and understanding

of these two aspects of ..evaluation will, nrovide sound

basis for developing action - oriented evaluation

p 1 ogramme s . Let us discus the two aspects in detail.

Criteria of Good Evaluation Programme :

The criteria of evaluation emerge naturally from

the oasic ^sumptions about evaluation. They can be

enumerated as follows i

a) Evaluation should be objective cased.

The purpose of evaluating any instructional

proaran ine is to provide the means for determining, vihether

toe programme is meeting ita g\.als; i.e. ine measured

outcomes for a given set of instructional inputs march

tne intended or pre -determined outcomes (called objectives).

Iht'rofcrt'; objectives become the starting roint and play
kcv role in the process of evaluation.

b) Evaluation should cc a comprehensive process.

ihe major objectives to be appraise: should include

not only knowledge, skills but also attitudes, interests,

ideals, ways of trucking, work habits and personal- social
adoptability, lot? re fore evaluation become, > comprehensive
wnen it includes the major values or objectives that the

educational programme intends to aciie^e for each

individual. Although it is difficult to asess all the

objectives but attempts should be made tu evaluate all

j.i"f ortant objectives as far vs possible keeping in view
the time, energy, and resources.

c) Evaluation should be a continual process.

i-iince the fctflphaois in evaluation is upon broad
r< rsonality changes, it shoul. 1 be done regularly *nd
continouslv . In recent years, evaluation is consi israd



30 ori L-0Ln8 process. Regular observation, rating and tests
should constitute the appraisal procedures bv -which th-

instructor attempts to evaiuoh and ueciue the [ture
course cl action for _uidance . This is a concept cLft-rcnt
f i u lO tin 0 o 1 d6 t 9p otob ch. wli i ch con si ds F€ cf

end p mo duci
? fr th pm to b n b s <? msbps Co m p

or growth and looked upon measurement as

?,c tivities

.

ass.- ssme r t a.s ,->n

uijj n,' rr^rr-s-

an e nd-of-tem

d) Evaluation shoulu be a "dynamic process,

Ihe apppooch of evaluation should not be sintic <rr

rigid in nature. It should be dynamic and flexible in

respect of toolg, methods and fr-zeuency of data colic cti"
e tc.

a) -Evaluation should be a cooperative process.

A single parson however efficient may not be

competent to evaluate all the aspects if a programnr- or

pupil's growth, therefore the process of evaluation

demands th-- cooperation of all concerned to do trie worx

jointly and collectively.

These are the necessary conditions for a good

evaluation programme, hut these conditions aria not

sufucient lor tne evaluator unless he unjerstanns tne

systmatic procedure of evaluation. A c# nnrenensive

evaluation programme reouires careful planning and

elective administration. Ihe procedure or steps for

careful planning of an evaluation programme are discussed

relow.

Procedure of evaluation Programme ;

i) Identification of major objectives to be

achieved. In any programme objectives should

ce spelled out clearly and these objectives

become guidspocts in both material developments
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;

anu e ^luation. seeping in view the importance

of ti.e programme and itj duration t^e Programre

.jirc^tor should formulate the important

>t motives cKsrly which are attainable.

y) 'IN second step is definition and classif i ca ("ion

cl major objectives in terms of oehaviour which

should characteriot them. 'Iheso definitions

..vcula* outline more or less specifically th

;

Kr.owleige. skills, understanding, attitudes,

i jhd interests that are to be acnieved. For

Sample in case of a content enrichment

programme the objectives should stress on

hi'cwlfedgt; and understanding dimension of tne

~r htent wiereas in case of a developmental

r r?,gramme like ..evelopment of unit tests or

"icdel lesson plans skill is considered to be

iii

"

in* ort^t^t abjective.

V %
** 4 Ihc tmrd step is the selection/ construction

o( ^ppropri^tt. tools to assess the selected

objectives. Thes- tools may include tests,

qu. stionnairs, o,j Lr *
- on^irt

r cneck list, rating

scale, observatiot a 1 interview etc. If the

st tnclardised or pull i sat*- tools are not 'avail - els
,

the evaluatoi* should d:Vk.lop -mtaDle tc'ula

fotl v >ing the specific ruies ana final! taern

.vith consul at ion cf experts.

^ 1 ' fourth step is ndministr i t:c

n

of t^e tool's

to co’lact d- sired informstic a. Keeping ;n view
t •- objectives, the -data should be col looted,

V

fn moot of tne training programmes, tup

valuation u done by administering a.,question-
naire to the participants at the end. foe various
aspects of the programme included in the



questionnaire may be planning, organisation,

course coverage, quality of materials, method

of transaction, resource persons, duration of

the course etc. But this technique does not

provide sufficient and valid d->to. Other

techniques like observation, interview, testing

in the field -or mailing questionnaire can he

used as follow-up action programme for getting

valid and reliable informations.

[he fifth step in the evaluation process is

analysis and interpretation of data. Here the

data are tabulated, analysed and interpreted

meaningfully beeping m view the p re- determined

objectives, The resuJts so obtained after data

analysis can be compred with the ore-spp cifled

objectives.

6) The last step is the make use of evaluation

re suits* These results will not only serve is

feedback but also provide the basis for making

the valid judgements which in turn are used to

take appropriate decisions for improving tut

various aspects of evaluation programme.

Further these results can alsa b- used for

better administration, instruction, guidancu

and rt search purposes.

Evaluation is as old as education itself and

serves as the quality control m any educational programme

But its success largely depends upon sincerity, integrity,

honesty and dedication of the mem.vrs \ ^ are associated

with the programme. It is hoped that, this module wil1

provide new directions to the teacner educators of Dlhl

who will design and formulate neec based evaluation
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* rjgrmts in tiv oon^'t ol their professional reronsi-

Mlity and accountability as emphasied in M ( 1986 )

*

Activities

1) formulate four major objectives of any one

of your proposed training programme and define

each ma >cr objective briefly in terms of

participant's behaviour.

2) Develop appropriate tools to assess to 3

above four objectives.

3) Suppose you have organised a training programme

for primary school teacuers on Minimum Levels

cf Learning on Science and Mathematics for one

tfjeirK. How do yea evaluate this programme ?

m*
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QShS ^MTHED^^pRCjiCii/x.qrivi'iT b^sd ^prchch

Dr • *5 , P . An.an o. *
* -*» w -# f* * “* 1 » ^ -*rai«

Obj^ctTVss s

Contouts

Pho -nodule in Child 'Jontrod Approach n dps tho

roador to i

jVyrviow vi:o provrxling practices m JJd'-.c^ti n,

- una~rst-;ttd tr o moaning of Child Centred A;rr.-v' a*

- know the basis ;C Child Contr id «ppro

- bo acquainted witn tiu* essentials -f pr\oUs'!.i

Child Centred Approach an Educ.ti n;

- illustrate Child Contr-d Approach wi th oxoinoi *

1. Provoiling practiros in Edu^Ytx-n

2* Child Centred .ppror-ch

3. Fundpiient^ls _i f Cnu_d Centred **pnr; :xh

4. Operational. c ndition G *

4.1. Child piays

4.

2

Tee:her as f cjiitatcr jf 1 corning

4.3 pyr-c-ation of individual difisr .one

a

4. 4

,

It .chjr--pi’pil r-tio

4.5. Tonebar s
' Ere ou j m

1

j4* C Curriculum

4.7 Teaching aids

M.S. Dedicated oeochei’s

5 . Extuples

5.1 ii- in tai'i; ;iCi.‘ of school c->.:!pxcx

5.2 Organization of co- curricular nc.tavi.tx

5.3 Ci > oSreom lunching

6 . Hi user tiins

6.1 Introduction cl iViol tipi cation t r,li

6.2 Language tenoning

6.3 ocieice teaching

1 . Prevail ing practices in Education

In tho p revelling system of cduc- ?.ti -i> wn itsoe. >-r

noppens, La detc-ruined by oh authority m its >wn right.

The authority may be vested in Gn/erni-ent cc delegated to

tbo department of education or to SJ.«* body Hoe* but tH

teacher and the taught arc- th • lacst authorised individuals t

design the sebume- of things in education. The toacner organic,



t, .r-coin/ n«u is ^rdomod fro a abow* fix. st' ut-o c, o >s cat ^

imm *h t iv i -* Ticru t i-o .ra tj Shu toam-P tnrou: h rpor^v

incm o f' tOc.cbu ay. Ini; rjic*trs preaoni svstom ^ 3

, nu cation aathori ty--cae tr d.

i tv centred pvr 3 <o-i h " » c* in * to arm f^st 1 *• 1 v-

tr* svsi ;$ of v ducation to deliver n »-- fi-Xa -&

3 failed t dwli/wV t.L^ kina ->/ .* n--p

i-,r v/ai ch it ^ s be n spool lie fly institt > c-«

TP, cyst j i educuti >n 3f bh~ d y« cannot oloini <- ^appiy »

3 scra>~ i s ' 10 c XI 'Fx* - r learui‘gi siaaant.s wr o can b-
j

i’csnersible ii’itcni- k*_rn L .mcrs, siricrre -<r'Vt> ->vt end i1 ^

0 5 *

mri lordrad app r ' sch

X t*0

i r hi lity -f*

•y ‘AX t Srlu

ui j: r o -

Th .
p,.yst *\ J

U tf
v

* +
^ 1

i
' rW 4.

\ cl on i Policy -ti Sduo>td:n, NPiS r s a 3 i • i .

„X 1 j f'dlm/r ii the olfeciiv mass -f nduc ti ;n of oar 1 x f
* 1

In xti Pr grmne f . oticr* v "966 ,

j

« :3)? 3

1

nas boon o. e

tunx.

By Vw ig element: ry ocluc >tirn ohild^aontr id ,

*wo w^alci bo mtr dim ng t ion# norite’ i^La'u*
in trie syib-.fi. Puj raoct i rap or coot aspocl -.1 t-u n

a f iri will ha co v e .rduc~ti*n a loylix?
invar t^-Vj nhi sat; sxy ig 1« irking accovaty
r?i+i*i)r that ^ svstm of r:r ncl drearies?
nthon tf-rl ' a inscrurt* - n» **

V,

w *-Ed o ti *r is ioh -ran. LIy ^ ^..±ld cont} .d croc^oc, lx

o rg xi. s d for xto du-j-rpblo m 1 hoed- thy al3 r r, aa growth

d-v jl .pmont of on^ rjid all cnixdmrv 1 x ,v )lvos n to- i
^

. n

ofc * tkio rv ^xii-eOi-iice ^ f tn p^owhn ana d-v.jl^p lutas •

era Id" on.

Cir Id cc.itrcd jp i > ^ ^ nch in cduoati ii dr-ivs ; ^ ri

^ust oco -rx* tne nj a'., '"bi ti e

o

3 nntxin‘^,5 in I

vopi r iti '-•s of children. In r tj.^ sy* tm, to* ch^rs ^oiiuvft

uiu/isoivjs as gr up loaders and facility r r of tonrnir^ x

ehiloiun. Tho on tin crp^ctpr of nrtivitios Ln cnxld t

apy-M.h ntru^bxrcd tint it oro\ ?s t. Ot conduc^vu
fj^r tixe ^Xlr-und d ^ cl pfiiont -*f j?ou .nd ev^r> mi ten

X ;1 dnil a cenfcroct «npp rL neb ? ccluc tx.n b^comod poran c, 1

child HCtxvj t,y. In fcfol ; -^rn^eijj child is tun pivot nr vund
>hiux rho procos^ of rhic-tmn r w 1 In chixd can trad
ud i oonx .

n

y cnixd i* a t t« it ^ the aiFpni 1 t oduc *txon s

r« x „ r

t
«v. ^

1 X

t L T’
J-.v. '. tb:-rvy . 'j/ C! ' >s* ^-f' educ-itl^n

- o-.'icod .
• ti w ;) ,'ia i c - >

r. o '<;h ead -very child.
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3* Fbno ament al s of Child Confer .cl appr >
«

< ch

Chile. centred pp roach in oduonti ,-n is b„ s<-d upon tuc

fundamental t nets ^ f the process of e due ^ bLou ;

- education means -ill round drawing )ut -„I th^ b<-st -n

child and. man, b»dy, mind and saint ^ Gandhi ji;

- each and cv iry child is ? child who is c on - i dned tj

do capable -f developing uls p;xentx -iiti os ^rid ov /cc^ d
his lini taxxons «n his jwn N r ‘gc^s)

;

- T E ion and ovc-ry child is a unique j.rc vcthvrnie child

who simile) Di respected lor his v'c^r-iutra indxv ^dnol

difleren con?

- each and ev^ry child /sods ^ gaid^ v* gu i aa hj m
;

fxcilitetc hi o to develop ins O 1 round person "lit, in a

healthy and desired direction;

- children as human brings h:c*e s-n “-nher *nt tie: -n *ra

n--u.d for achi -viug self -realization to establish t onsjiVbb

•’S perfectly perfect, coinpatent eha useful inaividual idsbc ,jo

ax the society in which they cr ; born.

Child centred approach in education n an pproach in

oducati .n which while accepxj.ng th - given unique individual! L

of the child as a worthwhile useful person ‘2ity # it assists

him explore nis assets and develop chern to enable uimsfLo

prove as an individually satisfying , .nd suciail^ . ecful ..a'.-,.

In child centred oducetxor, the cnild is v loomed,

motivated and encouraged t play o participant m ~ or- t* an
teachers L^ buildup his programme a loanuiu Ii tuxrj

strategy, notning is -11 *ued ti be imposed upon "the child

as e passive listener. In pjnaln pari once, education is

considered to bo the twin, process of teaching -n*d Id-nun^,

For teaching, teachers an lulci ocoountaDi^ nd tor learning,

learners are made responsible* but, ic is i<^ the see e&e ox

things in child centred approach, j n e Jun^tl^n, leaders - od

pupils are c uisiderod equally answerable ti the nd results

teaching vui learning.

4. Operati :ml conditions

Child centred appro aca in aduc-ti on operates* under s-vv

p resumed op er ati onal gondi ti . n s like th e follo wx fig cno s »
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4.1 Chuld ^i'-ys :

m .hild centred approach, cm idren ro identified -v. ...

the process £ eiuo^cion. .. piugramru? ot i_»-r'.*ag j. -imv.,-
at mth the perfect understanding >f tile duvol jpmont j_ ac p

»f children, ... Very n -tur l .dues ci ,r -l 1 !"Uig . s sc-t.

T--'Chu.rs design r nunp^r u C activities in. vui'-h in.: ? .-crticr,-

learn v/:i 1 p Laying tr r chudiood v jry u .*> mUg . in,„t wV;
"•mid _;ntrtd pur l on m g

r

otic decs due coynis^ice ji

p3.‘» i thv- d ,r clopr«. nt _.f riildrjti.

i i

>~» k_-
A sp "ctrui f clavf.il r d- ti ial acnvi'ci ..s live

network t' an due?ti 'i?l prog.*: nr.i for onid 1 j n, CPilm j.

lo,,m .--hi 1 . lurking t p.',y die ga.iv- s they love tr pi y.

m, k 1. rr.ir g n child-like ^ c ti vi ty Hr the children cn -

ano .vlr-

.

- j» r

in calu centred ppuro-.cn tm play tend ncy ji aruldt v

+ dinpi y 1 t Oil

f

. It .nek - thaii laarmn t a
!t_ mi '*

i Ic m’ up . fh._y play ta 3 .^r. ana I_*trn t-. play
t-. r.i tcj tioir iw-rnmg sti. LI furth .r, 3duc?tun :

*'

ch.'ldr-n >s ai-de as u ...ax r Lj^i. £ le-minp t~. plai it all
Uie ,t. jr - ..nthusi r.&ti -ipily,

4.2 lchar o* -> fjellit tor of J mi-V,

In child oent'.-l vducati ji,
t

die t* cotier is n,.t suppose,
to assume th role . f a • T-st-r' -f the childr.-n. Ho -u ta as

g.ude and . pnilos^phor in til. r recos- oi
1 earning. For t._ education citizens ,f t.m:r-cw, th-.'
school provides a ild.r.- c* isph r, in vrtnuh -^ciiers and
taught s •-rxtjr xnt gh, a. n-n ,n of nc-ltky hun-.n int -or/o .n.

eich.r as a grm* lj-uer f etcdun to in child cuntr.d
practices Li c nsidervJ t r._

, p r.,fos ,i n ii y c-. ;pe > „*nt
f-’dlitrlur . r tnoir 3 .. n m; .

Th,. to nr rit-ru in cmId centred -^pro *ch begin their wr ;mtn a th. rough understanding of c oh and .-v..ry chil u .Ho,
n ’®“' c ‘ acLl tlJri E '*f children, their porunts* so ci o - cen^--
status .d .ducati nal ^-lific^.tious are nu.4od to he*
icnD’/fi by tc jto!»u^s« h*v< -t- + ,x* v w ^ into of stud3n J'j f

physic*]. h},*v eh u^>eoially tfie-ir h >inr fra.^ irG *-' fr-a any disabli /.

•,-lltfnf „7„, , ,

rni'.n.y i» th.ir so.lng, t.Xki.i,;1 ^ *d 1>.J to bo tutoo TOry seriously.

* s
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Students* intellectual development, their opti tudoa and
atti tudos, habits and tornpr^mants are needed to be kn-un by
the teachers teaching tn^m through child centred approach. Ine
maintenance of cumulative records of children goes o lon0 yrty
to help teachers in this direction, actually, teachers idli-wiry
child centred approach do mBintam up-to-date cumutotiv^ rao.a
of their children. This record gj^s to profile oho nohiuVjmerrs
and failures ->f students. It highlights their a vatop a^utol
requirements* It iu?y be o.J-d thevt pro&xvsstoaly mrintained
end a n si ghtfully i n help r ox jd cumu] \ tiv e r -co ods o f cho. 1 dron

lay the fdundati »ns of a chil j. centred qpp ro ach in education

4.3 Appreciation of individual difi ronces

In

allout

child centred ~pprc ten, wtox is needed nost is n

.3ctcn owl edge iii^nt jf aeuividual dixferences cnat exxsi

among children. They have b j appreciated for xheir intor~

intra individual differences which they inherit from

parents or acquire to om from environments. Children need be

accepted with their strengths and weaknesses as such. Ttoy

should be guided to develop their assets within "he

constraints of thc-ir limitations. There is nothing to oo

over- ambitious for tno growth and develop iont -i eacn -nd

every child. The approach should to to ensure an allround

development of each and ovory child within the maximum limits
of his individual diiferenc^s.

4. 4 Pupil- teacher reicio

1 Teachers having kn^-wia the children on fill accounts of

their individual differences are well set to follow cnito

centred approach in tneir xeech^n-. If tnis onp r’cach is t *

bo effectively pursued, there is a n^ -d to to-p pupil- teucto r

ratio at a reasoned] ^ level. - hign pupil- te -cher r .ti: <L . s

not permit the teacher to follow child centred approach

effectively.

4.5 Teachers* froto otn

In child centred approach, taacnors need b>- gi/sn <„ good

amount of freedom to practise their owi wall-porcolvei styles

of conducting themselves. Howeaver, for their guidance,

teachers need be duly oriented and provided with well

conceived guidelines. This should be left to til • bust of

judgement of teachers thems lives ns ‘to how they shiuld enlist
f
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an active ~nd willing pare exp -'tie n to toutonxs in the

oroces^ to vjdacati jh. Thu hctoniectwr to ton sen* ,1
i*

i , is„ i,'/pwct ‘i t ,'VJlv ; re 'Ch..f--p jj. xi centred -d' ;x .u. st .

i.i retools t. ^dl to tn.' c nguiiaL .tru'sptwr.- for o.uid-

ca .tr .. d i. spvo icf x n . lac ^ tijn

.

4,6 Cum eulam

Trie courses ^ T stuto os -r tn_ curr. can 1 ^ to to i dlcu^^

in tto child con rto 'ppr-ach no~uc to he flexible* ito* toorr

Simula te n stonce f r thedi cssccinfcton in cno a*v j j

n, »vt f progr^'iiv of educate. on, They should .is.; >.'-; ail

> tit ,1 Ire .

,

i to a. .atu t«i.. X" -ice c.f curricula., to be

lcJ.T *wed l * th r> atoicui ar _r
i c to skutonts tn follow o/u_l 1

nuitr 'p;ro"ch xn the real a j >se f the. vnto

4

.

/ ij^oninK nds

Child cctix-r* i opprn iCh 1 n cCuoufcian is _n ^cti vi ty~o -s*. -

typr -ncn. Hus ppproech no ds a / o id omunt of x^-vtoira, n '&

ai-to with the. space in which ayuionsir^tx a y/on v c.vj d.. a. n

.

^n:i due: Dion d activities c-vt be :i,n, That4 way infra-

strucxui : to the solve to is torn! re 1 to to topt up to toto nar >.
d

j DcdiC'ti?! to-chirs

Child centred ppr.'-ch is aa insightful eg vJaoh jc -eh.

p»rt jf t 'chers. Th->t way u.ecucir’s wh- -re _.p..>ctwd c. f JLl.~v

th. ’Ppr'icch shmld bo basically jj r. i„ sax 'inl-ty trdrwi, :ri‘ :

pers

.

1--1 j y wedaod t.' the terdu.g Isacrwrs

. ori sna ev xx~j love f «* cnil. jn jr far ctiu teach; ruj pref-sej ."

c^ji hardly b- ->p cti.d t, purmu oh. Id centred opporaoh ir.

tu.ei " otyl.-s j i functi -nihg as to-churo, 'leechere of c-ulUrx
dwdicatl n and 1 •> (,d 3si xi in tt-oor Int; prof .t -^i jn usvi . i> Lv b

s - n c-3ing . rward c pr.etis w Gitill can toed approach in

. OJD^tl ‘XI*

Chii d cm tr ,_ .1 r^praoch is ^ p a-xstakmg approach an

p wJ yr igy * Tw*" -tort need b > k 11 motlv, ted t
»

pursue thi-
Ppco-'ich, in school cf -k n (X tounc1 rn^ntal h^^lth and a -

' *.

c ’ "P ^dcy c *yi or*1y pu,y3Uy . till $ chvId, oon trod rpp re aeh *

5. jSxn«H^ly '

^

toer 'to n ,;f chxld ^cntr.i cp >c*. eh in schools .lay bo
rxtw^ vn. vh fusao i?v* npXe$ divtou ootov/%



5. 1 Maintainance of school C.lTIpl'jX

Maintenance of school c mplex and keeping its surround-
ings neat and cli.an is very important for an prvcoc
of educate j.o. Towards the achi uv anon b 01 this end in seno. 1 z,

stuc.enbs 1 active ana willing psrticipati . n~coopur''ticr. sn.ulr
bu effective! y .mil atvd. Students' involve aetit in tnis ;..sr e 't

of school a rgrriz.' tain, helps then t-. identify tue. as elves wi t

the Instituxi n'. of tn-ir learning. This serves a goo i ,v ,p. ,a,.

for xh^ education ,j 1' children tnrough rin activity bssed

app re acn in educ ,? ti /n

.

A teacher through gui a -nee

k -op thoir classrooms neap -•ad

cleanliness, students m their

can motivate the students t

cl -an. In this o r-pm gn of

respective turns may cl .an ai

wash thoir classrooms d ily in the nornm^,. Si .if1 ;.ri y d. cor
of classrooms with students' prepared cnartr, and diagra .s it. *

us to enlist students' participa-tion ...a their soli- j.iucati :

through activity based approach. Development of small flow. ,

corners on the av- LI able land near each classroom can also

servo as a way of practising tui s approach. Ccnemuni r.y vnrh

programmes, social service campaigns in the vicinity .-f

school c-mpl-x help the students in their allround develop-
raent for which they come to the schools.

In schools, the enli gh mnod teachers can find many ways
to practise activity based approach. Students' invoivemnt
in educati mal activities (each activity in school is c.jnsid

ed to bo on education-!, activity) can teach tho. i what c-n ! x

be taught tc them by pre aching or showering sermons e*. xncu
in abundance.

5.2 Organizati -ii of c^~ curricular activities

Co-curricular activities arc the playful programmes

of activity-based approach in education. These activities

are presumed t- be liked by the children. In child

centred approach, those co- curri cul ar activities need t-

be systematically planned end designed for th . definite

purpose of, educating th_ children.

In tho organization of co-curricular activi ties, teacher 3

should leave much for the students tc manage themselves. Lon
the students manifest their creative ability in creative

activities in the school. They should not be dicV’tol or
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shadowed toy vuch* Row3V cr ,
^-s^cn^rs snould. take Le^n i-nt^r m

in students' aoTx.vj.tLes to help them give h '-ax account : t

tr*e mselves* Teamera 1 ^5, co

u

n

s

cl nu st clway s prevail up

:

kr

students hj grow wiser day-by-dcy in thu organization ot

co-ourricuj ar activities iu their schools*

dtuaentii sroul d '1 Vdv ^ he in sp i red ‘ n <? ec oc» or aged to

undertake educrti :nal activities with * runcetity °f purpose

d.-votiyn and vtuiir:, -at- bl tiiV-xely* ^ wish ^uch vi^t. es

. no.,id d

-

come t u* essential «-iGmenco of their parser J’-ty.

through * U'"- ac t> vi » j. *-5 in schools* the purpose she *ld oo

to Inca) or te in s to a ants te in spin t, feJ low feelings nd
desire for making joint i.ffor*a for ^refill purposes* I x

s

p 'Vt-s -way fir heal try social and emotional level OmTitJ

of children.

5.3 Cl aoaroom t e s chinr

CXa^srcom teaching ^r text-book education should *1 *r

be merely p spoon feeding activity in schools. Students

should be helped to develop positive a t ci tu.de towards stidit, *

They si nuld be activate: to Ittrn oad build up ers^tiv- atn dy

hat l ts.

fe o doing of a lesso i should not merely ba a one v^y

delivery process from tne teacher on me end r. the stolen tu-

on th^ other end. Students should not be simply made py< uvi;

3 ia uer ers in the cl. asses. On me ba3is o± t eir previous

knowledge, lesson ohould be developed through active parti-

cip ition of studjuts themselves. The toacner should oncew z% a

students t j put qu^.-tions and to repress their views while
di scu& • >n the lesson with tb~*m»

L .aving aside bo Ut~reading method in teaching, touch -r*-.

Id pro;- Lise experiment*:! method and d^nrmstrati on methods
too w Self— study habits she ill be oncor raged through sup ^rvi ' -_d

sell- study periods# They shoeId ba encouraged to t ate an
‘ £txv c part in educational exhibition* and educational field-
trip

3

f a oj dents should Ik mode interested in rooking wall-
oh or t s ? wri ting eciu o a tion al wri te~*up s end p rep ari ng th^ jh
Selves for dec- t?s Mid discussions on the matters of taeir
aauce cian^JL inv ra$t*

i

Torching is a lively process. It should ba maintained
by th •? 't&adhcii’s. Chile centr ?d approach involving activity-

str tfc.va
4 as „• •> th* process of education e joyful

pr >gra..f .o for tuacn&rs and t *ugntj both.



6. Illustrations

. ,
.

based approach in eduo^ti on tnay b^- illustr^rel
vn fch the help of following three xllustr^ti 'ns :

6.1 Introduction of hul tipi oat. on Talias

Yes, it is supposed that

multipication. tables, etuder.T

we illay write on the blackboar

2
r 9

/L-. 2

+2 'r +2 +2 1

e2

- +2 ,•2
* 2 +2

- 4-2 i-2 = 2

- r2 +?

*2

at the stage of their learnx^.

know ad ti ?n and anb crao t* : :

.

in sequence;

2

+2

+2

+2

*2

9
i-

+2

Students- will be invited to come to the bl._.exboard ?r:-i

-ad these figures. A stage m ,y come when the teacher should

ask the students as to how laborious it is if we have to add

2 for 20 Limes or mere tnan th t

,

At this strge, thu concept

of mul tipi cation tables may be introduced. It may bo said th-
*

?. has been counted iwioi, tnrlce, four times and so on* In

arithmetic. tziis type of exercise is 3aid to be multiplied by

2; 3, 4 and so on. We can simply write the above whitings as

2x2 2x3 2Xh 2x5 2x6 2x7

X - is th a sign of mul tipi cation m contrast to + being

the sign of addition.

2 x 2 -= 4, 2x3 = 6, 2x4=8. 2x5- 10 and so „n.

This is known ar multipication table of 2. In this Table,

2x1 = 2, means 2 baa been added only once. 2x2 = 4 means

2 has been added twice and so on. Similarly, wn h r/e »

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

+3 +3 f-3 4-3 :-3 +3 +3 -3

-
» -+3 » *.u3 O f-3 +3 +3

+3 *3 4-3 +3’ +3 +3

- +3 4-3 -f-5 +3 +3

- 4-3 +3 +3 +3

%
t

- +3 +3 +3

- +3 +3

— +3



be_n rated twice, thrice, feuThis is to soy th-t 3 h*-,n

time ,3 and b~ on. Thi

bo wn tten ->s :

* .
^ 1 Hu ltlpiCaflOU table of 3 Vttlioh JK.. ;

3 x2 ^ "V w 3x4 - 12 , 3 > 5 - '15

After giving than this practice, lot us so -.om acuju,

n. y devol op ti't. multiples tier. trot- of 4, 5 X± n-'L,

rn-ip then t. \ -at an those Te.bj.wS n r^jn-xbor chora ty !\-">r .

p\>

o . i L 'nfiu ^ development

« language doo k nay not be taught from p :Gs to p he bv

r."dinp it out to the students by the xeachur. Let the

students re \d and they aw.y be provide.I guicence for ooiTi.cc

ptmunoi > on

.

Let the students i prove their raalin^ >bili .

by proQtj.ce and improve upon their pronunciation by Ix^hni.'

tJ tiieir Ciassfellov/.-.. Studento tn^nseives .vy be a :kod au

spoil cut the meanings of what they reed on .heir jwd . They

sh alt b. aio.M\rnged library reading and to write esf .ye '-net

1 >t vers in tiieir own words, Such practices can be inxroduced

in schools for the developa _nt of langu-ge ability of stud ^

through child centred approach.

Students telling thv_ a.ories, singing songs and ,uvl nr

talks m tn .• topics of general interest etc. ere exoaplvS ~f

activities th>t may be lntroiuced un».l_r activity based epp^
an the language development of children.

6.3 Science teaching

Lynching of science can not be construed as a book

reading activity in schools. It is seen tially a discipline

><f knowledge which should be taught by activity based jppre :

It is bvst taught by demonstration and. exp eri rr.ei cal method 1..

Students learn it well Mostly in tneir seif-eng-ged nobby
clubs. Teachers should allow students to do their creative
expert cents * r. the science laboratories. They should discuss
students' ixperiuiental designs with keen interest ant
recognition of their crejtiv abilities. This typo if

Interaction between tne teacher end the taught doubly prompt
"the practices of activity- based teaching and learn ng of
Science ir* schools.
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Conclusion

Chili centred apo ro act in ti-rcning is v t. ry cunctriJouv

scheme of teaching tne children. it envisages p joint ofjort

on the part :i teachers end t^ughts in ru. procy: jF educ U

in schools* Students ire undo interacted in and rx tiv ~ ted

for learning, l'e-chers •>ct as th n professi onal guides oi

stu tents to org-mse their looming to useful ends.

io'chers lcwe for children jn abundnoc.. and a tudents'

dc .ire to le-rn in plenty are the corner ston r. A success

of child centred approach in education. In tie; 3 activity-

l-'Sod teaching-learning strategy, an allround development of

£•5311 rid every child is attended tc« Teachers ne,d

sufficient pains wnoleiu- rtedly to realise the advantrpes of

crij d centred approach in schools.

Self- cxorci so

v *

s *
*

1 .

9
»

P.

4 ,

5 .

C.

7 .

After reading the nodule, :newer the fellovdng qu^scienj-

jfti.it do you understand by e.u tho rity- centred approacn ?

On what tenets (beliefs) is child-centred approach

b"sed ?

;i;„ is child play ra.-tsi t- chil.J-oontrcd -spronch i,i

education ?

What is the role of the teacher in cnild- centred

approach ?

Give three examples of pupil activities that can be

organised m child- centred approach.

Give me example for teaching e-ch of the following

subjects by child- centrtd ’Pprotch. :

a. Arithmetic b. Language c. science

Prepare a lesson plan for touching any topic of your

choice to pupils of class HI by child- centred approach
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Education of piatr gpnsraii.ji; lcarters
•"X T* »- ^j'^'wnr *T f

'fcj^r lives; The reading jf th;.j .nodule, Helps the reader tr

iawf bo'.t Fi ret Generation Learners for th^ir

- CO 1Cop t,

- £np±Xj bee* ground,

t aed -

1

motivnti n f..r le-.mm^j
^dueaxional needs,

- teachers' role in their learnin
S'-sential te^chin^-learning si.’ofcegies-

Gcntentu :

1. Concept

Z. F injily bcckground

3. motivation for Learning
4. . ,-iucation .1 Needs

4.1 Physical development
4.2 hent'-l development

k. j Social develops ni

t

4. 't fictional development
5. lea crier s' attitude-

>« Teaching-] earning strategies
b.1 Child centred approach
fc>.2 has -ary learning

1 * Concept

' H0 ChUd is ine'locrtbl« 1

, * Education i s the fUudamentnl
right oi each aid every cnild- like the oner, ire the popular
maxi .is of the day which uave ushered In, 'Universalization of
Education' Bs che latest momentous movement in the system pf
our Educate. m.

Education -ali^htens our life. It brings about a revolution in tne ^oludon of our style of m*. Education is butvery essential fir the desirable growth and development of allU "“ ~ 3,ckes R lot of difference when one is educated andwhen one i 3 deprived of belac educated. Education makes usm-iv au illy satisfy- ug and socially useful individuals, ihese
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for toe sake of illustration, -nr.y be cited as some of thj

salient messages cf the movement of unxver-.ai i nation, of

elementary education on wHoh it nas been founded.

In its programme of ectxor* -.rrecpeccive of & tode-i’ n/e

of individual differences in their so v io- economic status, '"ne

movemenx of education for all children, intends to enroll : ->’ r

i formal or non- formal pav^eri r 1 educvciun. In its door- to-

door complaign, the movement envisages reaching *ven tot ron.otn

families whe arc still quite naive to the concept of education

itself* In the programme of education, it tus brought mt
prominence, the education of first gener^ti n learners, refers

beginning the discussion of their educavion* the concept Ox

Ibrst generation learners needs to be spelx-out.

rJh g cm 1 dr en , b elongi ng to the £? mi lies from wnore t u

children have earlier never been exposed to any kind of

to ^ generations altogether, when tho' r rve drought unitor the

purv* ev of and given cue advantage of an organised system of

education for their allround growth -tfid dev elop me iv, arc itmi p

m

as first generation learners*

'.the children, who have the pi-ivile/t* of becoming the iX.-ot

in memselvas in their oi*/n respective xlliterai-- f53n.il So to

receive a systematic education, are recognJ sea « first ysv.er:. U ••n

leirnern.

r'irst generation learners ere the children wuoss non.; 01

the .family members on record have o'- or b -an educated nn/wh

till now, and thej- are to be r.he first in theii’ fauixy tr-.diti-i.-

to recave * well- designed education, i-irst goneratior ls-srr tss

happen to oe the forerunners for ushering in an era of education

m their respective families.

?. Family background

First generation learners are essentially to - ch'ldr^

of illiterate parents wh.> In their entire lifetime .*ave nad

never -.veiled of any kihd of * systematic education. Theta

Parents in the? r own turn might have remained uneducated

because of financi al consrr ints (.poverty) of thsir respective

parents who were unable to foot their eapenoea required in

their being educated. ' It could also be 'that social practices and

rituals of their times along with tneir f?.milj traditions might

not have permitted them to take advantage of the school
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f'Clii 'V 'i] . tr Luc "
' r tu u* 3cnoc0 going ages* L-t/iAx

\:iaj cu*sc pertinent barriers, it couia pi sc pdrenxr,

c i f irs L" gon-r-tun. i:amc.\ cculd
,

not get any Kind of no ca-

vurtny jducqtisij b^ruse of their living in £ r flang areas ou

>l l from ti\j r^nstrc^rri of soexaJ Life and they and virtually re.

<tcewa to F*ny org^tiia^tion of learning wo rtn the njuvo*

the fannll^a c m pn reties of Cjrst g^umti -ri

lc rners > ^ox^omic&i
* y poor, serially disadv-ntegea .’Lid

e/itnr-Ily deprived. Inmost o' ir.o canes? a .rj.i on '

^ a cor a :c tit ns of tb v coaiTunlty U"- L.afc of sch. dal €

/rt\s. ckJ td tribes and f 'rallies of oVer backward clashes ii- i< j tr

-

f 1 al/ backgrounds ox first ger^ratxo i I^rruxrs* briefly slitucl*

Cir:<z gen -ration learners h-Long +/. *o 'fjUi.caUy backw:rd

i'x'iilxeSp > letso ever*

4
J fl u ror Learning

Ti begin witf, the first generation learners are cover

found xo Le intrineical] y activ ted for having any Mnd of

'-due xxon. Perhaps on the o taer-r.oiu, xiusr- children ;fc> b--

found U< churl £;ang ' sort of ,--p-‘thy towards educn hio^. lb. ir
Parents, too, h »ve nc :n to 3;-nd these childr a to t...

osno-ls. All th»- more, first generation learners night be di ccou
raged by their parents t 1 cncrisn. any love for education.

First generation learnu-s ,-s well n_> their parents nr.-

g=rttr-niy found to be not interested in any kind of educntiw
whatsoever, Ihey have yet co give a deserving pipe-; to educe lx .-

1

m thej. . family i.ulhire. It nay be that tney nay be thinking t’n t
education is net sic ant for thorn and t ley are not '

-iclc for
education. Ail the more, parents of such children n=y be Ji •*. t>

a,

. negative attitude towards school, thinking that schools spoU
the cnildr.n. They loose control over cnildron when they ire slUo
to sonools. They way hold the opirn. n hiat children will become
useless if -they ar* sent to schools. Till recently, frilly practices
"m tr -lClitlui:is first generation learners are usually jound
b- on tot lay o.^inst their being educated. However, in some
j, w h an awakening is being witnessed in such fdailies rog^rdm.
hie utility of education.

' “
'

‘

a* unhealthy notions about education ch visaed by
ill iterate, esou. Really poor nd culturally derived parents
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may be based upon the fact that their children art al so working

as wnge earners for the family. Children as well us cheir p .rente

h >vs an immediate future in sight without hewing any vision for

.,ny remote future. They have no high mbit! ors in life. They s?‘-

very much contented in their own small world with small earning =

and a self-contained vision of life as a whole. Their style of 3-

carri es no allurement for education at all.

Parents of first generation learners prv required U> be

persu&dad to send their children to the schools. They need ah

awakening for allowing their children to be ^duoutod in their

interest as well ?s in the interest of society ns a whole .Para*- -,

and children need an assurance of hie utility of education iti

tneir life. This is to secure the ctive cooperation of parents

of first generation learners in the process of education ter ui^ir

allround personality development.

Parents need to be financially compensated for Their

cnxldren having stopped earning because cf their going to thi>

schools. Not only this, in some cases the Owenses l -r the

education of first generation learners may be required to

be borne by someone or entirely to bo exempted by achool itself.

Those children need be provided with books, school uni terms and

OehLc; free of cost. The school in no way should poso a financial

burden on the parents of first generation learners. Some such

learners may b^ facilitated to continue to be wage earners atoU'-

with their attending the schools. They may be allowed to core

to the school in their off working -r wage-earning nours. Or,

schools may open earning avanuos within the school campus

along with their formal programme of learning. Vocational oducTt 1

has been accepted to be ah essential, aspect ;f the education of

generation learners*

First generation learners will be well motivated to learn

when they are assured of earning while learning which eventu.-dlv

snould lead them to place themselves in life as better wage

earners and respectable members of the society.

4. Educational Needs
H

Education of first generation 1 barriers needs to be viewed

in its true perspective. Education la altogether a novel experience

Ml

L t-P^i
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To r tr: ai n,s w .<2 i

ab ,u
J

-- cul tar 1

.1 corners*

is i jv their cu3todian-o fronts. £t i s te bring

revolution in the fnr.ij.ics of first gunorgti ,c

It ir. accepted in principle that on offee live process . f

'ducr.tion should revolve around me child itself. It, should t-

des-ignod befitting to the n..-ed$, obilitee -*.ria aspirations ->l

1 •= amors. Ic c -tils upon the designers of the education of fire -
',

generation termers to strictly adhere to child-con trod noli .i

and pr-exices. Ih.j scheme of education should be ax.5 f; sem - tin

te xh-_ 1 arno & concerned. It should b: c\nviacine1 to fm tiro.,

gorier- fcion learners that education b-„ing proccs: vd tlr the : n.^ts

their iiiediatf as well as filter o life needs, ouch a scheme of

udU'-pticn fv-r th first gener-ti.-n learners should e\rn.„stly

at 'end m the following fuc.ts of their personality dovul

o

y -nnx.

4.1 Physical development

Pay .,-icni duVuLopveut is said t j lay tno foundati .os cf
Personality development. First generation 1 a -irners need sons
fundamental lessons on physical dovoJ op.c^nt, Ihey need to l u .rn

h-w ti keep physically fit. Th.y h,-;n- to learn how tc regulate
tneir daily life to k -up thorns*: Ives physic >ily healthy tr do
something worthwhile in life.

Faraly background _>f first gensr-tion learners .may be*b

tnken -s having told thorn nothing about right body gestures,
pos;ur_-s and exercises. These children nay not be aware of
4_u il i ty r.d quantity jf to jo. t nul x •. by them to kc .p thomnelvoc
p .ysic Hy alert and smart. Tipor t^nca of nduQUote sleeping
nours, wj'king hours end hours of relaj* iti .>n in Hie dr-ely life
of human b.-ings is to be highlighted to first goner-ti^n l e' rner

Because of having received ne attention at home, li rut
.'c.aeration learners may need instructions in the school to save
thornsolves from b lag handicapped in any way* If tney have
i merited some impairment or have sccjuired it, it h s to \

cur*.! at tft. right earnest lest it sh -old develop j at, Sanu
tint. disability for life X r the concerned child. Health
v.he - cio/j has to ce made a part and parc .l of the education

f” i‘Bt generation learners.

w1

i
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4, 2 * vontal dvv op T?-n t

First ai learners li n.> conducive e?duc txa:: *2

rtao sphere at huau.. Horn,. does not s^rva xham s ^ pi .c_ of

natural 1 - .rning, They nro dcpriv^d of congenial atmojphcrv/

surroundings uf loar/ung at home* This adversely affects nd

delays thv- developmenr Jl primary ;aent •>! abilities of First

gon -ration learner s»

Irpov^r shied learning experiences muted out to first

generation learners at home keeps thorn deprived of end rgin L

their attention span- Their perceptual development r a ins?

inadverten tly halted, They acquire very lit Lie amount of

language development in childhood at hoaur. First e:n;r'tijn

3 *nnicrP } ho u<= have no training for memo 1 y 5 r.tcntxm rd

recapitulation, Mosc of the time,- having boon oonfiAud to .

vary s. all stretch of surroundings those children h^rdiv
develop ziu-AseIves os keen observers. They Ipo „ the ability of

making ojppr>prieta interpr tntlons of whet tney nmppon 1 > sl-;.

They have no knacx of irking note of wh\tso-^Vur they witness

around them • They art nor resp-nsive to the situati ja^ they

er concerned vi on, They lose subtle opportunities of 3 vUrnin
(

'

on fcnoir own. On the whole, cognitive develop dune of first gon

r®ti^n leornero ii’S bo be: accepted r.s suppressed and dxpross^d

w*-ich needs *,o f e given a helping hand for its duo growth and

development.
4

I'o t^nti allties for -lent -

1

development of first g.-iv-ration

1 earners should in no way be doubted o.xl und-ructx::. xted. liicr.; i

n^ ration XL e for cherisning a biased .attitude towards thu 3 asp.ct

of their personality develop ment. We may h- ve to vopk r. little
bit hrrd to enable tue first generation learners to be on the

right path of their mental development, Wc should work with
them wi ch the belief that slowly end siredily> th. v w !-ll d:vel.p

<•*

an analytical mind, incul&te a proWem solving attitude, and

lov.j to have an insightful learning. Tiii s exorcise hue to be

atto.np ted at the earliest and there is no escape from it,

wnatso ever.

I-J

4 .

3

Soci al development
•>

r

First generation 1 ep.rners need guidance for their social

development, tou. They o: iiu to school without having learnt ouch
of clue social- skills. Sohool provides them tha first opportunity
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to in v net with - gro i ip of torands of thjir ago- group. \ ,1 Sch-nj a

^irsi* m miration learners ire to tc iorlo interested in nodal

X ^rfling to dovex op JieOo elves ez soci'Jxlu o^iibcrs oi the ooc *

njv to .Jahcr friends with their ci^ssfollowe play md
worK theu without any bitterness ruaong the iselvae * is a b^»ru^'>

for social development. In o team, iuw tc work with a ream

spirit, so-ir^ thi joys of too members find render a helping h no

xo jn- another *- or ^ ta^ salient aspects oi social develop.un l

which me firex genorati m learners iicv* to be caught in schcu«.

be oTo b Jolly social beings end arc dependjut u,un on. n.r-u'u

in many ways - this has to be brought luxe to the- first

js-jue ration l-mmere •

Ih
' co learners ne^d be given a broader view of 3 if

•'uttinfe, across their 1,1 ad. ted sighes of respective bonus and

villages. Our behaviour is ragul-ted by social norms and

disciplines - needs ta be told to tb -se n:fvo learners, as

ruing th numbers of vie vast society- we •re bom in, we hn\e

social ri gats as well as responsibilities* That way , s^ciel

woruiL a.* in ill its facets has to be develbprd among first

Z-n«r tion learners*

4.4 emotional development

Au.tionnl develop icut may be ."ufined ?s an ludxvi Juris

pattern oi snowing his emotions \ith his d-*y~tu~d y behaviour.

v*hito_ respoudin
v to the g* van situations, how docs an mdividu-O

express his emotions adequately to the demands of toe tun*.3. is
cn index of his emotional maturity in life.

first guner^ti-n learners arc nox only defici t in .xent .1

aru *uuUJ development but their optional develop a nt too can
nit h j taK -h * s s tisf xtory* 11uy havi tj learn to exp re >s

.,;ao U ;: n* very right\y in the routine conduct of their life,
toiottono •>£ lovt* anu affection, joy and sorrow, £e r ^nd aiger
3tr* h *:ve to iind a due place in their styles of interaction
vn th their surroundings. These learners need be educated to viak i

an appropriate combination of different amotions in their
p items if behaviour,

facilitate emotional development of first generation
1 earrurr> they need be exposed t» and giviin a wide variety *-f

ilfu uonerx vic&3. Not only do v;e Ivw to t-Jte care of xheir
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physical needs ( fcod 9 shelter and clo _chxn;r
J ,

but to »ir

psychological and social needs should rise be perjy attended

to. ihey s * -uld have a sense of security in their su^’O^ndmg .

The^e should 02 no reason for their feeling insecure ,m any-

v/ay . 'they sno^ld have suf icient independence to verb

independently lor tne development of their creative abivitie^*

They need be helped to identify their own merits -nd to van

recognition from firen^Ls, teacher's ana parents alike*
*

The satisfaction of b ' si c human needs helps fir

generation learners develop self-confidence and self-reliance

i-j -themselves. It enables them to .nake intelligent choices*

plans and adjustments in d^ily life. This hind of development,

easure s riierr e tion =& dayel op men b«

In the schema of things, for the education of x? rst
1

genera t,i on learners’) ‘tlaeir educational needs at e their

developmental needs. Their programme 3 f education shou, •-

revolve Etroutid tho satisfaction of these needs, xtiis will

ensure tine achievement of the very purpose of schooling the

first generation learners.

Teachers' Attitude

' School should accept first gener, t.\ jn learners -is pc cenn

learners. Teachers s!io Id accept th?m with, a p o si oil e cut -.uJ •*

towards team and on their part assure them a levin,, and as

aflocti onate treatment. First generation I earners should river

tne le-^st be considered by teachers as good for nothing fellow.,

or at the most s.-cond gra.de learners. however} teachers *hou"l

take them as exceptional children with special needs whim

require to be attended to exceptionally* In' this crnl-xt, ur 1

generation learners provide a r laliengihg out re, ard-ing

si tu attou& to tne teachers to moke exce^tion-l efforts f,o?

taexr education. It aia/ be said that teacrero of first

generation learners need be exceptionally committed co these

exceptional students to establish their effectiveness in

teaching r;rc'fession.
'

'

Tne unique individuality of each end every first

generation learner should be recognised and respected by the

teachers which matters a l®t for these learners to come to

the school, stay there and have the benefit of schooling for

their healthy allround personality development.
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Teachers of first gerer- ti : n learners £ i r their ,-iUCc s

o.n tetcnm mu s t develop personal equations vn th, th-_n. D hi <3

personal ~el atiunship between teachers and taught,s plvys u

crucial role iri tne process of education and in the c-wtext
of ,J.rst generation. learners, it can not be made _>i e^ce- ti.,r .

Xescuers h. ,ve tr* piny a (seniors') role to earn, the trust,

faJ th and confidence of first generation learners to est. . l.ich

tnoxr personal report with them.

i'a- chore' attitude towards first gener-rti^u 3 earner a

rail ec cc the attitude of school itself. Isacxhero 1 efforts
uro the efforts of school system for the education ' £j r.v.t

genem tion. learners. Teachers h,ive to develop and ‘.lanj fos c

d heal (.ny -.tdtude tov/ards first generation learners if in

anyway we are sorious about their education.

b. To. ching-Le immg -Strategies.

At discus.' ed earlier, educational needs of first gerer ifci.. i

learners, necetsitete the development of teaching -learning
str tegies in ,t should b^ b -c.-d upon Child Centred ^p>o 1L i:

V Activj t> b.-si'd ,-pproach) and Mastery Learning.

6.1 Child centered appro- rh v Activity based approach)

Teachers ore the best placed persons to evolve their
essential teaching strategies for Che educetion o first
generation 1,- ^rners. Learners should be actively ns.oci 0 ted
«n tu the develop xsnt of educational program lies fur them,
Actu-Ily, first generation learner,-, should he helped for
self-study and self-learning.

First generation learners should be helped to learn
from their immediate environments. The}- should be guided
in t tai

r

intellectual euarcises for ’their ment -1 develo --vn t.
Thiif suppressed cognitive develop sent need bo given an op =>n
and liberal cliuate bo unfold itself 1Sedately.

*iiie working togexher* plying together ana . rg -nisi at
tn-ir on i cast playful activities, first generation learner-
need be encouragsd and facilitated to lea^n something
substantial for vdeh do formal classes should be taken, by
teeners. Learners should ba guided to' guide their own
ioirn-ng ty plryvay technique-, Child- centred prograces

T

a
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tnd teachers* guided learning antivi Ties m the school .jre

found to be most useful for The education of first gauer ;n

learners#

First generation learners are \rery much dasired ‘to be

exposed to outside limits of their v^ell- confined enviro nrm-aTb»

Let their stretcn their thinking a little bit, broaden tneir

horizon of life and enlighten themselves vita what is hcfv nu: g

..roar'd bnem which had since lon& remained unknown to then-

dduc 'tiori al tours?1 excursions, visits tc exhibitions shd )utznv:

v/hsii tnese are organised by the school vnth an explicit

objective of educating the first generation learners, serve

tne 11 best for their allround person 'll ty development.

Latest developments m educational technol ogy ,
ni ik e tu

t^sk of organising ctu ld-cenxred educational programmes in

schools still the more easier. £duc^bional broadcasts through

Radio and Television have made chi Id- centred activities

fascinating to the learners and we should Take advantage of

them for the education of first gener 'tian learners*

First generation learners m most of the cares, learn

only in schools# Teachers take the entire responsibility of

enabling them to laarn. Home is n- 1 m c position slid fur the t

reason may not be ejected to play &uch o£ its roj.e in the

learning of first generation lor mere.

It is but very essential that contents of studies lor

first generation learners should be correlated and associated

witn taeir daily life needs and interests, i'heir education

snoulcl immediately make them convinced that they are involved

ii- a sueful p rogramme for the present ,s well as for the

future life.

6.2 L-nroing for mastery

“astery learning is

in tlie process of l^arn^n

progr turning the education

a crucial strategy oi teaching

g that ne^ds to be practised vnlle

of first generation le^mers.

In ^astery learning, teachers should plan ou'c their

teaching well in adv-nce." No casual or haphazard style of

teaching works out well in the strategy oi mastery learning.

In this strategy of teaching, learners are allowed to leern
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-it their own r*te uf learning. To. >sy are not exacted to be gi >- yn

\ second or next unit of learning t'-ll they have acquired

mastery over the pr seeding 1 arming. Teachers have t: moke

teacning quite an interesting one with teaching aids nd

Illustrations. Post- teaching evalu- c:u.n of students, jet.er.dies

their level of learning. It is usually accepted to be 85 to

cjll it mastery level of learning on the part of learners,

cinen learner is f icilitated tc reach this mastery level -f

learning before rhe next step of the lesson is introduced m
t-.e class, past learner': wno comparatively tail e less time to

learn, help their cl assfellows who require more time to 3 e rru

-.^ohers c ti'sir end resort t: remedial and compensatory te--o.ua

o en 'ble _-ch -md every taught co learn very well what i->

cr-gnt m the ciasu/ school,

Pupil- xescher r^xio should be kepx reasonably nanage able

x- enable t^ech&rs reach the student-* individually, Ihj teacher-

in .as individualised strategy cf teaching has to be par+.cul x
lest r*nd child schould develop a f.eling cf failure in his
learning. 1 earning of firs t generation learners has to be c

si ov. process to begin with which must gat momentum as the

..chievement level or the rate cf learning cf learners improves
upon. Students* realization for m?hi.ng a headway -.n their

learning augments their net p ac.- of larrnmg. As a feedback,
students ,-ve to be tolo. hov; much bhey have learn c and dev/

much still remains to be learnt on their part. And for tnis,
teachers a vs t- monitor the progress being made by firsx
generation learners as /-n. essential exerci se for thorn* Xe ichers
may maintain cumulative records of academic and non— academic
.achie /e.-:«n is of all the first generation learners placed under
their guidance.

Teaching-

a

earning strategies fur first generation learnor.
have t > be carefully .-lanced and meticulously pursued in schools,
hell-pl onned pro gramme of education in letter and spirit is more
or less helf-done for the education of first generation
learners.

Conclusi on

4r

*

Pirst generation learners are the first In their respective
f amilies to com® to uie schools, Thai r parents h->ve nl 30 the
first taste of sending their children to the schools. These
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children are the messengers of education in t.uir ha .os wire

break the feneration*-long cherished tradition., of re-ieinirg

uneducated. They bring an era of education.-! culmre m
their families.

Educational plans and practices lor first geuer cion
\

learners need be ver$ thougntfully arrived at, I.c the

movement of Universclization of i'ducation, first generation

learners nr-* tte first r ncl they should prove to be the *. .rt

in their respective families to be kn-uvn as tirst gen.-r -.tic*

Icorners. The impact of first generation learners should n. t

conclude to be the first and last in their gener, +ion but it

cnould carry an all-time im act whicu should inspire tie

children - f future generations} too.

First generation learners are deemed exceptional
*

cmldren in the process of education. Tney have tnexr

exceptional needs. Teachers of these first generation

learners need be exceptionally competent to ax eect ar.

effective programme of education xor tliem.
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K-.dole Nc .8

nULTIFLS CLAbS TV.hCdTNG

Dr . S . T .V . G . Acharyul’-

This moduli will enable you to:

- understand the prevalence of single or two teacher

schools and their need in the States/UTs of the

eastern region

- understand the problems associated with Multiple

class Peaching

- understand the advantages of Multiple class

Teaching

.

- acquaint yourself ^T it

currictilum transaction

cla: s Teaching.

t"-e me thcdologi r-r of

in schools having Hulti pie

- understand the problems pertaining to t^aching-

learvvng process in Multiple class settings.
a

- acquaint yourself wiirh the techniques of classroom

organisation an 1 management 'n Multiple class

s I tustior.

- understand toe n^od for preparation of teachers -

pre-oe’-vice ard in-service fer lu-ltiple duct
Teachina

,

VI

- acquaint yourself with the strategies of effective

supervision of schools practise .g uulcipia ola^c

teacning.

The single or two teacher school in rrdia • s net a

new phenomena. Such schools existed in ancient India.
Prom the vedic period to modi rn fcimas they have con >. IntK d

thrir existence in seme form or other. With the advert of
1 Independence a» d t'-'e Constitutional provision of universal
comnulsory education for all children in the ago group 6-1

4

years, single teacher schools were established in some of
the remote and difficult forest *od mountain terrains,
island habitats and other inaccessible regions of tK *»

country.
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dhy Single or Two Teacher Schools?

inspite of persistent efforts, primary schools could

run :e provided in all the 9,64,664 rural habitations in orr

ooun cry . There are still as many as' 1,90,666 (19.77%) rural

habitations which do not have a school within a walking

distance of one kilometer from the homes of children, m
these sparsely populated areas it is not feasible to provide

primary schools with several teachers. Although the single

or the two teacher school is not the desired pattern, these

have ho n established in the low density populatlor areas.

Jhenever the population is low, there will fewer children

oi any particular school going age and consequently the tots'

nomt.r of children needing primary education would be rather

s. i’ll. In such situations, the single or two teacher school

continues to be the only alternative.

It is necessary to keep in mind that In most councries

of the world, single teacher schools do exist. Tt is not

uncommon to find such schools in U.S.A., U.K., U.S.S.R.,

Canada, France, Germany and other European, African and Arab

and dsien Countries. In short, in most countries having

habitats with a population of less than 300 or so there have

b 6 n single teacher schools which cater to the primary

education needs of children and in many countries they still

continue to function.

Prevalence of Schools with Single or Two
Teachers in The Eastern Region

mv , « »» * I" 1
" > "

I

1

fn our country, out of a total of 5,29,392 primary schools

J, 48, 033(27*96%) are single teacher schools, 1,71,189(32.38%)

are two teacher schools, 80, 365 (1*. 18%) are three teacher

schools, 47,188(8.91%) are four teacher schools and 79,789

(15.07%) five or more teacher schools. Table No.l gives the

State-wise distribution of such, schools in the Eastern

tegion . ,
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Table 1
*

rirr.ary Schools In the Eastern Region with single, two
tl ran, four and five nr more teacher

° 1.X State/ T No. of Teachers in the Primary Schools
NO.V Union X"zero' prnglFK -'two T" Three' T Four l Five“X

X,_ Territory); X X X XX ibovo X

1 . Irunachal
i ra.desh

4

l .42)

526
(55.25)

256
(26.89)

61 19
(,.00) (2|00)

66 05;.

(6. Q J0

7 . Assam 0

(0,00)
8903
(34.41)

10646
(41.15)

3156 160 i

(1\24) (6.00)

16C-I ?5 f>'

(6. ’C;

3 . ribor 757
(1*47)

13303
(25.89;

23407
(45.56)

8234 349B
(16.07) (6.81)

"'•'58 51 : ? n

(4.20)

" » Manipur 0
(0,i 0)

510
(16.50)

820
(20.74)

572 329
(’0.75) (1 1.03)

5 2 h 2/5 7

(19. Cb)

t’ "g'valaya 0

(C.00)
1969
(53.33)

1046
(28.33)

355 1 '17

(9.62) (3.87)
1 79 3 >0 1

(4.85)

6, Mizoram 0

(0,00)
1119
(11.84)

273
(27.16)

233 177
(23.36) (17.61)

203 I'.V'S

(20.20)

7. ..agal.and 0

(0.00)
4?,

( 3.71)
332

(11.67)
168 216
(14.85) (19.10)

573 1131
(50 .66)

S. Orissa 200
(0.59)

3 4112
(41.29)

8746 ‘

(25,59)
6475 2253
(18,94) (6.59)

'392 34] 78
(7.00)

*• Sikkim 0

(0.00)
21

(*.49)
67

(14.32)
88 78

(18.80) (16.67)
2] 4 468

145.73)
’

1 . Or i oura l

(0.05)
145
(7.52)

512
(26.57)

509 305
(26.41) (J '5 .83)

*

45? ;
•? ;

(73.61) .

11 . Ae i-.t

Bengal
2

(C.00)
1679
(3.46)

1406 ^

(29.03)
13994" 9408
(28.88) (19.42)

9308 -Jp' r
f

( a 9

.

2 1

)

1 2 * A&N
i cl a: ds

0

(0.00)
41

C’3. 16)
43

(24.29)
31 19 43 1 7 "r

(17,51) ('0.73) (-24.

2

r
’)

*.ll ioTfern
Region 964 41370 60013

****** m?
^

33928 1790? 17721 171993

.1] India -i 628 148033 171389 P.0368 , 7'.W 19789 679302
Prrrtntage of Teachers in Schools are given in

*+****++* -K

parentheses

„

.nurce t Fifth **11 India Educ$ clonal Surveys Selected c +- • e*

* s or September 30 ioa* ^di :t h;
x
:
ctea btatistics

* 4U ' 1986 * NCZRl/ New Delhi, Pages. 3VF3.
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Curriculum Transaction in Multiple Claus Teaching

in most of the countries primary school curriculum is

supported by a list of what are called ^minimum 3 earning
compet uicies* 1

. These are usually analysed into objectives
relevant to each class level. The methodolocy to to followed

to achieve these objectives are also indicated.

The major problem of the teacher in .? single or two

teacher school concerns the planning of his work, Hl ‘--sc to

plan his work in such a way that the students of different

classes are purposefully engaged in activities and study.

Most teachers m these schools are indecisive about curriculum

transaction - specially, what to teach and how to teach ?

These teachers tend to use methods of teaching and instruction O
materials which are designed for the ordinary primary school

classroom situation to their own multiple class situation.

Another major problem for the teacher is the absence of

individualized instructional materials for use with students

in multiple class teaching. Likewise, there Is also the reed

for developing tools for continuous evaluation and diagnostic

testing. Such an assessment would help the teacher in

understanding the progress of each student and for planning

remedial wor in each subject.

- How do you help teachers m evolving-

methodologies of teaching suitable to

multiple class teaching ?

- What instructional materials *uch as

work books, self study materials,

self assessment materials etc. do you

think would be helpful ?

FroPlems of Teaching Learning Process
in Multiple Class Teaching Contexts

The following are some of t1'© problems related to the

teaching learning process

s

— The tendency of teachers to work with multiple classes

ns one group without taking itvto account th© special

needs and developmental stages of the learners.
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- Ter?ch^rs lack training in handling multiple class

<$ i tu atiooc and they are 'tften too causal ,in teaching.

- Over-emphasis on completion cf textual lessons.

- Insufficient attention to gifted and slow learners.

- assigning and corr*ecti r g of home work of students of

different classes*

- Insufficient time for health and physical education

activities, creative arts and cocurricular activities

Problems of individualising instruction in multiple

class 3 ituations

.

- Absence ~»f instructional materials and A.V. ixds

suitable for use in multiple class teaching.

- frequent interruptions and distractions in multiple
class teaching.

Th^' -'-bove are only some of the problems and tht- list
could be even nore . 'These problems me *~it our attention.

— How would you help the teacher to

face th^se problems ? List out your
ideas and suggested activities.

i

C lassroom Organizaf on and .anagement
In Ilulttple Class "Settings i

Classrorm organization and manatjanent is as important
a componmt as foe budget-mg in multiple class teaching.
Unlike t> -i regular primary school, in a single or two teacher
school cisily or weekly time-table is prepared keeping in
view the lond of the teacher, the various activities to be
assigned to the students, the classes and activities to be
managed by monitors, the facilities available within rhe
school etc. bom,ally, the following are taken into account
in preparing the daily/weekly schedules

- allocation of periods to subjects in terms of the
wolghtage given in the curriculum.

— each 1 -i loci of 45 minutes Isos !*> minutes of direct
teaching by teacher, 15 minutes of assistance by
or.i tor/voluntary teacher, *nd 15 minutes of self .

study by pupils.
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- activities planned to be mostly based on textual

lessons

.

- cocurricular activities

- Health add physical education activities*

Flexibility characterises the time-table in a single or

two teacher school where multiple class teaching goes on*

- What timings would be suitable ?

* Should there be morning and afternoon
i

sessions ?
T

- Prepare a daily/weebly time-table and

tryout*

Seating Arrangement and Combining of
Classes" Tor Multiple Class Teaching

The seating arrangement for multiple class teaching is

different from the usual arrangement one sees in a primary
i

school. The seating arrangement takes into account a number

of factors. These include;

- availability of space.

- combination of classes for teaching and other

activities

.

,
students comfort and adequate lighting.

- visual and hearing problems etc., of students,

- Minimisation of noise distractions ?tc,.

There are no prescribed rules or standards for combining

classes or for seating arrangement. The seating arrangement

as well as the combination of classes may vary from one

activity to another, usually non-consecutive classes are

grouped together on the assumption that the students of higher

classes are capable of independent work while students of lower

classes depend upon teacher assistance. ‘Pint ever th-

combination of classes used and whatever seating arrangement

may be followed the most important thing is to train children

in self-discipline.
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The fol low t,rg is r»n example of seating arrangement;

BLACK BOARD

I

III

P*L

IV

II

BLACK BOARD

fii

/N

CO
o
r'&

A te iC'Her n a single or two teacher school, by virtue
ol his o tr" experience over the years may use class groupings
which are found to 1 e good for various activities related-

to the curriculular or co-curricular domains.

- Suggest and tryout-class groupings for
curricular and co-curricular activities,

- What sort of seating arrangement would you
use if the school has - (a) only one hall,
and (b) too rooms ?

- How do you manage instruction in other
classes whon you are busy teaching in a
class

Developing a Climate for Learn inn

Host children In our rural Teas have no p re-school
education. Therefore, it is desirable that the teaching in
classes i and XI ir informal for a few months. Story telling
games, pl*y way activities etc, may be planned to generate,
promote, and sustain school readiness in children. These
activities should involve more and more of pupil perticipat ion
so that thay d..volop listening comprehension, speech articu-
lotion, r onwrsiit so* '1 and other basic skills. Actual
Reading, Titlrgr .nd Arithmetic can bo token up as soon as
children beeone regular in their attendance*
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Evaluation of Pupil Progress in a
Mulnpl^ Class Teaching Context .

In MCT situations, the students are made to understand
vtat to learn and how to learn . Students are given clear cut

instructions as to what they are to do and what is expected

of them. Timely diagnosis of student weaknesses and

continuous monitoring of student's work is important for

reinforcement , feedback and remediation. Remedial

approaches in MCT contexts include special instruction for

removal of doubts and difficulties, additional exercises in

areas where students arc weak, attachment with bright students

or senior students, and provision of self- learning materials.

fostering a Positive attitude towards MCT

The level of parental literacy of children in the single

or two teacher schools is rather low. They often fail to see

the relation between education and future jobs for their

children. Children also understand that their parents are not

keen on their education and so absent themselves on minor

pretexts of as isting parents m their work. Inability of

parents to provide textbooks and stationery adds to the poor

performance of children at school.

Multi Class teaching is seen by many as unders table,

although in terms of pupil numbers it is a' necessary alter-

native to single class teaching. How to generate a positive

attitude towards Multiple class teaching ? The following

are some of the ways to generate favourable attitude towards

Multiple class teachings

- Convince parents that MCT is not inferior

to single class teaching.

- Publicise the results of multiple class teaching

- Make teachers realise that teaching in multiple

class situation is not more difficult than

teaching single class if they possess the basic

skills in the art of multiple class teaching.

- Ensure that the teachers teaching in multiples

class situations have as much status as those

teaching In ordinary primary schools*

- Convince teachers that their posting in a single

or two teacher school is net a punishment, rather

a recognition of the competence
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„ s it i s, there 15 no provision for special teacher

training to mtct tno needs of single or two teacher schools.

T 'cvc are primary teacher training institutions which prepare

r r i^ery teachers and their teacher education programmes, by

"•rd isrge do not include mu1 tipi e class teaching nethods.

Very frw provide some theoretical instruction about single

te-jclK-r schools., multiple class teaching and non-graded

I'cn^uLs . Most ins titu ions, however, do not expose tv elr

student teachers to ths single or two teacher situation even

for » short duration or for practice teaching, Consequently,
th 3 teachers corning out of these institJtions have no

practiori experience In handling the classes when appointed
io such schools*

- should multiple class teaching bo offered
~‘S an arc-a of specialization like ‘School
\dv in1stration 1

, ‘Guidance and Counselling*
etc*

- How do you expose student-teachers to
multiple cles - teaching situations ?

Inserv-xce Tre ininq of Teachers
and ThTltiple Class Teaching

i P^tr ose of ins^rvicc training f^r primary teachers
1 ** them tc k op pace with the developments in the
content and process of education. Insorv ice teacher training
programmes for primary teachers are organized m every State
«jvory y -ur * nut such programmes -for single/two teacher
schools are extremely rare if not non-existent. There is a
great n^ed for inservice programmes for teachers in single
ox two teachers schools. Such programmes should v c tn areas
such ass

- Multiple class teaching
—

- Classroom organization and rnatiagernent '

Preparation o r instructional m iterials (including
low cost or nc cost aids, sulft-learning and self-,
evaluation type materials, work books, activity
sh tots, teachers guides etc *>
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- Continuous compr&hors tve evaluation pupil programs
- Use of coomuniuy resources both human and notarial

»

- Teiching .methodologies suitable for multiple
class teaching

- Minimum learning outcomes and their assessment.

- VThat other inservice programs would
you suggest ?

- How do you ensure that the inservice

programmes are need-based ?

- What follow up action would you

propose ?

Mere provision of inservice training to teachers of

single or two teacher schools is not enough. We need to

evaluate the performance of teachers who have undergone such

insorvicc training. it is also necessary to strengthen the

supervision of such schools so that we are in a position to

plan n^ed-beset? inservice training programme in areas where

deficits are noticed.

Strategics for Supervision of rulticrade Schools

Supervision of single or two teachers schools is

rather scanty. The reasons include remoteness of schools,

difficult terrians / absence of transport facilities, etc.

very often the supervisors themselves arc not exposed to

these school situations. There is a need to orient supervi-

sors on the functioning of the schools, multiple class

teaching strategies, problems faced by teachers in nultigrade

schools, community involvement and parental participation

in school programmes . it is a good idea to have inservice

programmes for supervisors along the same lines as those

conducted for teachers of multigrade schools.

Advantages of Multigrade Schools

Single teacher schools/ inspite of a number of problems

associated with them, have certain definita advantages. They

are the only alternative to education of young children in

certain regions of the country. Grouping together children

of difficult classes, ages and abilities as practised in
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bultigrade schools hav .
1 merits. It leys the foundations of

community living - It develops in children the habit of

ouuing on their own through participation in self-learning

situations - Children learn to display a high sense of

responsibility - The workshop like organization of classes

calls for active participation of pupils. As toe children

“-re in contact vrith only one teacher over i period of years,

' ckrone teacher-pupil relationship is develops! - Tin.

vo misUional structure and the flexible nature of the

tine-table are such that they enable the pupils to learn

at a rat suited to their needs and abilities - Teacher has

? tremendous opportunity to individualise instruction.

|

- Can you think of other advantages ?

In the context of universalization of elementary

education, it is necessary to strengthen these schools.

Equally important is the provision of competent teachers

for these schools. The DIETs in our country have to

h o'..ne more sensitive to the needs and problems of schools

where multi; le clas r teaching is the only alternative,

*
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Module No .

9

JjaVELOPMENT OF LOW CO ST/ MO-Cu ST IMPROVED IEICHIRO AIDS

Dr, K.S. Rao

Overview :

de are living m an era of communication technology

and to talk of low cost and inexpensive teaching aids for

classrooms is ironical. In our country 80 percent of the

population live m villages and the schools located in

these villages do not have even the minimum facilities and

funds to purchase equipments needed for classroom instruc-

tion. If the classroom teaching is to be meaningful, low-

cost aids have a lot of relevance and utility, bven the so

called developed countries stress the need for use of

inexpensive teaching aids made out of cheap and common,

materials and to share the experiences on the development

of low cost education materials, so essential in any

country. It is essential that teachers should know how to

prepare, or procure, use and evaluate low cost aids so

that their classroom interaction is more meaningful and

effective

.

A young child learns more when he is actively involved

m the learning process. Children take keen interest in play

materials and are inquisitive to learn about the materials

they see and observe in their immediate environment. When

a child picks up a toy, he touches it, looks at it, moves

it and plays with it. Through his spontaneous activity, a

child gets his first understanding of the environment. The

preparation of inexpensive study or teaching materials

with his own hands, lays necessary foundation on wuich the

child's development and achievement is built.

This module attempts to present a list of waste

materials available and the teaching aids that can be m^de

out of them.
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Objective

g

:

After completion of this module, you will be' able to .

1) identify the ava-Lleble materials in the local
A

*' - environment for preparation of simple aids;

2) devise ways and means to procure the teaching

aids for class teaching;

3) appreciate the value of improvised aids in

education;

4) list the resources and materials for low cost

aids;

5) plan the procedure for developing low cost

teaching aids;

6) design a plan to involve pupils for preparation

or collection of inexpensive teaching aids.

A. Terminology .

How do you define improvised aid ?

>vhat is a low cost teaching aid ?

Improvised aid is a term which refers to aids prepared

with simple materials, costing very little, by involving the

children and the local artisans. Any device that substitutes

the normal equipment or apparatus and serves to clarify a

concept can be termed inprovised aid. For example you prepare

a tin can steam engine with razor blades and a metal tube

that serves the purpose to explain the principle of steam

engine, we can say it is an improvised aid. A low-cost
V

material is any material tnat is readily available in the

environment at low or no cost. Ihe concept of low cost

teaching aid ariged out of the use of locally available

materials involving the local resources and technology.

Thus the characteristics of low cost aids are :

1) it is made out of waste material,

2) it is cheaply available,

3) it is replicable

,

4) it is made by teachers, pupils and

local artisans.
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5) it does not involve any machine to operate and

6) it involves the interaction of the teacher with

ie school community.

£. Need for Low-cost Teaching Aids :

Let us examine the need for using the low cost aids.

If you think leisurely, you may recall many situations in

the day-to-day teaching where you might have felt the need

for teaching aids to explain the abstract concepts or ideas

m your subject matter. There is a saying that "One teaching

aid is worth a thousand words".

The National Science exhibitions organised annually

by NCmflT have proved to be a good way of motivating and

encouraging children and teachers to produce low-cost

educational materials. At the state level, similar type of

activities are conducted by the State Institutes of Education,

SCERTs and Educational Technology cells. By organising

workshops and exhibitions at the district, state and regional

levels, these institutions are promoting and encouraging the

development of lov-cost improvised teaching aids. Some

commercial agencies are also producing cheap and inexpensive

educations- materials such as games, toys, models etc. As

the school budget does not permit the schools to purchase

any equipment whether low or high cost, there is an acute

need to encourage resourceful teachers to imrpvise "teaching

aids from available local reources.

C . Importance of Low-cost Aids •

1) Economic importance : The preparation of low cost

play materials and aids could contribute towards

the school becoming self-sufficient.

2) Educational importance : For better understanding

the coordination of hands and head is important.

The coordination of hands and head and the over

all confidence that pupils acquire by preparing

some 'teaching aids may lead to develop some

creative talents among pupils. Children experience

the thrill atid joy of having created something

which gives them a sense of achievement.
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3) Social importance : When the teacher involves

pupils in collection and preparation of low cost

aids, the cnildren develop love for manual work

and labour. They work in a team and develop the

spirit of cooperation.

D. r
"— 1 1 • * 1

t

) Can you identify the low-cost materials ? !

i . , . ..-..I

The low-cost or no-cost materials that you come across

in the local environment are wood pieces, packing cases,

stones, fused bulbs, wires, seeds, grains, empty match

boxes, cotton waste, card board, plywood, tin sheets,

powder tins, bottles, marble, clay and coconut sheets. The

above list is not exhaustive and can include a host of other

waste materials that are normally available in the rural or

urban environment. Low cost aids include visual charts,

pictures, posters, models puppets etc. prepared by the

teacher and pupils.

Activity - 1 :

Collect all the waste material that you can find in

your immeciste environment whj ch you think can be used to

devise low cost teaching aids. Note down the source from

which they have been collected.

E • Categories of Waste Materials :

Vae can broadly categorise the resources for low cost
teaching aids according to the kind of source 'from which
the material is available in nature :

1) Wood : Scraps of boxes, wood pieces, bamboo

sticks, plywaste, tooth picks, cane.

2) Metals : Tin, aluminium cans, metal caps, sheets,

iron wires, rods, bicycle spokes,

powder tins etc.

3) Animal and : Bone s, feathers, skin, seeds, grains,

materials shells, fruits, coconut sheets,

fibres, tree bark etp.
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4) Cellulose

5) Earthen
materials

Newspapers, corrugated sheets,’ card
board, cotton, wool, masonite, sand
paper, pa- ;er plates.

Clay, cement, plaster, stones, marble.

6) Other
material

s

Rubber tubing, sheets, plasticin,
plastics, glasspanes, light bulbs,
tubes etc.

Activity - 2 :

Categories the materials collected above in
Activity 1

.

Activity 5 :

M

Using the materials collected by you devise a small
teaching aid. Give brief out line of procedure and materials
used (indicating quantity).

Low— co s t Teaching Aids :

1 < Wood Materials :

w

Cloth clips dressed in crepe paper or cloth make
amusing dolls. Ihey can be dressed up to show the

*

costumes of different people or of familiar
characters. These figures can also be used as
stick puppets or in shadow plays.

OR
Boxes: Two or more orange, apple crates nailed together and

painted or papered make a working table for assembling
materials or show a demonstration. To preserve
specimens or exhibits, two big boxes can be nailed

sidewise. Cigar boxes, chalk boxes etc, are shaped

as plates and can be used to paint pictures,

alphabets, and numericals for language learning,

story board and simple arithmetic, Snail packing
V

cases are used to prepare dio rams. Geometrical

shapes, display boards, frames and holders for

lenses can be made out of waste wooden boxes-

Spools : These are used as wheels and rollers for toys,

dolls, etc. as pujleys and animals. %>ools cut

into half serca as knobs of doors, handles etc.

floods glued to a flat base can make a test tube

holder or a pen stand.
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2 * ikifliU' J

Metal ladles are used as candle holders and wall
cases. Typewriter spools or film roll spools provide
wheels for toy carts and dolls, tfires, nails and
bicycle spokes form a part of any toy making activity.
Science models and improvised apparatus are made by
using empty fruit 3uice cans, caps, and flexible
metallic wires. Metal caps nailed to boards m
patterned clusters make interesting display of
numbericals, alphabets, musical instruments, holders
etc. Jingle sticks are made from bottle caps by
hammering the tops flat and nailing three or four of
them loosely to a small wooden paddle.

5 * Animal or Vegetable sources %

Bones and horns can be carved into shapes of various
animals, trees, rings and school decorative articles.
Fj-sh scales can be used to a variety of pictorial
uses. Ihe scales can be coloured and pasted into
hand-drawn figures to depict different costums.
Feathers and shells are used to make models of
ani' als, toys, and other docorative items. Seeds
with cotton make nice dolls or different shapes of
animals for teaching elementary level science.

4 • Pacer :

Corrugated paper and paper bags can be cut, shaped
or rolled into various animal and geometric shapes.
Paper bags stuffed with shredded cotton or paper make
interesting dolls. One can prepare a globe or paper -
mache masks.

Activity ^ 4 :

Soak overnight ip warm water small bits of newspapers.
Pour off the excess water until the paper is nearly dry and
add one eighth part of liquid glue. The product can then be
moulded like moist clay to any shape one desires. When dry
it hardens and can take colours or paints. Paper plates can
be used for making puppets, masks etc. Crepe paper i 8
largely used lor making bags, table covers, figures,
artificial flowers, lampshades and a host of other
materials, as it can lb© stretched, pujled, twisted, rolled
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into any kind of shape. In the preparation of diogrpnias
laminated paper is of great help as the basic material for
scenic background and elevated landscapes.

5 • Cla y Ma terials $

Soft mud, clay, clinkers, and rocks find enormous
use in aquariums or vivariums. Clay is used for
making dolls, figures, puppets, fruits, vegetables,
landscapes or dioramas. Plaster of Paris, and
adhesives are used for making wall plaques, relief
maps and figures. The procedure is to cast a mould,
dry it and lightly sketch the intended design on the

surface. Crave this design in relif by removing the

parts of the surface that are not in the pattern.

-dand paper is used to smoothen it and then it is

painted with required colours.

6 . Other Materials :

While preparing any low-cost material for teaching

purposes, no other material finds as extensive use

as the broken pieces of glass, plastic sheets and

rubber articles. These materials are required for

joints, connectiors, ana acting as a base or

separating walls. Ink and horlicks bottles with glas

s

(

tubing serve the purpose of Y/oulfe ' s bottle for

carrying out simple experiments m general science.

Thus by a little initiative and imagination one

can convert any waste material available in the

environment into useful and educationally worthwhile

teaching aids. Some of the low cost aids that can be

prepared by the teaoher for classroom teaching,

whether science or humanities are listed below e

Activity - ^ s

— —IT I —i .
•

T .

1 M ni ^m»**’**»i‘* " l !
^

| Suggest suitable activities for each of |

the following. !

1) Primary colours

2) Optical illusion

3) Globes and relief maps
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k) Dioramas

5 ) Geomt trie shapes

6) riot and cold air cur. ents

7) Newton’ s colour disc

8) Periscope

9) Persistence of vision

10) Air pressure, compressed air

1 1 ) Fir extinguishers

12) Simple printing machine

13) Language aids

14) ihumbtack models

15) Eclipses, Day and Night

16) Slide projector

17) Display bords

18) Steam ergine

19) Time Clock

20) Grammar Clock

21 ) Puppets and dolls

22) Archime ds' Principle.

Sources of Information of Low-cost Teaching Aids :

r

Xhe names and addressed of some institution, doing
pioneering work in this area are :

- Central Institute of Educational Technology,

N.C.E.R.I., New Delhi.

- Vikram oarabhai Community Science Centre,

Ahmedabad (Gujrat)

.

” Kisnore Bhnrati, Palia Tiparia Village,

rioshangabad (M.p.)

- Social '«/urk and Research Centre Tilonia,

Ajmer C Rajasthan)

.

- Hitraniketan, Vellanad, Trivandrum Dist. (Kerala).

- State Institute of Educational Research and
Training Udaipur (Rajasthan),

- Neo Creative Educational Toys and Aids,

Pondicherry.
1
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Other Activities ;

1) Prepare a plan of action to develop 5 teaching

aids and list the objectives, materials required,

and the topic or subject for their use.

2) Identify the institutions and resource centres

in your locality from where you can get help for

developing low-cost aids.

3) ouggest ways of sharing the physical facilities

and materials collected by you with other schools

m the neighbourhood.

REFERENCES

1. NCERT - ’Inservice Teacher Education Package
1 for

PMOST, 1988,

2. Laybourn and Bailey - ’Teaching Science to the

Ordinary Pupil'

,

3. Wittich and Schueller - 'Audio Visual Materials'.

b/s
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INSTITUTION AL PLANNING

Dr. Saroj Pandev

Introduction

This module aims at developing in DIET personnel an

insight into various aspects at institutional planning and

enhancing their ability to undertake various problems of

tneir institutions, and solve them at the institutional lave L,

utilizing institutional resources.

Sou are aware that educational planning has been going

on in our country since independence, yet it has not yielded

the desired result. We are yet to achieve the basic

constitutional promise of providing free and compulsory

education to each and every child upto the age :>f 14 years.

Drop out rate among sciiool going children is alarming,

wastage sand stagnation is high and most of the girls are out

of school. Education is always being criticised as irrelevant’

to the needs of society.

India is s country with vast regional disparities and

diversities. The needs and requirements of a school situated

in remote interior of eastern region .ray entirely be diffe* :r.t

from a school m the southern or western part of the country.

Even in the same region pe&ple have different habits, needs

and priorities. Our planning system is highly centralized

in the sense that ail plans are prepared by the centre and

implemented by the states. It has been mainly an inverted

pyramid-everythmg trickling from top to bottom. The individual

teacher and institution has completely bv-en forgotten in this

process. The needs of individual insitustion is that which is

felt by the planners and not by its teachers or principal or

students, parents and local community. They have no say in

the process of planning. Principal and teachers are, there

only to ‘accept’ and 'implement*, without knowing the 'why'

and 'how* of the plan.
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Hence decentralisation of planning is essential for

maximum utilization of existing resources and effective

functioning of educational institution. Each and every

institution should prepare its own plan on the needs felt

by its principal, teachers and students, utilizing its own

resources. Institutional planning will therefore, xnoke the

wnole educational planning in the country more realistic.

It will give right direction to the educational planning in

the country i.e. the upward direction - 'from bottom to top'

Institutional planning is, thus, a planning of the school,

by the school and for the scnool.

Objectives

This module will set you thinking about institutional

plaining. After completion of this module you will be able

to -

1) Precisely define the concept of institutional

planning

,

2) Realise the importance of institutional planning.

3) Identify the needs of institution and problems

faced.

4) Identify some institutional needs and determine

the priorities among different needs.

5) Assess the available resources and constraints.

6) Formulate project for institutional development.

7) Understand the steps irvolved in institutional

planning.

9) Evaluate the progress of institutional plan.

9) Utilise the feedback from an institutional plan for

formulating a new- plan, or revising the same plan.

Concept of Institutional Plan

By now you must hove developed the idea that intitu-
tional planning is democratic decentralization in the field
of educational planning in the true sense. School is an
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unique human institution. It exists to achieve certain .*u.n

and ioeas of the community. Each school has its own specific

-jirns and objectives, its own priorities and needs, end Its

own specific way of solving its problem. It is a systematic

approach to prepare comprehensive plans for educational

development at the institutional level. The concept oi

institutional plan envisages a programme of development and

improvement by an educational institution on the basis of 1 . l

felt needs and resources available or likely to be available

with a view to improving the senool programme and schorl

practices. The plan may be of a longer or shorter duration.

Thus the institution ha to identify its own problems,

determine its own priority of nc-n-ds and find cut its own

solution by utilising availabl loo*l resources.

Institutional planning is a cooperative effort of all

the participants of school organisation - the principal,

teachers, students, parents and local community.

Activity Sheet No.1

iwiwwwi a * ** r» t **

1. Define the concept of Institutional

planning

.

2. Discuss the need of institutional

planning.

3. torite a few sentence aoout the

advantage of decentralized planning

over centralised plan.

i mA*

Vi M* M

Collect.

Collate

Diccuis

Objective of Institutional Plan

ftn institutional plan specifically aims at f

1) Qualitative improvement of the school

.organisation.
I
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2) Reduction ol the incidence of vn stage and stagn-'ii.e

drop-out among school children, faculty innrov: i,» n t,

general administration, school building and

equipment etc.

3 ) To provide educational facilities for the growing

population in different age-groups m the locilitit-

where institutions ore located.

fiequisi

t

ie s of Institutional Plan

While making an institutional plan you should keep tne

lollowmg points in raind-y

1 ) The plan should bi_ prepared on the needs of the

school as indicated hy school st ff.

2) It should utilise the resources available in

the school and community to the maximum extent.

3 ) It has to be a cooperative .venture of the cornmun i * 7

management
, school staff and the students.

4) It should be goal-oriented,

5) It should aim at school improvement as well

school development

.

6) It should not be rigid rather it should be

continuously developing,

7 J It should result in improvement and motivation cn

the part of teachers, students, community and the

management-

Activity M o . 2

1. Identify the* needs and its priorities,

of your institution.

2. Find out the objectives of any one of

these institutional needs.

3. List the eu.ential characteristics of

institutional Pi',*.,

X w uT
I

*!#• *»
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Steps of Institutional Plan

The following steps are involved in institutional
planning.

1 ) Survey the felt needs of school and resources
avaialble or likely to he available in the school.
Institutional planning may be needed in one or more
of the following areas.

i) Student services,'

ii) Faculty improvement programme s$s

iii) Building and equipment!

iv) Extension and other programmes;

v) General administration; said

vi) Financial management.

2) Determine the priority of needs and work out

alternative choices m the light of assessed

resources and future needs.

3) Formulate and prepare the plan.

4) Execute the plan within resources and with

maximum of efforts.

5) Evaluate the plan for improvement.

Activity No.

3

gm nmm puii^hi nil 11 m m idfcm n«v »!>>

Co] lect

Collate

Discuss

Process of Institutional Planning

By now you have got the idea that institutional plan

is e cooperative effort of the principal, teachers, students,

parents and the local community. The needs should be

identified by all and available local in sources should be

utilized to achieve the plan objectives. Now the question

Give a list of steps necessary for

institutional plan keeping in view the

need of your mtitutlon identified by

you earlier.
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is how to make the actual plan? How to formulate a project

on felt j
< *.d of the institution? There arc three stages in th

process oi preparing an institutional plan?

a) Normative stage: It involves determining what

should be done i.e.

i) Establishment of aims and

objectives.

b) Strategic stage; It involves what can be done 1 c,

ii) Identification of needs and

problems.

iii) Assessment of resources

iv) Determination of priorities

v) Formulation of plan.

vi) Finalization of plan.

C) Operational stage; It involves actual implementation

of plan i.e.

vii) Work plan for implementation

viii) Monitoring and evaluation

of plan.

ix) Revision of plan.

Activi ty No.

— - -****» **. ^ _ ______

Suppose you want to overcome the problem
of orop-out in your school. Prepare a list
of activities and programmes you would
initiate in order of priority.

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Revision or evaluation of the plan is very important.
It should be a continuous process and the plan can be modified
accordingly. The experiences gained, from one plan may be
utilized as feedback into planning at a latter stage.
Evaluation should be done by the school authorities themselves
but sometimes evaluation by an external authority may also be
required.
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ACllOi'l REq^'tCH

Dr. S. P. Anand

Objectives. m„ modulo in Action Rese?roh nelps the

rc.'der to ;

Know whet 13 Research ,

understand th > mport' nee of educational roserrc'j

hive tne cie " perception of Action Rosearcn 1 i

Educ'-tion ;

lcn.iv/ tue importance c£ Action Rose arch i >r to .ft

is -t 11 s iDr "dio process of Ertuc -- tx in $

.poll out the a ur&tegi ec for tne motivation

te..chcrs to under trice c ti v± Ruf..'>rcn projects 9

ci Ce specific problems which o n be ti-jcen by

teachers ;.s Action u
ese. rch projects.

Con tent;

1. Research

2. Research in Education

p. A,, ti on R-ese rch

4. n u*soiroi • r ’ 'etchers

. oc.Vtti..n of ’eocneri 'hr Ac non Reset

6. £ x 00 . fe.is I. '• dotun Reset r on

7. Steps -ii *c 01 • - her -.r-u a 1
*7

7.1. °t; tenent of the Problem

Hypothesis

Snlpl e

fools and ferhnx muS

Dat - v i leoti n

Analyaio and In torpretoti »n

Practical i uplicet, ^ns

•or.

7.2

J ^

7,4
-*> f

/
*v*>

* ^

7 .6

7.7

8.

Suggestive studies

1 . Research.

Tradi anally, research has been acknowledged as an area

f in tiU actual exercise in tne pursuit of establishing fundr

. Jit 1 criths of * . fe. it is o.nnidared to b«, the domain that

is e ci .oiveiy «e-' at <nd fr-t n.-s been reserved lb-* intellects

only, 'w.w:*rc;i, as such, n n bt, n virt< 13 y viewed as the

se*. U j »’ wj sdora.
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Research is i tnougn "txul ay ,pultrut svstam- tj

designed and very Intel li gen tj y conducted czo; Uvc i tv .
Ft'

Xn modern ti.nes f research h' r. become a pert: ~jid p ••rctrl

cj' each nd every h.v om eng- b ^,rjnc, Research and Iferelop r.-ant;

«v BP<Dj unit constitutes on i.important wing of epch *nd jV v/c_L1

established Institution, organization and estrbli jh’^nt. xh-re
prevails * research culture in almost all departments .f
present cay lxie,

Research leads to innov^ti ^ns» Research results in new
theories cad discoveries, ^fxicienci is enhanced end qu-li 'ey

of production is jumproved upon by research opogn nr* <ies.

Civilisation of Hie day in all its facets ,1 s accreditee

resource : £ rMic k^na or another.

Research is an jnsightfuj learning. I L is a posui-n i r

It rneu people. A creative mind finis its real lii^e m i cs

research programme* In the quest uf achieving exc-ll ,?rjce in
human life# research is o momen fcous movement of res:ar'vh-

oriented people*

Re .search is like a mission of missionary ]x^,e peopiu re

render a hum jae service to human.! t\ in mission; ry like ^nxrjt*

2 , Research m Education.

Education has c^me L~ function cuj a wp joifio process-

programme enunciated by uae cjCIg t> fch t is specifically r,emT
for facilitating the healthy allround growth and development*

of children. In this lun-^ahing, character- fc-. aiding p.a ees3#

there art many pertinent questions which b -v a been vary

scientifically answer* x by the research workers engaged

in educational research. It is on tn . b isi s Jf ducationoi

research findings that a number of “a td theories of laprniu^

have been developed# methods teaching have beon irrivod at

and adequate guide lines for curriculum construction have bsea

chalked out tor the children o£ different age groups*

entire system of pedagogy has been greatly ben*-fitted and

earl ched by the valuable contribution made to it by research

in guidance/ education*

Eduoational research has estr.blj sn =;d pd,v o t? on as r>

scientific process* This h? s fehonrd* Research tu Education

apiece of auad^mental A :.iportpnca ia the an to, ra npoctraft of

*
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research activity in Ihc s^cuty, Research in tixt field, of

Jducntion La r^cognitud ^ eqr di> Ji-Xjer^mg dr.i

C ,*-cio tin# f„ Ui« c.duc^ti r^uareurs n
i It x^ fund

by rese ^roaara "aigaged in nny ut’ur tiUaciplJii- o £ knowl uige*

fill r^c^nxly, r^searoaer^ in ^dccatl^n ver^ u 1 r^U-ly

Thu field voider , in die or'jceae? o " educa bim.Resear^ ^ m
£duontien ft -? e bean, tns -l? jujl n of res^ren workers wh° Tftwu- solver:

wer a t r j'Jtni activOy involved m to., process of aduo^ti ^i.

H w var» tnoae »* oe^rclj worker ^ h (v ; produced ^nd F.uppii «-’d

3-« ’d a«a
v unt of c nscructive resa* ren results tj tao cjo lii lers

whj or*' 1 ctiolly running tiia or cess - r educati o Tneae :ut

*f Ida field resiarcd ^rkers in iduo tion-J rive laid e.?/ sis

upon wnat th° teech-rs sho**ld teach aa ^Lat rn+ ! -/ teach
;

U~v; t **e’ch and hoy; rut to teach, wno should teach and ah*

should i*o t teach* Hie kind of research pursued b\ these
t

rv-ie arch v/orkers is known -•& pure-' research, functa.u&ntal

research, normative research and hi;£®rical research. 'i n;

ougniii cvj.ce jf tjie contribution made tj th '• process of

educe xi „* a by these researchers can Lordly be und„ r-^stim .ted

b f rjny me. Actually they constitute the team of builders

wn* have built the modern system of education, a" such.

?. Aoti <n Re search

Action research is focussed on the im ichj.- te
apj-li cation, not on the. development of thu-ry,
R-r upon general epplio ti on. it has pieced its
emphasis on problem here *v»d now in a loc.il
G--ttin/. Its findings arc t~ be .*v f lusted i n f_ , ms
of local applicability, . at in. terms of universal
validity. Its purpose is to j icr^ve school practices
.’.nd, nt the s >m tm^, to improve those wiv* <-ry to
i."tr ve tiio practices : t c nab;. ne the rssearch
iuurti^n wi *li teacher growth in such qu&ii as rs
'b ]eci;ivity^ sKil.. in research processes, -.biility
to w~.rk harmoniously witli .tsars =>na profc-*ai^n.-jL
spirit. 1

- J.-nn >/. Best ; -Vo. earch in adue vtion

.

Prentice Hall n India, 193?,p. 22.

Action Research in more ,r less a ri-ceutlv introduced
movement in Sduc-tion. In this type- jf research,' teachers
twachi n end educ tiond admiri strata rs in schools and
colleges " r-; found '

' he actively engaged i t research in
uduention, >1 research is the research in ohich the
pr ctisii'g per ^onut-h \ n t..2 pr ces.. >f educti oi' arrive at
cystamrcic dosigna of research problems to be researched into
a o their nsw fivels til t tus >' tLiedselve s happen to free in
’ ft*1 —M- JL ? _ it f
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Act] Rene arch and 7‘e-cner s

Action r^ser-roii is r- kind u’ reso roh in jduc . fci.a,

ntied far which is tele b]y persons x.n acxion in ch _ pieces.':

of education. For this reason it is k i:>m as Action JUse. clu

these resear o ier,s are mostly teacher- researchers who c nd^ct
bae research and test the validity of its results in bn o raoJ

te-ching-lo -rning situations* These action rwse;rcher

supposed to n?ve real perspectives of their research prubl *** r

b hand * It nelps then formulate meir insightful hyp *t*ionxs

of the problem? too*

-y m "

^ f
J*

3 iGetting into Action Research, on tne part of tc*ch«i

manifests their genuine concern for me day-to-d^y problems
that tney themselves face m the^r teaching profession. They

research with an urge to understand the problem, find its
solution ana improve upon their teaching efficiency. It adds
to their competency and effectivenass in te iihing profession.
The feeling of accomplishment which they happen to nur turd :a

tne successful completion of their action research proj jets,

u-ktfs teachers still the more creative and venturesome- in the

i 2rfo rmance /f their duties. While substantiating the effective
o± the process of education as o whole, action- research pci sed

te&oaers m^ke e noteworthy headway in their personal well r

in their professional growth and develop men t#

ir r*

Teachers involved in action research are deemed to ha

conscientious teachers, dutiful teachers who have nr. ardent

desire to lo their best m the teaching profession. Teachers

wno cherish n j inklings for analysing their dnv- to-day problems

in teaching may be taken ds devoid of a trus. love for tnc-ir

teaching profession. They ore oust teachers by dint of their

Jwn pressing compulsions who hgve yet to develor che required

co,r. aitslent to their profession. Teachers who ’1 proud of

teaenmg profession ns their beloved career enjoy undertaking
*>

action research projects as a matter of their pet pastime*

Involvement in Action Research should be token as

essentially the teachers' own prerogative* It should not be

loosed upon them. Action research should be taken by teachers

3 matter of meir own sweet will* Shat is urgently warranted
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in this diracxijn i 3 th't the 'c^zche^s should be duly not.,v ie

d

J'oo under L King /nti^n 2^ se*rc 2 pro^rannie^ r s 0 p ^rt ^nd p - rcei
r bnel r routine pr ^fessunrtl obligo'ci jus

»

3. eiouLvntion ol Teachers for Action Research

For all practical purposes, teachers xn their jy/u 1 t r f

it* the latexes u of te?.ch^ng profession as such ihjold h ’ij

~ f sciauti.n for action research. Research in Eduo^xi.n lien

is suppiao^en red with action research* unlertaKen by t^uj,^ ,

»

bye j i«es really r, research of practical utility -nd research j .
-

an an era _ f reform in educ^ti^n. Research in -Muc tj r

i.het is u >x surported by action research re ram 3 to be the

Feue.rcu c r research sake without hiving sufficiem be-rings
un the tsuchmy- ] e rmng ocretegies being follovng in tut

process of education. Research in education bee^nes uennin., fui

cad it prevails upon at prevailing -thoughts and pro ticec .n'

sister if educatl on yuan it is essentially conducted by
ln-s^ ^ice clas jroo ai te idler? and educational adminj str tors
of actijulf.

Teacne -a need be facilitated .and motivated to examine

taeir dny-to-d-y pertinent questi ,ns odth an analytical u net

of mind, ’hey should be encouraged to develop --a urge to m.-.Ke

wall- designed investigations int tbs ticklish problems th-t
tney nrppen to t- c.e in their daiij teaching process. Teachers
ar - really active m their duties when they are found actively
involved :n ,\vtiV„ research.

v - sn jUl -l b^ve pre~ service courses of studies on action
Hresearch at the vary tbrcgnuld of tc-ceers 1

i lining tne
tsachfuq profe -,3i jn, while- in service, teachers should h;ve
ref rustier c urs.'i ->n ictin; research, While Ln service, tnoy
rt ' uld ujt °*3 ')Var-lo Jed -A th routine classro cm teaching and
uith ’ hit r --Ciij 1 dutiei let th»y should loogo s^ght -'f some
pr>gr me .X notion research expected from ths^.acti n re , fc -«-ch
^e..dnars in ^cnools con be found to be very useful for motiv • t~
ing the te -oners tj t-ke up action reyenren premia is for
investi^oti jnc at their levels. Home Kina of consult- >acy
service c-n vlso be instituted in -die schools for the purpose,
headmaster/principal is also expected cu give good guid-ace
t- teacher-, t carry m icti >u research in schools. ActuaLl.*
he? do of education.*! inntituxi .-is sh ula instill an in^irntion
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a, r angst te cuiiers Ijv puiuuing action 'vse rch a. ut wlljr» 5iy.

Tno Headmaster shulJ rls" fjraiul-1u t^, ^ti u search
designs in vw oh a, Cen.i* ~/f te^cu *r$ sh ala hg actively t av^I^ a >

The headmaster o S . i^iar, soauic] aevjr be uumd f all ; j,

providing ms -Ksfjd -rt'hip tj ret . u r se -rcn a*s in cis school .

li Wc are really interested in notion resj vch, its

financial :sp nc should be ovc^loaUad set side s - v iry

cesunlly. Teachers Irvclvad - n act* . 1 r~pjuc Jr radv to

enter lit-- it, ’lay need financial as justice t j sapp^rt „ ! ;

re eerrch projects* .11 chough r, close son* tiny h
-
J hr/ rich

desirable before snncti>ning financial nsci stance t; the te cu.jj:

their action research projects but it should Oe r.n^ wit: *n

open hsart without any ivlic? or prejudice t; /ardc the cjncau.-c
teachers. At the sue tine, a true < ctun researcher should

nevor mind and h'-ve the pleasure of financing his resor'ci ^ro r

i

hi^ own pocket, too* He should not t^ke it as taxing to his

purse. He should take it as the nn $0 desirable invest uont ±~r

hib personal growth and satisfaction. A true rerearcuor oh. ulu

rut depend upon the mercy of i>eopla who m-tt-r m me proves'

of sanctioning financial grants -Lj their proposed resear %h

projects. A research should bo taken as ^mission towards wmch

r5

i sperxh ce of turns money oiust be token < 3 n matter of privil

NCERT, UGC, and C^IR have elaborate programmes old schemes t*

finance research projects. Similar schemes should also

incorporated in the schemes if EIETs.

rv

MCIS.iT runs a Seminar Readings Program ne for action

research projmbs. Selected projects -re avardod a merit

certificate of Nati -nil Award with e prize money of ..>. 1uX)/-

eacn. Similar schemes of reinforcement ana recognition, n-„ed *.

e

launched at State and District l.-vels, to. Acti >u researchers

should get incentives in Uie for.1 of additional mcremifcs and

out-of-turn promotions in the! r professional careers. All the

m«jre, the St *te should give wide publicity to tne oest adjudged

actim research projects as they may rerlly deserve.

6. Problems for action Research

there can be a long lisc >f problems which can be

considered for Action Research, Te ciiers themselves are xiie

right persons to select cheir own problems which mi .j:

x

be

haunting them in their work, however, for illustration sake*

some jf the problems can be enlisted as :

/
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Students may be studied f">r their i

- Study hobI ts

?

~ ijctiv-'tion ior studies?

•> attitude towards studios,

- Likings t >r each other,

- Likings for teachers,

- Fqmjly brckgrounds,

- Attitude towards hometask,

- Adjustment ut home,

~ «jjusiment in t.is school,

- merit -J. Health,

- Im and Creativity,

- Perception of te-che^s' qu.fli t - of teaching,

- Perceptiw i of .-nvironmentel factors - ffooting c^eir

growth and development,

- Perception of Scnool Organizational Climate,
- special needs.

A student who is found to be an excap ti one] one (gifted,

slow learner, delinquent, quarrelsome, h,-andi cepped) may be

studied with the nelp of Case Study method) .

jixperi mental designs like the following ones can el so be
tnought of under Action Research programmes :

- Inpact of personality of teachers on the learning af

students in terms of tneir acadamic achievement,

- Teachers' preparedness for teaching and students'

learning thereof,

- a comparison of the effectiveness of methods of

teach? ng.

In collaboration with counsellors in schools, teachers
can enter into small but very useful action rese-rcb studies
with the tools and techniques of interview, observation,
check lists r>nd rating scales. Once a researcher, also tne
notion researcher enters into research activity, he visualises
his own plan of action,

7. Steps in. Action Research

An Action Research project be illustrated for
its various steps nr, under :



/.I Statement of th^ Problem

The teacher visualises the problem. To beg, r. with, ne
nao to define the problem in ito very concrete form, F-. r

this lie 1i:<s to give ^ deep thought to it. For further
cliri iic.-^is^u he A^y discuss the problem ;ith uis coll a g k-;

He should make a little bit of survey oX literature rj special

related Lo the problem at his hand. This nelp u him id get
the reyl footings of the problem, In nis statement of the
problem, thvj teacher is expected to have tno clarity of the

p er sp a ulives and 1 i -ni tati

u

lis of the re sa arch prob3, em

.

.
4

* (

For example, the teacher may observe that students; '-l

fuund not duly inclined towards their studies. Students poo

performance in examinations may lend credence to teacher's
contention. There can be manV reasons for s undents’ f.iJu j

to m-ke satisfactory achievement in studies. Now? in fa s

context, one relevant aspect may be to study students 1 -
* t t

towards studies, Here* it may be noted th-t students* atilt-.,

towards studies may be influenced by many factors* But for H
action researcher, here he is ^nly concerned v/i rn tne ij tv d

study of students' attitude towards studies. He ja not

concerned with the factors building up or not allowing to

build up healthy attitude of students towards their studies.

^o
t lie comas to make tne stateueiit of his Action Reso rcu

problem as s

A STTJIJY Of STUDENTS* ArlTET*DE TOIL BBS TiiHE STUDIES.

7 . 2 Hypo thesi s

A hypothesis is the visualised answer to the research

roblern under investigations. It illustrates pureLy a

tentative answer ‘to the problem in the background of whi oh

the researcher may get into his research activity,

hypothesis is examined for its acceptance >r rejection on

tae basis of the findings/ results of the research sit dy.

In the above clteU research problem, the teacner hr ^

undertaken thus study with the notion tiv*t stuaer,'^ f-il

to ui^Jke academic achievement up to hi s ix^ec hai5o*nr.

because of their lack of heal chy .-ttitude towards ‘'-heir

studies. That means tent the teacher thinks that students-

do not cherish a good amount of positive attitude towards
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tueir stwdi*. s.

no torelated
For this, ttie hypothesis lor t.iis prooleu

- a, * Students -
1

, ok a desirable of oositivo

n l
• > >’

attitude to*/ rda tneir studies.’

It r iy vt points J out tint :t is not very essential tl ->

eacn -'nd .-very action research problem must be baCKed by its

hypothesis, urther then starling nth tentative answer to

the question of the research problem, the researcher cm
straightway start with his investigate ins to find out ah
answer to toe probl j i,

7.3 S-rxiple

For tie study of any research pr^blr-m, it is not

fi. -mole id it is also not required to include me total
pouul tion of students. Statistic.!! techniques help us to

study the problem over a snail population known, as aompi a

of the study. For the sake of our present problem, thf

teacner may make students of Class V his own senool no t'e

sample of his study.

7.4 Idols f nd Techniques

focls -ad techniques are the wheels of ^ research
programme. Ihe resear ciier to Degin vn th his work begins
wi-th his naearOi into the tools -aa techniques for the
staaay of his problem. He should be conversant with the
tools ^>od teemiques available to serve his purpose, ne h:s
to m^ke a very wise choice o t tools and techniques for his
1nvestigations.

At elementary school level, we may conduct our action
rese ren with tue help of interview of students md ch ei

r

parents. An Interview schedule may be developed with uu fcu al
di&cucsions amongst staff members. Students 1 attitude
towards their studies may bo studied by asKing students
question a on meir likings fo^ studies, perception of the
utility oi studies for them, likings for the school,
®"^ttud0 cowards books, homotask and teachers.
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*RCEB Scale for Students' Attitude towards their Studies,

may be taken as a reference point in this context.

* S.P . Anand. ; Tools for Secondary Class Students.

Shovan Publishers, Bhubaneswar, 1990.

Reliable and valid data are a mast for arriving at

reliable and valid findings and for that reliable and valid

tools and tecnniques are but very essential. Ine researcher

to begin with should start his work by equipping himself with

tne required tool and technique to work with. He should not

coin out a problem befitting to the tool available to him

rather he should prefer an action research on his own felt

problem itself for which he may even venture to develop his

own tools and techniques.

7.5 Data Collection

Once an appropriate tool has been selected, developed

or adopted; further need lies in being fully familiar with

the techniques of its application. In a pilot study, a try

out of it over a small sample of students can °lso be

exercised. The researcher has to be very accurate in his dr>t,:

collection. However, in data collection, we may not except

a beginner bo be the master of it but it is definitely

desired that he must acquire mastery in tuis important

aspect of research in due course of time.

7.6 /analysis and Interpretation

^alysis and interpretation of the data collected

determines the merit of an action research project. How

to analyse the data, depends upon the research problem and

the data collected.
i*

It is believed that we should not shirk using

statistics to analyse the data but we should also not be

over enthusiastic to apply statistics for merely giving

the data a statistical treatment. We should be rational
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in our approach. It is well advised that the researcher may

read so ue research reports to he conversant witn the rig

method of mining meaningful interpretations of his data,

analysis of the data must lead to accepting or rejecting

hypothesis, if any, with which the researcher might h rv j

started his research work.

ht

Th a

t.ie

7,7. Practical I.iplications

Inlisting of research findings in a systematic manner

is allright. But the researcher should also draw practical

i ^plications of the research results of his stody. A record

of practical indications makes the research study useful to

one and all wno rre really interested in the i:provement of

teaching learning practices m a system of education.

8. Suggestive Studies

It is advisable on the p^rt of the researcher to pin-

point 30 me follow-up studies to his research study. It will

help tom to pick up the thread later on as and when he himself

likes to extend his completed research study. Suggestive

studies motivate tne fellow researcher tc do more research

work on the research problems like the ones undertaken by

the researcher concerned.

As for example, here we may suggest studies like the

following ones i

^
' Students' tocitude towards studies and their family

backgrounds.

2. Students' attitude towards their studies and their

achievement in examinations.

3. School organizational climate and students' attitude

towards their studies.

A correlational study of students' study habits and

their attitude towards studies.
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5 . A study of students' niotivntion for and their attitude

towards studies.

6. Students 1 mental health and their attitude towards

studies.

7. Students’ attendance in the school and their attitude
—

a

towards studies.

8. Students' inter-personal relationships and tneir

attitude towards studies.

9. Factors affecting students’ attitude towards their

studies.

10. A comparative study of sportsman and non- sports nan

for their attitude towards studies.

11. A comparative stud^ of attitude of boys and girls

towards their studies.

# <• w

4
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Module No . 12

EXTENSION PROGRAM#: S

Dr. S.K. Goel

1 , Background

Since independence there nas been a large scale

expansion and a degree of reconstruction in the field of

education at all levels. In the field of teacher education

also there has been not only quantitative expansion but

there has also been some qualitative changes with the

incoming of the influences of various new trends and

other new features. Not only have the training institu-

tions and the enrolment therein increased over the years

but changes have come in the outlook for the preparation

of teachers.

Educational reconstruction in India implies the

use of integrated professional experience of specialists

in research, planning, development and administration.

As text books and supplementary educational

materials are tried out with practising teachers in

workshops in which the teacher is evidently the instrument

of change, so the entire structure of training and

extension in field services is designed to bring about

that volume of change that is implied in a continuous

process of evaluation, discovery and feedback. All change,

all innovation must reach out to take m the teacher, to

make him the hub of tht, continuing revolution in education.

One of the startlingfacts of the present century

is the explosion by knowledge in every sector. The old

training methods and experience are inadequate as guides

to enable us to do Justice to the present requirements.
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In every aspect of life, more of re-education and re-

training is demanded. IMiereas this is true of every

field, it especially applies to the field of education.

Inspite of several constraints, teachers happen to be

the key persons to initiate and support change for

educational improvement. With the increasing complexity

of problems, expectations from teachers are also increas-

ing. The indif ftrence, the inefficiency and the apathy

towards educational experiments and lack of zeal on the

part of the teacher may result in disaster in the

educational institutions. If they fail to keep up the

frontiers of knowledge, they will be giving yesterday's

education to tomorrow's citizens. To enable a teacher to

create a thirst for Knowledge among his pupils, he must
*v*

continue to learn and grow professionally. Uius continuing,

education of teachers at all levels is of special

significance and here the role of extension programmes

comes in.

2. OBJECTIVES OF EXTENSION PROGRAMMES

1) To upgrade teachers' knowledge of curricular

content and methodology.

2) To keep teachers abreast of developments in

education and familiar with changes in policies

affecting programme thrists.
I

3) To train teachers for roles demanded by

new needs.

4) To raise teacher qualifications through either

formal degree or non-degree courses.

5) To arrange seminars, conferences, workshops,

refresher courses.

6) To enable the teachers to learn new ways of

teaching and face new problems efficiently.
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7) To enable the teachers to contribute to the

qualitative improvement of education.

8) To disseminate knowledge about different aspects

of education through the publication of journals,

newsletters, booklets, leaflets, narrative papers,

modules, etc.

9) To develop his ability to deal with colleagues,

parents and the community.

10)

To boost the. morale of teachers by giving help

and recognition to those who want to learn to

do better.

3. PRINCIPLES FUR PLANNING
CTCTsTgpTggRAMI

There are certain principles which have to be taken

into consideration for planning the extension programmes

for teachers. A few principles are given below :

1) Provide for maximum involvement of the partici-

pants and providing them with opportunities to

grapplv with the different problems they are

facing.

2) Conduct need-based programmes.

3) Develop a climate cf freedom for participants

to express their views.

4) Create an atmosphere which is conducive to

building mutual respect, support, creativeness

and spontanlety

.

5) Encourage teachers to test and try out ideas and

to plan in real situations.

6) Plan extension programmes realistically so that

all the ideas emerged through discussions can

be translated into action when the teachers go

back to their places of duty.
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7) Develop simple possible means to give the

decisions a practical and concrete shape.

4. PROBLEMS

The following problems are experienced in arranging

extension programmes in education.

1) Lack of long range planning to train under-

qualified and untrained teachers and to retrain

the trained ones. Ihere are no proper plans

which could clear the backlong of untrained

teachers by a target date, nor one which will

provide renewal education to update the knowledge

of once - trained teachers.

2) Lack of continuous feedback mechanism to study

the effectiveness of the .pre- service and in-
I

service education programmes. Ihere have been

some sporadic attempts to study the effectiveness
l

of the training programmes. However, suggestions

and recommendations are not implemented. The

same faults are unfortunately repeated again

and again. Ihere is a need for regular and

continuous feedback to help Improve extension

programmes

.

3) Lack of adequate funding. Extension programmes

cost a lot in terms of salary, travelling, and
4

other expenses. Inadequate funding also explains

the inadequacy of resource and learning materials

for extension programmes, as well as the insuffi-

cient use of educational technology. Most of the

time, there is no provision for typing/dupllcat-

ing/pho to copying, etc. and as such, effective

training cannot be implemented without adequate

funding.
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7) Bevelop simple possible means to give the

decisions a practical and concrete shape. -

4 , PROBLEMS

Ihe following problems are experienced in arranging

extension programmes in education.

1) Lack of long range planning to train under-

qualified and untrained teachers and to retrain

the trained ones. There are no proper plans

which could clear the backlong of untrained

teachers by a target date, nor one which will

provide renewal education to update the knowledge

of once - trained teachers.

2) Lack of continuous feedback mechanism to study

the effectiveness of the pre-service and in-

service education programmes. There have been

some sporadic attempts to study the effectiveness

of the training programmes. However, suggestions

and . re commendations are not implemented. The

same faults are unfortunately repeated again

and again. There is a need for regular and

continuous feedback to help improve extension

programmes.

3 ) Lack of adequate funding. Extension programmes

cost a lot in terms of salary, travelling, and

other expenses. Inadequate funding also explains

the inadequacy of resource and learning materials

for extension programmes, as well as the insuffi-

cient use of educational technology. Most of the

time, there is no provision for typing/ duplicat-

ing/photocopying, etc. and as such, effective

training cannot be implemented without adequate

funding

.
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4 ) Lack of transportation and communication
*

facilities particularly in small tourns and in

the remote and rural areas* Some extension

programmes may require adequate provision of

field trips and visits to specialized agencies

for practical demonstration to gain first-hand

information.

5 ) Lack of adequate facilities. Most of the teacher

training campuses have inadequate physical

facilities

.

6) Inadequate coordination of extension programmes,

thereby resulting in duplication of effort,

overlapping content and piece-meal measures.

7) Inadequate evaluation during and after the

training. Only a few inservice programmes

include a follow-up of the presonnel trained.

8) Poor coordination in the selection of inservice

participants, particularly those being trained

for new roles. Some persons are very frequently

attending many programmes and remain away from

their place of duty most of the time. Unis leads

to the overtraining of some personnel and no

training of many teachers.

9) Extension programmes entail expenses which may

not be always borne by sponsoring agencies.

Because of financial constraints teachers who

can afford extra costs of transportation,

boarding and lodging usually have more chances

to attend saoh programmes.

10) Personnel trained for new roles are not always

placed in positions which will maximize the use

of their training.
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11) Teacher® and their administrators/ supervisor are

seldom simultaneously trained on innovations.

„ Often, teachers. are not able to make use of the

skills and knowledge gained because of resistance

or non-cooperation of their heads/principals/

other superior officers.

12) There is not as much emphasis on attitude change

as on knowledge, change. After attending the

extension programmes, teachers leave with more

knowledge but holding on to the same attitudes

they came with

.

5. ACTIVITIES

NPE' provides a comprehensive national perspective

for education. It envisages a continued effort required

to develop National system of Education. In order to be

effective, a teacher is required to update his/her

professional competence regularly. For this, he/ she will

have to take part in various extension programmes that

will be organized periodically as part of the continuing

education of teachers.

As a teacher you are devoting much of your professional

life of curricular transaction in the Classroom and outside

.

A glance at the list of activities organised in the schools

reveals that these are effective means for providing •

learning experiences to children. You are probably aware

that tnere have been changes and modifications in the

school curriculum at certain intervals. Since the curri-

culum is dynamic in nature, it gets changed and modified

with the changing needs and aspirations of society. In view

of this rapidly changing world, what kind of activities*

Can you think of to realize the present-day aims and future

goals of education ? And what kind of extension programmes

do you need ? kbat kind of modalities do you require ? Mfoat

kind of instructional media do you need ? Vhat kind of
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changes are you noticing in the areas of your interest ?

What do the children and thrir parents expect from you ?

In short, what are your exact and precise needs so that

you could deliver the goods more efficiently and effecti-
vely. Some of the following activities may help you to

answer some of these questions but you can think of

still many more activities.

Activity No.i

List the changes that have taken place
j

in the school curriculum and in the '

curriculum of your subject during the
!

last 10 years. Why have these changes
|

taken place ? i

!

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Activi tv No .

2

Prepare a list of those provision which

need to be provided for the effective

implementation of curriculum.

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Activity No .3

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Activity No .4

Note the language items from the text-

books which project the image of women ?

}
'

1
i
!« P i mm ——— wu i-

i n '
11 F

J List the possible causes of Learning

{Problems in classrooms.

Colle c t
Collate
Discuss
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changes are you noticing in the areas of your interest ?

Vihat do the children and th^ir parents expect from you ?

In short, what ore you^ exact end precise needs so that

you could deliver the goods more efficiently and effecti-

vely. dome 01 the following activities may help you to

answer some oi these- questions but you can think of

still many more activities.

Activity ho. 1
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l
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1
I
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‘
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List the changes that have taken place
j

in the school curriculum and in the
]

curriculum of your subject during the
|

|

last 10 years, 'why have these changes !

taken place ? }

,,™*M ***—** 1 »PMI mtm\ i

Colie c t

Collate

Discuss

Activity No.

2

r~ —
,Prepare a list of those provision which

need to be provided for the effective

J 'mplementntion of curriculum.
f

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Activity No.

4

***im**mw^fl\*i^ n' i»nw
|

bn
i

i i

Collect
Collate
Discuss

List tne possible causes of Learning
Problems in classrooms

.

Note the language items from the text-

books which, project the image of women ?^ ..
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Activity No.

5

What are the teaching methods and

strategies you have been using ? Write

on a separate sheet

i

Activity No.

6

Can you list the different aspects of

development which the curriculum should

cover ?

Activity No.

7

Write down in a few sentences what you

think will be the ways m which the

teacher's role will cange.

Activity No .8

Mention briefly what you think are the

ways in which the evaluation methods

should change. Give reasons.

Activity No .9

1 — * in “ 1
" "

What should our education seek to

develop in our children ?
I I I

Activity No, 10

Do you know the modern technological

innovations in your subject for

imparting better instruction ?

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect
Collate
Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss
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Activity Ho, ,r

0,n you visualize the problems that

the students will face if their needs

arc not fulfilled ?

Activity Ko . 1

2

ii '^ fiwu i
'

1

i
1

' 1 " 11

Can you suggest alternative methods for

i educing the homework of your students ?

What ceriterion do you follow to assess

the load bearing capacity of the

children ?

Activity No. 13

Suggest some work experience activities

tnat can be organized by different

subject teachers in the school.

Activity Ifo.lA-
-

-
. i i i p

1 st the characteristics of growth and

development of children of the age groups

you have been teaching under physical,

intellectual, emotional and social groups
|M|11 1 ' > II I

—»—— I ^ I — — I —imu m i

Activity ho. 15

Did you ever fqel the need' for your

further education and training after
joining the service ? If yes, please
elaborate on the role of extension
programmes in facilitating the work of
a teacher.

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss

-Collect

Collate

Discuss

Collect

Collate

Discuss
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If you work out the above activities carefully, you

may be ~ble to know your strengths and your weaknesses.

You may be able to find out after careful, analysis what

kind Oj extension programme would be most useful for you.

Miat should be the themes of the programmes which you

should attend for developing better teaching skills and

competencies. The mere the skills are defined and broken

into sub-skills, the better will be the teacher's under-

standing with regard to the specific tasks in hand. Any

method may prove sterile, if the teacher does not possess

the necessary skills involved in using the method

successfully. It is now being recognized on the one hand

that the teacher must be able to see the relationship

between the nature of the content and the objectives to

be achieved through it and on the other hand the teaching-

learning strategies through which he can achieve those

objectives

.

6. ROLE Oil N.C.E.R.T.

The NCERT seeks to train the specialists in curriculum

development, evaluation and measurement, audio-visual

education, guidance and counselling, research methodology,

educational administration and other areas of educational

enterprise through extension services programme.

Research and training apart, one of the main functions

of NCERT has been to develop on sub-continental scale

programmes in educational extension. This is done through

the Department of Field Services. The Department has

evolved a new training programme through internship

extension; workers have been given special training in the

development of instructional materials and the improvement

of the functional use of school libraries*

One of the important activities that the Council has

undertaken is to extend educational information to educa-

tional workers. This is the underlying aim of the extension
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and field services organized by the Council in primary,

second^ y and higher education as well as for workers in

teachrr education and in educational research. The

Directorate lor secondary Education set up by the Council

comprising a large number of extension service centres m
different parts of trie country seeks specially to cater

for this activity of the Council . These centres are

organizing on a continuing basis extension and in-service

educational activities for the benefit of Secondary Schools

in India. A large number of developmental programmes aimed

-at improving secondary education have also been conducted.

Hundreds of schools are involved m the programme of

intensive school improvement. Each school has developed a

programme of improvement in specific areas depending on

its need and the needs of its teachers.

In addition, various other Departments of the Council

arc engaged in extension services. Short-term training

courses, conferences, workshops, seminars and follow-up

studies, clubs, fairs, exhibitions and film shows are the

means through wnich the latest developments in education
are rna e available to personnel in educational vocations.

dTR&NGEiiSNING OF EXTENSION
gtttTTuTi AAt II) RoLe OF hTKf

dome conferences of State Education Secretaries and
Directors of Public Instruction have been held to discuss
the ways and means of strengthening tne Extension Services.
It was recommended that the programmes of Extension Services
should give priority to the state and national targets in
secondary education. The staff of Extension Services should
pay more frequent visits to schools, especially in the
backward and rural areas. During these visits the Officers
ol the State Department of Education may accompany the
Extension dervices staff whenever possible. Extension
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Services should assist the State Department of Education
m implementing the various schemes in secondary education,

particularly those which are directly related to the

improvement of schools. In important schemes, such as

emulative record cards, organizing content courses,, etc.

the Extension Services Centres within a dtat= should worn

together .so as to divide the load and avoid duplication

of efforts. The centres in a state should combine tneir

resources in respect of publications so that worth-while

1 Plications may be brought out in adequate manner.

Since there is a shortage oi standard books on

education in Hindi and other regional languages, tne training

colleges should take un immediately the work of translation.

The otate Department of Education should provide necessary

help for this purpose. There is a need to introduce inservice
\

programmes in Training Colleges where intension Departments

have not been provided. Extension Services Units should be

started in those training colleges which donot have an

Extension Services Centre. In order to meet the expenditure

for the Extension Services Unit, a grant should be placed

at the disposal of each* training college. Provision should

be made for the training of guidance and counselling

personnel in secondary schools. Efforts should alsc be marie

to provide career masters in as many higher secondary school*

as possible. In collaboration with the Extension Services

Centres, the Bureau of Educational and Vocational Guidance

should organize training courses for career masters. There

is a need to formulate an integrated programme of action

during the current five-year plan so that the resources,

funds and manpower available with the Extension Centres as

well as the State Department of Education may be mobilized

to achieve the targets. It is felt th.it seminars should not

always be held at the headquarters but should be distributed
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in wh'= rurnl area c so that more teachers could participate

in wc ^ Seminars should be of a reasonable duration so

tV-, w ’’ir impact may be tangible. The District Inspectors

of . s should be informed of all the activities of the

B-xtensic 1 Centres and they should be invited to participate

in the p ogmmmes as much as possible. It is observed that

innividu 1 centres have been working on comulative record

card*., e ch in its own way. In view of the Importance of

tt.‘ r- rt ords in giving guidance to the pupil, it is

ns ce ssa -
* r to evolve a uniform pattern of the card, fha

extensi 1 centres in collaboration with the Directorate

should ne re fore immediately take up a study of the questio

analyse the existing cards and evolve a suitable pattern

c i, accompanied by a manual of instructions to

tv ache 3. The card should be so framed th-at it gives all

ef ential information necessary but at the same time

it is lot too difficult or cumbersome. It is essential

that le teachers should themselves fill up these cards

a* th y are in close contact with the pupils. A scoarate

sect jn in the card could be allotted for entires relating

to f le pupils’ scholastic achievement as this data is

required for the university admissions.

The staff of the Extension Centres should visit the

set 'ols more frequently; attention should be given in

gty iter measure to backward and rural areas. Extension

Ce .tres should assist the State Department in the proper

ut ‘liiation of science grants to schools. Hiring their

vsits the Extension staff should verify whether the

schools were statisfactorily utilizing the grants given
ty the State Etepartraent for Improvement of Science and

!ao bring to the notice of the Department the names of
1

1

the r schools which, requir such assistance. Hie improve-

ment of examinations should be taken at two levels - one

ct the university level and the other at the school level,
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starting from the earliest stages. This is necessary to

prepare the children adequately for the new form of testing.

In drawing up the future programmes of the centre s, emphasis

should be given to subjects such as social studies, general

science and home science. The Education Itepartment should

provide the necessary resource personnel to the Extension

Centres for these programmes. It is necessary to provide

incentives to teachers to stimulate greater interest in

mservice activities. Provision should therefore be made

for special increments and also for the confidential reports

to indicate the degree of participation of teachers in such

inservice programmes. The State Education Department should

issue circulars to schools and managements so as to ensure

the fullest participation. Copies of departmental circulars

relating to secondary schools should be sent to all the

Extension Centres so as to keep them informed of the

instructions issued by the Department from time to time.

The Director of Public Instruction may also issue instruct-

ions at the Inspectorate stressing the fact that Extension

Centres were a part of the State Department and they shcul

extend the fullest cooperation to the Centres in their

activities. All the training colleges in the state should

be involved in mservice programme, each college taking up

some part of the work in the area in its neighbourhood.

This would be made possible if an allowance is given to a

staff member of every training college who is interested

in taking up the work. The success of inservice programmes

of extension centres is so closely dependent upon the

efficiency of pre-service training that it is essential

to re-think about the entire programme of teacher education.

It would therefore be desirable to convene a conference of

all the Principals and senior faculty members of training

colleges in every state. The activities of the Extension

Centres should also take into consideration the emphasis
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on secondary education programmes from the national point
it

of view such as s

a) teaching of languages as tool subjects;

b) science education;

c) school libraries and development of reading

habits;

d) cumulative record cards;

e) preparation of handbooks for the teachers.

The collection of text books available at the Central

Bureau of Textbook Research should be made available to the

State Education Department for being exhibited at the various

Extension Centres for the use of teachers. It is necessary

to make a continuous and comprehensive evaluation of every

technique so as to assess which of them was more or less

effective. The quarterly newsletters of the Extension

Centres should be complied and edited by highly experienced

staff so as to make them interesting, informative and

useful to the teachers.

It would be worthwhile to examine the extent to which

schools are associated with the Extension activities and

to find out the impact on the schools. This would serve as

a guide for determining the types of services that should

be rendered to the strong and weak schools. Coordation is

essential for the success of extension services. This

coordination should be effected between the Extension

Centres and the Training Colleges, among the Extension

Centres and between the Centres and the State Department

of Education. Coordination in the publications brought out

by various Extension Services Centres would be very fruitful.

Steps should be taken to evaluate publications of all the

Extension Centres periodically and to select those which

deserve wider distribution. The subject consultants

attached to the State Department of Education should work
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in close cooperation with the Extension Services and

provide the resource persons. It is to be emphasized that

the programmes of Extension Services should reflect the

local needs of the State Department of Education and the

national targets and the programmes in the field of

secondary education.

The NPE places complete trust in the teaching community.

It envisages freedom for the teacher to innovate and to

carry on his work in a manner that is relevant to the ne _ c’i

s

and capabilities of learners, and also reflects the concern;,

and aspirations of the community.

The NPE has suggested a variety of steps to improve

the status of teachers with effective teacher accountability

and the following are the suggested steps.

1) Introduction of reforms in the system of

selecting teachers.

2) Involvement of teachers in the planning

and management of education.

3) Creation of opportunities and an atmosphere to

promote autonomy and innovation among teachers.

Regarding the professional education of teachers, both

the pre-service and ihservice components will be overhauled

to meet the thrust envisaged in the policy. District-

Institutes of Education and Training (DIET) are to be

organised for pre-service and inservice education of

elementary school teachers and for personnel working m
nonformal and adult education. DIETs will in due course

replace substandard institutions. Colleges of Ibacher

Education will be strengthened so that they are in a

position to provide secondary teacher education of quality.

The National Council of Tbacher Education (NOTE) will be

responsible for accrediting teacher education institutions

and will provide guidance on curricula and methods.
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In pursuance of the policy, the Ministry of Human

Resource Development (MHRD) planned to set up 400 DIETs in

the country. Of these, 257 DIETs have so far been sanctioned

by the MHRD. Ihe remaining DIETs may be sanctioned during

the eighth five year plan. The DIET is a novel district

level educational institution. Ihe setting up of DIETs is

a step towards decentralization of opportunities of

professional preparation of teachers at the elementary

level. The major function of a DIET is to improve the

quality of the manpower engaged in educational occupations

up to the elementary level in the district. Most of the

faculty members of DIETs would be persons with background
|

in elementary education. Training programmes for the DIETs

have to be shared with SCERTs. There has to be a proper

networking among DIETs, SCERT, NCERT, etc. while arranging

extension programmes in the respective district on a

specific theme. There has to be a proper planning and

coordination among various DIETs under a State so as to

have maximum participation in the extension programmes

and to avoid duplication of efforts. This can be done by

disseminating knowledge about different aspects of education

through the publication of journals, newsletters, booklets,

leaflets, discussion papers, modules, etc. so as to organize

the extension programmes effectively.

8. DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

A genuine effort is to be made to improve the quality

of education through extension programmes - with particular

focus on proper attitudes, creativity and innovations.

There have been attempts to change the process of learning

and teaching during the last few years. Educators are faced

with the challenge of making educational programmes more

meaningful and realistic in the context of socio-economic

conditions of the country. The teachers repeatedly focus
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their attention on the following problems and constraints

in relation to extension programmes and the development

of exemplar materials.

1) Problem of remoteness - the urgent need to

disseminate knowledge and new methods to far

flung areas of the country.

2) As collossal sums of money are being spent on

education, it is highly appropriate and necessary

to lay emphasis on the promotion and evaluation

of attitudes, creativity and work experience.

3) Ihe overall need to have more and useful reference/

research material for the benefit of the teachers

as well as organizers of extension programmes.

efforts for systematic storage, retrieval and

dissemination of a wide range of educational information

will be a welcome step. Since educational information is

the most vital resource for scientific and technological

development of the country, tnere is an imperative need

to develop a National Information System in Education (NISE)

with a sub-system structure of three level organizations

i.e. National, State and District Levels. Downward and

upward flow of information from one level to another is

suggested for maximum utilization of available resources

in this vital field of education. In order to ensure the

welfare of children, it is necessary that information shoul-

flow freely and rapidly from policy makers down to the

grass-root workers. Information is a basic resource and

link between a variety of activities, intellectual and

material, in the society, institutions and individuals.

What does the user want ? Not the enormous quantity of

undigested data and text which we shall be able to

manipulate and store, not a list of references, but actual

relevant organized information, which has to be given to
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the right person et the right time, in the right quantity

and the right format, and it must be accurate, reliable and

in the context.

We are living in an ’Age of Information Revolution'.

The fresh information is being generated at an exponential

rate and it has become extremely difficult to face the

information explosion. As the output of educational

information increased, the number of communication media

also grew. Hie time lag in primary and secondary media

Can be bridged by Letter Journals, Current Awareness

Services and Electronic Journals. Online information

retrieval is today the speediest and the most effective

means of getting the required information. Its main

advantages are : (i) Queries can be searched with great

speed and answers can be obtained almost instantaneously

at the terminal, (ii) A large volume of information can

be searched rapidly (within minutes or seconds compared

to several days in the manual method) and accurately.

(iii) It is possible to search databases to which the

organization does not subscribe, (iv) In the online system,

the user/ searcher becomes an important component, as it

makes possible man-machine dialogue. Use of online systems

in information storage, retrieval and dissemination (ISRD)

is gaining momentum.

Application of the latest developments m the field

of computers, telecommunications, reprographics and

micrographics for ISRD has become imperative for the

effective and speedy handling of information. Mini-computers,

microprocessors and wordprocessors have now made computer

application possible in every conceivable form. Another

potential tool just emerged for ISRD is Laser Technology

which is a threshold technology and promises great

advancements in communication with its ability to pack
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more information in less space. Some of the technologies

like OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and COM (Computer

Output Microfilm) are also being (increasingly used in

information handling. Emphasis is given to the various

forms of electronic modes of communication *- Electronic

mail and message services, computer network using distri-

buted data processing, Videotex, Teletext, Integrated

services digital network, Satellite communication,

Teleconferencing, and Facsimile transmission, Ihe essence

of communication is the conquest of space and time. The

longest and most difficult distance in transmitting

information is the last half-inch between a man’s ear and

his brain. Most of us will continue to be concerned with

the communication technology chiefly as a means to an end.

Efficient transfer of information is essential for rapid

economic growth in a developing country like India. By

2000 AD communication facilities of international standards

would be available in India.

8 . 1 Planning of NISE :

Ihe tasks of planning, decision - making .and admini-

stration are increasingly dependent on the availability of

reliable and timely information. Therefore, a planned

approach to organize the information to ensure that

information gaps are plugged and a free flow and exchange

of information is permitted, would effectively contribute

to a total pool of information on a centralized basis.

Establishment of NISE is the only practical solution to

provide free flow and exchange of information at optimum

cost, NISE demands a master plan which is an intellectual

process. The programme requires local, regional, national

and international cooperation in activities and -use of

resources in a way that can strengthen national infrastru-

cture through efficient working of institutions and

services, that share the responsibility of collecting,
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storing, processing and retrieving as well as for evaluating,

analysing and disseminating the information contained in

tneir collection.

NI3E is actually an aspect of educational, scientific

and cultural sphere and thus its plan should form a part

of the overall economic plan. The objectives and functions

of NISE are' in conformity with the national development

plans and policies. A properly coordinated NISE can help

reduce information gap and duplication of work. NISE is a

means of achieving national objectives through economic

and effective utilization of information in technological

innovation, decision-making, research and education. In

India, many educational organizations can substantially

contribute in enriching the system if adequate cooperation

is taken from them.

8.2 Organizational Structure of NISE

The structure of NISE will be a combination of

"Centralization" and "Decentralization". The centralization

of technical responsibilities as far as possible and

decentralization of the services is one of the best means

of reducing costs. Centralization offers the advantages of

greater efficiency, economy, availability of the full

resources of a system to any and every component of users.

The advantages of decentralization are quicker, direct and

personalized services.

8.3 Levels of the System

The system will operate at the following distinct

yet interacting levels J National Information Centre

(NIC), Regional Information Centre (RIC) and Local

Information Centre (LIC) *
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8.3.1 National Information Centre (NIC)

It is proposed that NCLRT, Now Itelhi should serve as

a National Information Centre (NIC) and discharge the

following responsibilities :

a) To plan, coordinate, update, streamline and

control the activities conerning acquisition,

organization and dissemination of information

through ( 1 ) cooperative action; (ii) dividing

the responsibilities among other RICs;

(iii) making use of new techniques in the

transfer and utility of information.

b) To serve as a central depository for entire

information/ data

.

c) To maintain databank for retrieval of information.

d) To compile sources of information like directories,

handbooks, dictitionaries, encyclopaedias, state -

of - art reports, technical reports, etc,

e) To undertake and bring out up-to-date union

catalogues of the holdings of all conerned

organizations. This can be brought out on the

basis of type of literature covered e.g, books,

periodicals, reports, reprints, microfilms,

tapes, etc.

f) To bring out regularly Current Awareness Service

(CAS) like ( 1 ) research-in-progress bulletins,

(ii) lists of unpublished research literature

covering dissertations, theses, etc, (iii) news-

paper clipping bulletins, (iv) Selective

Dissemination of Information (SDI) bulletins,

(iv) newsletter giving information items of

current interest in education, etc.
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g) To ensure adequate bibliographical control of all

the information on education by bringing out

regularly publications like indexing services,

abstracting services, translation services,

bibliographies on specific topics, etc.

h) To provide reprographic services.

i) To establish links with international systems

and their utilization for augmenting national

resources and relations with the national

information systems m the allied disciplines.

j) To conduct* retrospective search i.e. to search

the entire database or a major portion of it

against a query.

k) To identify the present information requirements
of users at all levels and forecast future

requirements in the light of the overall

national development plans and policies.

l) To promote research, development and innovation
in information technology.

m) To have the responsibility of a referral centre.

n) To keep liaison with RICs.

8 ‘3*2 Regional Information Centres (RICr)

It is proposed that one SCERT responsible for the
districts under its jurisdiction should serve as RIC and
discharge the following responsibilities.

a) Developing and maintaining document collection
in the region.

b) Giving indexing, abstracting, bibliographical,
SDI, reprographic and translation services.

c) Preparing regional catalogues and retrieving
information.
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d) Acting as contact point for users in the region.

e) Surveying the information sources of the region
and feeding to NIC.

f) Supplying copies of documents available in the

Centre on request and arranging for supply of

documents not available in the centre through
NIC or concerned RIC.

8*3.3 Local Information Centres (LICs)

Each DIET should have information unit and serve no

LIC which should discharge the following responsibilities!

a) To collect and process information/data at the

local level.

b) To feed information generated m LIC to conerned

RIC and act as recipients of information from

RIC.

c) To offer personalized services against specific

request and in anticipation.

8.3.4 Conclusions

The system requires standardization and uniformity

in planning techniques and procedures of information

processing. This situation calls for increased cooperation

of subject specialists and information scientists for

economy and optimum use of information. Professional

societies and consultancy organizations have a significant

role to play in the interaction of subject specialists and

information specialists. It is proposed to make a goal -

directed approach to coordinate bibliographic efforts,

establish networks of information service and provide

consultants for setting up services in various institu-

tions. The proposed model of NISE with a sub-system

structure of three levels, viz, National, Regional and
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Module No. 13

EVALUATION IN SCHOOLS

Dr. P. Das

Ihe present system of evaluation does not

adequately reflect the total growth/progress of the

students or effectiveness of teaching. From the existing

practices it is not difficult to pin-point some of the

major shortcomings which need to be properly appreciated

and accepted before taking up any plan of evaluation
»

improvement. In a summarised way we can list these as

under.

1) Concept of evaluation is restricted to

examination rather than a broad comprehensive

concept of. evaluation

.

2) Evaluation is considered as end of the course/

session rather than as an integral part of

teaching-learning process.

3) Evaluation is considered as an act of measurement

of students 1 learning rather than a means for

improvement of their learning.

4) Evaluation activities are limited to scholastic

aspects rather than total growth of the child.

5) Use of tools and techniques of evaluation to

written examinations largely.

6) Quality of written examinations is questionable

from the point of view of validity and

reliability.

7)

. Diagnostic evaluation is still a dream tf the

future

.
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8) Using evaluation as a feedback has yet to become

a reality for improving students' learning.

9) Evaluation is seldom emphasised as objective

based, continuous, cooperative and a dynamic

process.

You may add many more glaring shortcomings of the

existing system of evaluation. What is really worth

stating is the cause of all these ills. Ihe cause may

lie with the teachers or the educational system in

general. Iherefore, there is an imperative need to make

evaluation an integral part of the total teaching-

learning process and to make it continuous and compre-

nensive by taking care of all the three domains

(Cognitive, affective & psychomoter) for all round

development of the learner in both scholastic and non-

scholastic areas.

Objectives :

After studying this module, you should be able

to :

- Understand the concept of evaluation as quality
control of educational programmes.

- Enow purposes of evaluation

- Identify criteria of good evaluation .

- Etevelop suitable planning and implementation

modalities of evaluation.

- Prepare & comprehensive scheme of evaluation

- Design a follow-up action in order to make
evaluation more functional and meaningful.
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Concept of Evaluation

The concept of evaluation should not be equated

with the concept of examination or mere measurement.

Proadly defined, educational evaluation is the quanti-

tative and qualitative estimation of overall growth and

progress of pupils towards objectives or values in the

curriculum. The emphasis in evaluation is upon broad

personality changes and major objectives of an educa-

tional programme. These include not only scholastic

achievements, but also non- scholastic areas like

attitudes, interests, ideals, ways of thinking, health,

work habits, personal and social adaptability. Hence,

evaluation is integrally related to the teaching-learning

process. It entails a value judgement and works as

quality control in educational programmes.

Activity - 1 :

Itevelop your own concept of evaluation
and differentiate it from examination.

Purposes of Evaluation :

Mainly evaluation helps in :

*

a) determining the effectiveness of courses and

programmes.

b) testing assumptions about instructional

practices.
A

c) selecting, clarifying and appraising

objectives.

d) creating motivation,

e) serving as a feedback for both teachers and

students for effective teaching and learning

respectively.
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f) discriminating and ranking the students.

g) diagnosing pupils weakness/learning difficulties.

h) providing basis for guidance and counselling.

Activity - 2 :

List few more purposes of evaluation which

you feel as necessary and important.

Criteria of Good Evaluation

Ihe criteria of good evaluation emerge naturally

from the basic assumptions about evaluation. They can

be enumerated as follows :

a) Evaluation shuld be objective based .

The ^valuator should identify and define clearly

the set of objectives to be evaluated. Ihe objectives

may be in the areas of knowledge, understanding., .

application, skills, attitudes, interests health, work

habits, personal and social adjustment etc. Ip„ addition

the knowledge of "Minimum Levels of Learning (MLL) is

also more important both for teachers and evaluators

as emphasied by NPE (1986).

b) Evaluation should be a comprehensive process.

Evaluation should cover both scholastic and

non- scholastic dimensions of pupils' growth and uses a

variety of appropriate tools and techniques.

c ) Evaluation should be a continual process .

uince evaluation aims at estimating overall growth

of the child and growth is basically a continuous

phenomena, it is imperative to make evaluation regular

and continuous.
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d) Evaluation should be a dynamic process .

Evaluation should not be rigid or static in nature.

It should be flexible and dynamic in respect of frequency

of examinations, type of examinations etc.

a) Evaluation should be a cooperative process .

Since the emphasis of evaluation is on over all

growth of pupils, a single teacher is not competent to

do the justice for evaluating all the dimensions of

pupils growth and hence the cooperation of all teachers,

students, and parents is essential.

Activity - 3 :

Write down the specific procedures that you
can adopt to make your evaluation continuous
and comprenensive

.

.

Planning and Implementation
Modalities of Evaluation ;

The following steps are suggested about the

modalities evaluation in schools.

a) Determine the areas (both from scholastic and

non- scholastic) and pinpoint the appropriate

objectives under each area to be evaluated.

b) Selecting/preparing tools and techniques of

evaluation. (Tools may include achievement

test, diagnostic test, psychological tests,

checklist, rating scale, records, observation,

interview, and techniques may be in the form

of written, oral and practical examination)

.

c) Determining the periodicity of evaluation.

In order to make evaluation continuous,

periodicity of evaluation both in scholastic

and non-scholastic areas should be decided much

in advance keeping in view the school conditions.
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d) Pxecuting the Plan

Collecting of informations or evidences

may be done by using the tools and techniques

already decided above.

t ) Recording the re suits ;
*

Progress report cards both in scholastic

and non- scholastic areas should be developed in

order to record the results. A model of progress

report cards is enclosed at the end for ready

re fere nee

,

f) bsing the results for instructional decisions.'

the results of the evaluation may be

effectively used for improving classroom

instructions.

Activity - 4 :

l) Identify three objectives from non-academic
areas which need to be evaluated at the

element ary/ secondary level.

L; Prepare progress report cards both for scholastic
and non- scholastic areas for elementary/secondary
school child.

Scheme for comprehensive evaluation

The scheme of comprehensive evaluation may include
the following aspects of pupils’ growth and activities.

Ar*€:£i

Curricular «rcn ?

Scholastic Aspects

Periodicity Tools and Technique.^

Hve times in - Written examination
a year

- Oral examination
- Practical examination
- Achievement test
- Diagnostic test
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Prca Periodicity Tools and Techniques,

Intelligence Once at ine - Intelligence ttst

beginning of the.

Primary/Mi ddle

/

Secondary stage.

Non- Scholastic Aspects

Personal and Social

Qualities

- Regularity Once in a year - Observation

- Punctuality - Anecdotal Record

- Discipline - Rating Scale

- Habit of cleanliness

- .Emotional Stability

- Initiative

- S^nse of responsibility

~ Soirit of Social Service

- Any other

Interests
— mw p 11

- Literary

- Scientific

- Musical

- Artistic

- Social Service

- Any other

Once in a year - Observation

- Rating Scale

- Anecdotal Records

Attitudes

- Towards Teachers Ones in a ye ?*r “ Observation

- Towards studies

~ Towards school-mates

- Towards school

- Any other

- Questionnaire

- Interview

~ Rating Scale

- Anecdotal records
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Area Periodicity Tools and Techniques

Physics,. Health

Height

'ih igh b

Chest

Twice in a year - Observation

Physical defects,
if any.

Activities

- Interview

- Medical Check up

Literary and Scientific Activities

- Library Once in

- Debate

- Recitation

- Creative Writing
- Science Club

- Any other

Cultural Activities

- Drama Once in

- x'lusic

- Usance

- Drawing & Paining
- Any other

Out Dior Activities

- Games Once in

- Shorts

- Scouting
*T /
X 4 • V*r i v •

- First Aid

- Gardening

a year - Observation

- Anecdotal Record

~ Rating Scale

a year - Observation

- Anecdotal Record

- Rating Scale

a year - Observation

- Anecdotal record
- : ating Scale

Activity - ^ :
11 1,1 " ~~ 1 1

ti
—

„
irr

| t

Keeping in view the school conditions,
prepare the scheme of comprehensive evaluation
in non-scholastic and activity areas.
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Follow- up action :

The above guidelines 'ittempt to indicate mad or>

directions m which the programme of evaluation de nerves

to move so as to realist the purpose of education.

Orientation of teachers towards the new directions of

continuous and comprehensive evaluation will not in^io -

the system unless the teachers try tc implement, the

scheme with sincerity and none sty.

The following follow-up action is suggested.

1) Organisation of Orientation Programmes for

teachers about the new directions of ev^luatie i.

2) Keeping in view the school conditions, the

scheme of evaluation may be -r veloped and

implemented on cooperative basis.

3) There should be regular supervision 01 the

senool evaluation programs and assistance

may be provided to the teachers when they

face any operational problems.

k) Format of Progress report cards (both in

scholastic and non-scholastic are .is) may be

developed and be supplied by DIET to all

schools for uniform record of results.

5) Action research relating to various aspects

of evaluation may be undertaken by DIETs the

findings of which will be taken as feed back

for improving -evaluation system.

b/s

m * 4 * »
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Module Wo. i4

THE SCHOOL COMPLEX

Dr, A.D.Tiwari

Overview;

The school complex aims to integrate the neighbouring

primary schools to a centrally located middle school, and th.

middle schools to a nucleus secondary school so that the sch. ; 1 r,

of a geographical area may function as a whole -drawing on each

other's resources and planning their development with minimum

of external control and support. The scheme was formulated

and put forward in a systematic manner by the Education Commissi or

(1 964-66), to improve planning and management of school educ t-ivn

at local level for raising the quality of education in that ire"-.

The concept is now being revitalized by developing new sire,, .gies

and guidelines for its effective implementation. In accord met

with the National Policy on Education, 1986 (para 107), its

Programme of Action (1986, p.203) clearly mentions that;

'School complexes will be promoted on a flexible

pattern so as to serve as networks of institutions

and please refer to POA alliances to encourage

professionalism among teachers, to ensure observance

of norms of conduct and to enable the sharing of

experiences and facilities'.

This module is an effort to detail the concept of school

complex.

Obje ctives:
«i nn I i I m.mwf*

After going through this module you should be able to:

i) understand the concept of school complex,

ii) appreciate the concept of school complex and the

rationale behind it.

iii)pgaaticipatt effectively in the functioning of school

complex.
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Iv) realise changed roles and responsibilities of a

teacher in a school complex,

v) contribute positively for the success 01 school

complex.

vi) suggest alternatives in cooperation with

colleggues within the school complex for imprrvm J

the teacinng-learning process,

vii) forsee the decentralisation of educational plunra.

and administration at grassroot level for innrou”.

the quality of education.

viii) anticipate the problems which might arise in

implementation of the school complex concept in

your region and suggest ways to resolve these

problems

.

ix) plan to utilize facilities, services and support

that could be made available for the parti ci-' ill*

schools from other schools in the school complex.

Activity Sheet No.1

Identify some problems that the

formal school - education system in

India is facing.

Collect

Collate

Discuss

The Article 45 of the Directive Principles of Indian

Constitution refei s to free and compulsory educ tier, for all children

in the age-group of six to fourteen years. So, immediately after

the independence of the Country &al3 round efforts were made at

all levels to develop necessary infrastructure of formal education

in order to fulfil the constitutional obligation. As a result

resources were mobilised to develop network of a large number

of schools throughout the country and teachers were appointed

t'o provide easy access of education to more and more children.

Later, these efforts put challenges in terms of planning, management,

organisation, administration and inspection of such a large numocr

of schools on the one hand and in terms of the problems of wns^'J./.

and stagnati on (dropouts ) ,
poor quality of education slngle~te-s eh s

schools, schools without minimum essential facilities, isolati
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between insti tutions and between schools and community, less

or no participation oi teachers in policy-.. aking and decisi uo

making process, improperlv equipped school-classes or non-

ovaialbili ty of instructional materials to schools and the

like, on the other hand. These challenges of managing educ-

tion well caxxed for a variety of innovative ways and meou s

to overcome them. The concept of school complex emerged as a

result of such an innovative practice.

Activi ty Sheet No.

2

t—ni mu i i n jmniMrTr —rMm T~nnit~mm

nw
i Km iij ii^n ww m i

,
1

,^1 ti ling i m m. tn i>^ j» «*

a) Suggest some way out to minimise the

magnitude or resolve these problems

of school-education.

b) What the Education Commission (1964-66)

has suggested in terms of the school

complex and how it helps in this dix ection?

— -- . . . . _ - . - . . .

The Education Commission (4964-66) and the School Cornolexi'in^ii ~muiii.ririii|jmiuiB«iii»i^iiiiiii|.iii4h«u^H a^n« n mm r vm miwi pwim — m m tm n t m> mimu — -— -— —nrr Mm~ i vmm+mi i In •> mi

The idea of school complex mooted by the Educaxion

Commission (i 964-66) was no 4, an entirely now concept. During

pre-independence period too, in the princely state of Ajmer

and in some part of erstwhile province of Bombay, neighbouring

schools were linked with the middle school to form a 'cluster*.

However, this concept was put forward in a systematic manner

by Idle Education Commission (l9?4-66)to provide a soluti on

for some of the strious problems Indian education was facing.

While studying the status of various types of schools, the
Commission recorded that, at the beginning of the Fourth-Five
Year Plan there were about 4000 secondary, 65000 higher-primary
end 3,60,000 lov/.-r pritaary schools located in the rural i". ‘.s.

iLe Commission discovered that these scnools can be clustered
in a meaningful way. In a radius of 5“10 miles thoro is one

secondary school, about five higher primary schools and about
28 lower primary schools. It struck to +he Commission that tie

cluster of those schools could be taken as fairly
ik A
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small and managable group which can function in a face--to-f co

relationship within easily accessible distance. It has also c

good potential for planning ind guidance since there will he

at least five or six trained graduates in the school - this

group builtfi around a secondary school be adopted as a minimum

viable unit of educational reform and develop accordingly'

(p.43)> The clustering of higher and lower primary schools

around the nucleus of a secondary school can be attempted m
a two tier system. In the first tier, eight to ten lower onru-

schools can be integrally related to a higher primary school <

the basis of physical proximity. The headmaster of the highet

primary school should provide extensive services to th-.

component lower primary schools in his charge and he should

that these lower primary schools function properly. For this

purpose, he should organise a committee under his chairmans!. .

coj sisting of the headmasters of all the component lower ?3
1

.

schools in his charge. The committee should be entrusted viir

the task of planning and development of all component schools

as a part of the 'single complex'. The committee should also

provide guidance and supervision for day-to-day activities.

The second tier can involve clustering of higher primary schools

around th< nuclaus of a secor ,

'’&ry school. A committee consisting

of all the headmasters of the higher and lower primary schools

under the chairmanship of the headmaster of the secondary school

should be set up. This committee should be responsible for func-

tioning and development of all the schools in the school complex.

T^e headmaster 'of the secondary school should be the overall

incharge of the school complex. The school complex committee

should plan the work to formulate academic calender and give

guidance to all the schools m the area.

The Commission viewed that 'this group of schools

and teacher s can be given a good deal of freedom to develop

tneir own programmes subject to general guidance of the inspecting

staff. It should also be requested to coordinate its work wi:’

the local communities and to derive as much help from this sc ' o.
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as possible', The Commission felt that the school complex as a

unit can >reak the terrible isolation in which each school

functions at present. It would encourage cooperative efforts

among the schools, help them develop own identity, facilitate

maximum utilization of resources and a number of oth._r positive

things.

An important aspect of the scheme was to decrease th-

load of inspection of the inspecting authorities to visit th

schools under their jurisdiction in order to provide adequa+<

inspection. The Commission visualised that, 'the complex

itself will perform certain delegated tasks which would oth-r

rise have been performed by the inspecting officers of the

Department and dealt with individual schools within it. Under this

programme, the school^ will gain its strength and will be \L'lc

to exercise greater freedom and help m making the system more

elastic and dynamic. The Department will also gain. It will be

able to concentrate its attention on major essentials and can

afford to have fewer efforts but at a higher level of

competence (p.263).

In order to give impetus to the concept of school

complex the Commission further suggested that:

"I • The school complex may be used for more effective and

standardised methods of evaluation of students and

their promotion from classes to classes.

2* It can he used for maximum utilization of certain faci-

lities and equipments which can not be provided

separately to each school.

3. The inservice education of teachers in general and

upgrading of less qualified teachers in particular may

be an important responsibility of schools. Specifically
designed trained programmes, film shows, demonstration
lessons and other aeademic activities can be organised
at the various schools of the complex.

Tlie complex committee may encourage each school to plan

its own work in sufficient detail for the ensuing
academic year. The headmasters of the school can birng
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their plans to the complex committee, discuss thee u>

detail and decide on the broad principle pf ucveloo-

ment in the light of which each individual school car

plan its own programme,

5, The school complex can maintain reserve t^ach rs who

can be sent to the component schools wnen the need

arises.

6, The school complex can formulate a plan for t •value ting

the new textbooks, teacher guides, teaching ai 's and

other material keeping the specific need cf the

community in mind.

7, The school complex may make innovative changes m th>.

prescribed curricular and syllabi to be used in the

its complex.

The commission was quite cautions in suggesting the

introduction of the school complex on a large scale. It ougv- :T- 1

that two precautions which must be taken and which may in i c"

be the crucial determinants of success of school complex. Fit...

of all, careful preparation fob the introduction of the sch

end the orientation of teachers are necessary. Secondly nd •

-

powers should be conferred upon each school complex simult r.<- y-iriv.

It was ±n persuance of the recommendations of the

Commission and the Education Policy Kosolution (1966), some o.rdcs

such as Bihar, Gujrat, Harayana, Kerala, Madhya Pradesn, Mahar i ~ ra

Na&aland, Orissa, Punjab and Uttar Pradesh set up school complexes

on experimental basis. But for one reason or the other the

scheme of school complex could not takeoff well so as to reach

ever evaluation stages in most of these states. However, the

evaluation reports of the school complex scheme in Kerala, Bihar

md few other states reflect a ray of hope for improvement in

school education with the help of the scheme of school complex.

Activity
.
Sh^ t_ NOjji

a) What are the salient features of the

School Complex'? Enlist a few problem

of school education which can bo

resolved idirough implimentation of it.
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b) What does the National Education Policy-

1986 suggest to revitalise the concept

of school complex in the changed situati on?
-i in n

-.1— hi

—
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National Education Policv-1986 and the School Complex
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Keeping in view the possibilities and potentialiti co-

in the scheme and the feedback received from the findings of

various evaluation reports of experimental school complex

projects initiated in various states, the scheme of school

complex is now being revitalized for the purpose of overhauling

the system of planning and management of education. It 1,3 bound

to gain momentum by developing new strategies and guidelines

for its efftctjvc implementation with the initiation of a

nationwide debate on reformalation of a viable and effective

education system through the document Challenge of Education

a Policy f'c-rspective (1985), end the National Policy of dciac. -

tion ( 1 986) and its Programme of Action (1986) reiterated thai

,

'(the school complex) will serve as the lowvst viable unit of

area planning and will form a cluster of institutions in v/nun

different institutions can reinforce each other by exchanging

resources, personnel, materials, teaching aids and using then

on sharing basis'.

It was further suggested that the establishment of

scnool complex will be of two types. In the first type, each

middle school will be related 0 three to five primary schools

that exist in its neighbourhood. In the second, eight to ten

pria^ry and middle schools in the area will be; linked wj.tb the

secondary/higher secondary school, H 0wever a flexible approach

need be adopted in sparsely populated, hilly and desert

ai eas, where the number of schools in a complex will ho much

smaller compared to the number in plain a: as. In densely

populated a: eas too, the number of schools in a complex will be
1

s slightly smaller than in the average s lzg of the school coral, y.

Special emphasis will be put on flexibility in the organisati-n ’1

design of school complex. While selecting a lead school, the loll

ing criteria need be borne in mind*
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1 .

2 .

3.

5 .

The rm t^er 0 - fee jtr spools in th~ rrea ir.cl Jin.^

nom ormai centi es
talking

(ii3trn.ce between the lead school and
noniortaa j. education cent/ es which wij. 1 be ncrmellv

* lav£ to eight kilometers.
Adequacy- 0 f inputs in terms of staff, building,
furnitur£ etc.

cad£"ii c gt-ni^rds
A lead

five \v

school will normally be a school of ot least

^srs ctai ding* As a part of the flexible
approach, ^he lead school can be in some d laces at
primary leyel anl in others at middle and secondary
level

Activity Sheet Mo.

4

How oan teachers contribute for the
successful implimentation of the
school comalex?

Collect

Collate

Di scu C< O

.-Jug^estione

*
9

2 .

u »p i i^wan— -wtT' wviw?

Finally^
f0n 0wing are some important points

relevant to teaches who will form the backbone of the synermic
alliince within the school Comdex.
^ ^ school complex will be able to solve the day-to-day

problems of individual school teacher.
It will ahie to make teaching effective by
fmilitating the exchange of ideas ameng teachers
and schools at different levels, by developing
synerni c feeling and sharing academic and other

resources like enrichment materials, etc.

It will encourage teachers' meetings, workshops,

dfemonstraf j_ on lessons, film shows and seminns to
raise the quality of education.
It will become possible to arrange exhibition on

science
t supy etc. in schools best equipped

within the school complex.

3 .

4 .



Teach rs from schools will be abl to pay visits

to secondary, upper and lowei primary schools as often

as possible to shore experiences or providing

guidance and support.

It will help in evolving academi lealc-rship m
teache>s and sharing of experiments and innovations

in the teaching learning process at local level.

Provision of inse^vice education for subject teachers

will be arranged at DIET but the school complex w 11

help in the general orientation of teachers on

subjects like value orientation, national integration

etc.

It will be able to aj range for teachers from one

school of the complex to go to another in case

short leave. This will be made by the headmaster

of the lead scnool on temporary basis for a short du •

•

ticn only. Heads of the participating schools may also

evolve their own division of responsibility on such

matcers.

If ?. teacher is tra. sferred or sent on training, the

information will be sent by the District Education

Officer to thehaa beads of school comolexes concerned.

It will be able to reduce the travelling distance for

teachers on many counts through decentralization of

certain relevant powers to lead school headmasters

or other heads.

It will he able to sort out administrative issues like

problems of leave reserve, delay in sanctions etc.

at the monthly meeting of teachers with headmasters of

concerned schools in which State Education Department

and District Education Officer may become available.

It will enable teacher to assist the heads in

conducting examination.

It will facilitate the formation of the norms of

greater punctuality, regularity of teachers, their

greater Involvement in teaching and an improved academic

climate.
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Evaluation Exercises*» 1
1 "

1 11

1

1 11 ipi^. m^
f

Activity-! ; Prepare a detailed plan of a school complex

which you would like to suggest for your region/area.

Activity-II s Suppose you are the chairman of school

complex committee. Enumerate problems you might face in

organising the school complex activities. Suggest means and

methai s you .would use to resolve thou

Activity-Ill ; Prepare a five days Oriental! on

Programme for organisation of a school Complex for pnticipating

teacher of primary and senior primary --chools.

Activity-IV; Prepare an action plan for academic

cooperation between primary, middle and secondary schools

within the framework of school complex to raise the quality of

education of your area.

Activity-V; Prepare a plan for organising inter- school/

inter-complex competition on (a) sports, (b) cultural activity,

(c) exhibition-science/sUPW, (d) literary activities.

4 Activity-VI t As an incharge of subject matter committee

how would you like to proceed for incorporation of certain

changes in the curriculum, instructional methods, use of

instructional materials for quality improvement in education

of your school complex?

Activlty-VII i How would you plan to ensure active

participation of community in activities of your school complex?
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CLEARING HOUSE FACTIONS OF IFIC ON RESEARCH AND

INNOVATION IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
*

Module No. 15 Prof ,K.C.Panda

The terminology IFIC has three basic components which

are closely related to the clearing house functions viz.

I. inservice teacher education

F. Field interaction

IC.Innovation co-ordination

Besides these essential functions, the tripartite divison

of the role of IFIC in particular and DIET in general can

be looked at from three angles.

Training

Resource Development

Action Research

Now the question would arise what should be the clearing

house function ? Objectively speaking, the clearing house

function should promote and undertake activities which

would achieve the objectives of DIET i.e,,

UEE

uae/:tfe

with built in structure for achieving minimum learning levels

$nd ensuring the qualitative change in Elementary Education.

Resource Development ;

In DIET, information have to be collected, collated

and analysed from various angles e.g.

a)Researchs The IFIC can conduct research, and collect

research findings of others relating to

Elementary Education. The research reports

can be abstracted in an uniform manner.

Metaanalysis can be done and the findings

can be kept in storage.
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b) Training

;

The training needs may be identified and a kind

of data base be gener 'ted to draw teachers for

various inservice ana preservtce training.

Training curricula may also undergo changes

through evaluation.

c) Innovations jCase Study of institutions, success stories,
I I im

individuals who have outlives in the villages,

noval approaches to reduce stagnation and

increase motivation of pupils and build a good

climate are some of the innovative measures on

which information can be gathered.

d) Action Research ; Action Research is a time bound micro-

level situation specific study usually arising

out of immediate need which can be undertaken

and the findings can be discussed. For example,

the discipline system in the school, how to

increase motivation of pupils. How to raise

aspiration etc.

Dissemination

Dissemination has a large implication. Dissemination

can be done under training ways. These include (a) prior to

dissemination and (b) dissemination proper.

Prior to Dissemination

a) Coverage, Development and Management

This will cover inhouse action research#

research on elementary education# data base

on teaching personnel# schools# pupils#

learning outcomes# educational survey

information. Progress and Trend reports etc

*
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b) Programming System: As the materials will increase in

years, indexing and Abstracting are important.

Abstracts may be kept in a common format normally

used and indexing by author and subjects as well as

titles, so that it can be retrieved,

c) Data base Development: Time and Resource Management are* ip
\ mm ' * ttttiib nil

also important in developing a data base, it will

be difficult within the IPIC infrastructure to be

very optimistic but within the limits of various

functions data base are necessary for programme

planning.

d) hser Service : There should be a provision for utilisation

of information stored by teachers, administrators,

members of other DIET/State^National level organisations.

Hence, the lending system are to be activised and

operationalised within the manpower at hand. Getting

Feedback from users would be a concrete step for

improving the system and some of the important

publications be priced on no profit-no loss basis.

Dissemination

The following channels '^e used for dissemination of

the research and innovative practices operative within the

DIET.

a) Publication of News letter for use by

Elementary Teachers within the DIET - one

for each school.
I



b) Publics :ion of Journal or magazine encoding the

findings of research and innovation for use in

schools.

c) Broadcast through AlVtv and other channels i.e«,

pamphlets, awareness meetings, seminars where the

ideas and findings can be floated.

d) Listing of papers available in this Newsletter for the

knowledge of readers and procedure of availing these.

These are some of the suggestive steps for IFIC

and its clearing House function.
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Dr.3. T. V.G. Acharyulu

Meed for MLL at the Primary
Stage o£ Education

This last decade of the 20th century has witnessed a

growing need for laying down and ensuring acceptable minimum

standards rd s of achievement at the primary stage of education.

The concern is more with what the child actually learns ?t

the primary stage of education. Primary education should

provide relevant and rich experiences, knowledge, skills and

values necessary for life in general and for continuing

education in particular. irrespective of sex, caste, creeed,

rura1/urban locale, or SES background every child in the

primary school should foe made to acquires

- functional and useful skills in literacy

and numeracy

- fundamental, functional, and comprehensive

knowledge about the environment in which he

lives

.

- the capacity for creative thinking, problem-

solving and application of what is learnt,

- values, attitudes, and behaviours conducive to

development of character and self-discipline

.

Accordingly, every primary school should ensure that

every child irrespective of type of school, the geographic

region to which he belongs, the language he speaks, and how

poor or disadvantaged he is, acquires certain minimum level

of learning that may be specified in different curricular

subjects and at different stages. Such an achievement

facilitates horizontal and vertical mobility of the learners,

besides promising comparability of attainment among children

studying in primary schools or non-formal centres across the

country

,

Why Minimum bevels of Learning 7

There is a tremendous increase in the number of Primary

Schools, in 1951, we had 2,00,000 Primary Schools and now we

have about 7,00,000 Primary Schools in our country. Xn
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oddition to this, we have about 3,00,000 Mon-Formal education

centres offering Primary education to the age greup 9-1^ year’-.

In the In the world as a whole the number of children t the age

group 6-11 years range from 850-900 million. In India clone

there are more tinn 100 million kids of this age group, Wo

have a sizable number of primary school students who show

considerable deficits in the basic skills of reading, writing

and arithmetic. Primary schools cannot diso\m their responsi-

bility for the decline in student achievement

.

Children, right frnm the primary stage, should he made

to grow up with the idea that they should struggle to excel

others or to come on par vM h others of his ag@ or class.

They are to be encouraged to mc.ku efforts to learn and acquire

the basic skills and knowledge in each subject so they can

discover that learning can be interesting, rewarding, and

exciting. In short, no learning takes place without effort

and hard work commensurate with the chilcPs ability. Without

involvement in learning, teachers cannot excect their pupils

to acquire the minimum skills, concepts, knowledge and

abilities,, After all it is pupils who must do t^e learning.

What is Meant by Minimum Level of Learning ?

A basic set of competencies ire needed for every

student undergoing primary education in order to function

effectively in life and to move on to higher stages of

education if he so desires. The concept of minimum levels of

learning refers to the minimum knowledge, skills, and abilities

the student should acquire at any given stag© of education,,

These MLL include both cognitive and non-cognitive aspects of

development. The former are easier to conceptualise in

definable, observable, attainable and measurable terms* The

non-cognitive aspects are amenable to observation and

qualitative description. The report of the committee set up

by the Ministry of Human Resource Development entitled

"Minimum levels of learning at Primary Stage H (1991) published

by the NCERT recommended the promotion of the following nine

affective qualities in all childrens

- Regularity and Punctuality

- Cleanliness

- Industriousness/diliqence



— Sense of duty and service

- 2qu lity

- Cooperation

- sense of responsibility

- Truthfulness

- ;:*3 'tonal Identity

n.L>L. r.nd Equality of Educational Opportunity

The concept of ^quality of educational opportunity

implies that each student is given enough opportunities to

grow to the limits of his ability irrespective of sex, race,

castc, religion or social class. Many students who have not

understood oven the basic fundamentals in tha prescribed

textual subject matter arc promoted under the non-detention

policy in the primary schools. But the spirit of the policy

is not that we do It mechanically to retain children in

primary schools* Teachers have to understand that this policy

has minimised the growing emphasis on preparing students for

the end of the ye^r examination* The non-detention policy

should have b^en accompanised by continuous comprehensive

evaluation. Unfortunately this was not done. We need to

practise It provement-or tented « nd not measurement-oriented

approach to evaluation* This gives enough scope for teachers

to concentrate an each child's achievement in terms of the MLL
end the objectives of the curriculum. Teachers must understand

the fact that children have unequal mental ability and learn

at different rates and pscf . instructional programmes should

develop in each child the ability to read, to write clearly,

to calculate, to think critically and logically, and to acquire

knowledge of the world. The concept of MLL evolved as a result

of such a realisation. Tho absence of minimum competency

standards is responsible for most of the ills and problems a:

of -ducetion. As Rickover (1985) has said “Quality education

cannot flourish without generally accepted standards of

academic performance" (P.156) . What we need and desire most
is good education for all children. All students undergoing

elementary education should achieve a certain minimum level

of learning.

How to formulate the Minimum Levels of Learning ?

It is necessary to lay down clearly what these minimum
levels are -ind then design asst, ssment procedures to determine

whether students have achieved them or not.



Curriculum for tVe Frimnry stage cf education is

designed by agencies such as tie Central Board of Secondary

Education at the National level ^nd the Boards of education/

SCEPTs at th . State level. These curricula ara assumed to

include the minimum levels of learning at the primary and

upp?r primary stages of education. On the basis of existing

curriculum, minimum learning levels may be defined at the

national level for the primary stage, nil children studyinn

m different States/Union Territories are to be helped to

gradually move towards achieving the National Level MLL,

The curriculum for the Primary stage of education

differs from State to State end so it is desirable to follow

a decentralised approach in formulating MLL. At t^e State

level, MLL may be formulated for the primary stage of educatic

It is possible that there may be differences between the

National and State level MLL* The idea is that every State

should gradually ensure that most children move towards

achieving the National level MLL* This would result in

comparability of standards of Primary education across the

country. The achievement levels of students within a State

may like-wise differ fr^rn district to district, and the

District Education officers, DIETS, and Block level Officers

etc., have to render necessary support to the primary schools

so that their children rneve towards achieving the MLL laid

down at the State and National levels respectively

„

It is desirable to define not only stage-wise minimum

levels of learning. The class-wise minimum levels of

learning could be developed by DIETs/SCERT by involving

teachers working in Primary schools, Inspectors of schools,

end others associated with Primary education, The DIETS

have to develop necessary tools for assessing existing
V

achievement levels and monitoring the progress ,o£ pupils

towards State level and National level MLL.

The document entitled "Minimum Levels of Learning at

the Primary Stage "(1991) has formulated class-wise I'LL

for the Primary stage in Languages, Environmental Studies,

Mathematics and these are being tried out in different

Status

,
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Minimum Levels of Learning and the Teacher

It is a h&ppy augury that MLL are seen is an integral

p^rt of our national system of education. Whenever a skill

or a textual lesson Is taugHt it is done with the objective c f

making students acquire a reasonable mastery over jt. it is

pcssib 1 o for every teacher to formulate 3esson-wise MLL on

the basis of his knowledge of the attainment status of pupils,
Thi '3 can be done for each class and in each subject. Such an

activity would enable the teacher to see whether his pupils
are moving towards the District, State and National level MLL*
It is possible that the lesson-wise tiLL formulated by a teacher
for a given class may differ from those determined by another
teacher. Therefore, at the district level the DIETS in

collaboration with other agencies within the State/District
involve experienced subject specialists/teachers, curriculum
experts, educational administrators and supervisors as ociated
with primary education and non-fornal education and formulate
such MLL for use by teachers , it is important tr note that
the losson-wise MLL are relevant, meaningful, attainable,
observable and measurable. These MLL could be linked up with
the district and state l^vel MLL,

In some subjects it is possible to conceptualise
knowledge and skills in a hairarchical and quantitative terms
while in others it is difficult. Some non-cognitive characteri-
stics such as values and attitudes which children acquire
during their education in ths primary school cannot also be
conceptualised in hoirarchical and quantitative terms. The
minimum performance levels should Include both quantitative

and non*~cognit ive areas*

ihere is apprehension that once the MLL are formulated
both teachers and students would sot their goal on minimum
standards and be satisfied with it without bothering to
progress beyond* There is also the baseless fear that ULL
would be unfair to children of minority and disadvantaged
communities, jnf&ct the s a children arc the ones who will be*

greatly botiofittod from tH*r MLL* It is wrong to expect loss
from such children and MLL in a menus to he ip them get a

fair education*

and qualitative aspects of cognitive

Minimum Levels of Learning should not
bccnc r>aximum''''ljeivels"of Learning



Regard log the apprenhension taat thr minimum laernina

ljvel (MLL) would bee :>me the m:ximum, it is ret true tbmt

most teachers would reduce t^c: content both by nr^&dth on;1

depth ~na prepare all students to meet simply f'’- minimum

cmry-tency standards and nothing more, Much depends on how

wj orient the teachers in t^is regard.

*•*
t
>

! Iaimum Levels of Learning and
i ic-imum Competency Testing

MLL refers to what children should 'know and be -ble to

do in each suoject at each stjgc of education* Keeping t'

in view, the teacher has to formulate bis instructional

Obj .ctives for each textual lesson. Instructional r‘>-yc tivcb

provide precise, observable and measurable statem-nte of < j‘il3 a

They state exactly w^at the students arc expected to do

'<£tjr completing the prescribed learning activities. Son- <f

those objectives should such that chey incorporate the

minimum competencies e uvis_ged. Tor e^ch lesson the teic 1 :r

has to prepare instructional objectives and these should ye

obviously beyond the objectives related to MLL sn that th-

l&sson is stimulating and challenging to the gifted students

as well. ; ny child falling short of the objectives pertaining

to I LL should receive the attention of rh^. teacher for

remediation. The teocher w
r<s to decide bis jwn course of

action to help such children improve their performance and

attain tvc MLL.

A si^ablo number of children by and large, display the

minimum competencies *>3id down in the MLL. The attainment

of MLL by the students can >*- known through tests carefully

developed by the teacher for th*' purpose. Such tests gc by

the name ‘’Minimum Competency Tests (mcts)* 1

. Tor each

competency, the teacher prepares 10-15 tost itams ana g Ives

the students, in due course the teacher himself can develop

his own item bank for each competency in each subject and for

each class and use the sime in his continuous comprehensive

evaluation and for ensurin'? the achievement of V LL by students.

These KCTs are to be designed in such a way th"t they

uo'^cs not only the attainment ~£ the HLL by "ach student but

also the extenr of excellence stained the students in t

V

sublet over and above the MLL* However, one should gtred



against the tendency to make tests ridiculously easy so

that an acceptable percentage of students tested can pass
the requirement of MIX, MIX and MCT go hand in hand.

Advantages of MIX

- They give a sense of direction to the teacher in

his teaching
- They enable the teacher to assess the achievement

of students in relation to objectives,
- They help the teacher in assessing the strengths

and weaknesses of his students and provide
necessary feedback and remedial programme.

- They make the teachers demonstrate the competeneie
which they expect from their students and thus
enable them to serve ns models for students to
emulate

.

- They enable the teacher to realise the need to
have a strong content base and knowledge of
teaching strategies.

- Students progress towards State level and National
level MIX results in great satisfaction and
motivation for the teachers.

- They make the teachers accountable for student
learning and achievement.

— They enable the teachers to formulate gradually
higher levels of learning for pupils to achieve
rather than merely satisfying themselves with
the MIX.

- They enable the teacher to assess their own
teaching styles and effect improvements in the
teaching basic competencies and beyond.

- They enable the teacher to develop suitable tests
and item banks for as sen sing student progress
towards MIX as well as higher learning outcomes.

- They help the teacher in motivating students to
work harder and attain the basic competencies
laid down,

m

" ttVSrY teacher knows what minimum knowledge, skills
and abilities each student should display at the
end of each textual lesson in each subject ard at
thu end of the year as w©u as at the end of the
primary' stage.



- IILL enable the teacher to see his role more

clearly as a facilitator of le?rning and to

reassess his own teaching styles and assessment

procedures

,

- MLL provide insights to teacher educators to

plan their preservice and inser^icc teacher

education programmes more realistically and

purposefully.

- MLL enables the administrators and. supervisors

to decide what to look for while assessing

teacher performance.

Targets for MLL

J'e have also to sot targets realistically for ensuring

that most children undergoing education at the primary and

upper primary stages achieve these minimum competencies.

The targets for MLL suggested by NISFA (
n 990) reflect that

"(a) 70% of children, including atleast 60% girls of every

disadvantaged group, pursuing elementary education, will

achieve the minimum levels of learning by the year 1995;

and (b) 80% of children, including atleast 70% girls of

every disadvantaged group, pursuing elementary education,

will achieve the minimum levels of learning by the year

2000". (P.29) .

implementation of MLL ; The Ministry of Human Resource

Development has been encouraging a number of Governmental

and non-governmental agencies by fundingp projects for

implementation of MLL. These projects are being progressive

in the States of Rajasthan, Gujarat, tlaharastra, Karnatak,

Punjab, Madhya Pradesh and Other States, especially in the

Eastern Region are expected to take up the implementation

of MLL in a big way. NCERT and Regional College of

Education have been doing their best in the implementation

of MLL.
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ELEMENTARY TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM

TEACHING OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Objectives*

The National Curriculum for Primary and Secondary

Edueation-A Framework (1988) emphasises that "health

and physical education should aim at enabling the child

to kjow tha't harmonious development of body and mind is

essential for good health which include, physical fitness,

mental alertness, emotional balance, social productivity

and adjustment". Therefore, healthand physical education

becomes one of the most crucial factors of individual

progress and national development. Health and physical

education should, therefore, enable an individual to
*

raise his health status as well as that of his family,

community and environment.

Health and physical education is an integral part

of the total school education.^ Scientific researches

in this area and emerging social needs demand that

corresponding changes should be incorporated in the

teacher education syllabus at the elementary level

so that teachers, in turn, can develop in children

desired understanding, habits, skills and positive atti-

tudes. The elementary teacher education should a Iso

enable the prospective teacher to imbibe healthy

habits,positive values and balanced attitude so that
M

he/she becomes the best example for the young developing

minds put under his/her charge.
*

The student teacher should be able to*

1. Appreciate the need and importance of health and

physical education in the total curriculum.

2. Plan# organise and conduct activities and
r

practices relating to children's health,

sports and games, et«. directly related *to the

life-style and environment of children.
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3. Identify health practices under different

areas of health education. >

4. Practise# demonstrate and supervise skills

involved in health practices.

5. Arrange facilities f or developing health

practices with the help of the community and

educational functionaries.

6. Prepare and select suitable teaching strategies

and aids for effective curriculum transaction

of health and physical education.

7. identify his/her role and responsibilities
i

in the total school health programme for

healthy school environment.

Q. Observe deviations among children. from normal

health and provide firstaids for minor ailments

and refer other cases to parents and health
workers

.

9.

Encourgge the older students to help# guide

and supervise younger children# their siblings
at home fordeveloping health practices to raise

health status and prevent sickness. f
\

10. Arrange healthy recreation and to inculcate
the spirit of sportsmanship.

11. Design and use simple tools to evaluate
knowledge# practices and attitudes

.

.12. Appreciate rich cultural heritage of India
in the area of health a nd physical education#
specially in relation Yoga^

\ *

13. Spot out -talent In boys' and girls and devise
means to promote it.



Guidelines for Selection of Course Cohtent?

Elementary stage covers the students from 1 to

VIII standards? the age group is 5 + to 13 + years.

The duration the teacher education programme is two

years. Five percent of the tal time is allotted to

health and phyAical education. This comes to 120 hours

in two years, i . e . 60 hours per year. The course content

of health and physical education as a core subject shoul

be so spread that it is equally distributed in both the*

years

.

The pupil teachers who cone for training have

completed at least 10+2 level and they are expected

to have acquired the basic concept of health and

physical education as it was their core subject up to

X standard.

The syllabus for the teach? r education is so

devised that it fulfils the physical, mental, social a nd

professional needs of the pupil teacher. The pupil

teachers are to be enabled to handle the allotted syllabus

efficiently a nd effectively.

The various areas which are to be included in the

course are health education, physical education, re-

creational ac-tivities and yoga. All these areas may be

given reasonable weightalge out of the total time

available. Care may be taken to ensure that the syllabus

remains integrated. The syllabus is formulated in such a

way that it is transacted in a playway and activity-

oriented method.

Efforts should be made to develop skills and

competencies in the pupil teacher to enable him to

develop indigenous/improvised teaching aids with the

locally available material taking into consideration

our rural cultural heritage-



While imparting instructions of yoga to the student

teacher, it shaild be underlined that learning and

teaching of yoga should not remain confined to a few

asanas only. Xt should be emphasised that yoga education

loses its significance if values like truth, cleanliness,

contentment, honesty, non-violence, etc., are not made

a oart of one's daily life. Yoga teching therefore

requires due emphasis on values contained in yama and

niyama

.

Adequate weightage may be given to skill in teacrd.i,

health and physical education. The evaluation should be

continuous, valid and objective.

Equipment and Resources:

For the effective transaction of the content,

it is suggested that the following resources be made

available to the training institution.

d

Physical Facilities*

a) Gymnasium hall

b) Play field - 2 acres

c) safe drinking water

d) Sanitary facilities

e) Washing facilities.

Library*
*

Well equipped library having current school books,

reference books, curriculum guides and technical journals.

Equipment and Apparatus*

- Charts and models on health a nd physical
education and on Yoga.

- First-aid outfit.

- Height measuring stand, weighing machine,
vision screening charts.

- Rubber, cricket, volley ball, cork balls, and
footballs

,
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-Net for various games.

- Musical and band instruments.

- Durries and matresses.

- Inflator.

- Measuring tape.

- Long ropes for marking/ iron pegs and
wooden pegs etc.

- Overhead projectors.

- Public Adlress (PA) system.

- Art material.

- Take-off board

- High jump stand# cross bars for high jump.

- sea saw# ladders# slides# swings.

- Round about.

- Whistles, batons for relay races.

- Stop watches# steel measuring tapes.

SYLLABUS

FIRST YEAR 60 Hrs.

UNIT Health Education 20 Hrs.

A. Concept of Health

- Meaning and scope of health and health education

- Factors influencing health.

Activity:

1. The student teaebar will interview different
*

categories of persoas allotted to him/her

and will try to find out the concept of health

the particular category has* They will discuss

the findings and evolve the scientific concept.
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2* The teacher educator will divide the class

into groups i Each group will be asked to

interview one set of people- The teacher

educator will collect report and initiate

discussion and help the student teacher to

reach a conclusion*

GUIDELINES AND SYLLABI

B, School health programmes*-

a) Healthy school environment

b) Health instructions

c) Health services

Activity

* 1, The student teacher will develop a proform'

to assess the status of school health

programme and practices in school, discuss

about strength and weaknesses of school

health programme on the basis of observation

and suggest means to further strengthen it,

2* The teacher educator will help in developing

a proforma to assist in school health

programme* He will supervise the admini-

stration of tool. He will collect

information and discuss.

Cm Personal Cleanliness?

~ Importance of personal cleanliness

- Care of different parts of the body

Activity#

1, The student teacher will observe general

appearance and grooming* He will find out

the methods of cleanliness* He will be

ateked to prepare charts, question box

and health wheal on personal cleanliness*

All the student teachers will also be



required to uniergo the physio-medical

examination*

2* The teacher educator will provide facilities
for observation and physio-medical examination*

D* Environmental Cle&nlinesssNeed, Significance and
Management of -

- Safe drinking water*
- Sanitary facilities*

- Heat/ light and ventilation

Activity?

1. The student teacher will conduct a community

survey and list available sources of safe

drinking water, the method of disposal of

waste, etc. He will record how to make water

safe for drinking. Each 'HOUSE' will be

given the responsibility for environmental

cleanliness a nd for maintaining proper light

and ventilation in the classroom in rotation.

He will take part in activities ofor cele-

brations of health days,

2. The teacher educator will divide the class

into groups and allot areas to each group

for survey, supervise surveys and regulate

discussions , He will allot work for the
celebration of health days and guide the

dtuienta for the same,

E. Pood and Nutrition*

- Nutritive components of food.

- Balanced diet.

- Eating habit

- Malnutrition and its affects.

- Identification of locally available foods and
their nutritive value.
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Activity's

1. The student teacher will conduct a survey

of the market and collect "pictures of food

items and plan a balanced diet. He will prepare

balanced diet Chart, another chart for eating,

cooling and serving habits in vogue at home,

community and social functions. He will collect

pictures of various children suffering from

various deficiencies and disorders and conduct

the survey among pre-school children and

interview Anganwadi workers to find out their

experiences about cooking a nd serving foods.

2. The teacher educator will collect report of

surveys and regulate discussion. He will also

guide the group in preparation of teaching

aids/materials on balanced diet and components

of foods.

F. Safety Education and First_Aid*

- Rubs of road.

- Precautions to be observed while walking,

handling share edged things, electric- 1 gadgets.
- Safety at home and school, safety while playing.
- First aid for drowihing, poisoning, burns,

shocks, fainting and snake bite.

Activity*

1. The student teacher will find out the places
prone to accidents at home, school and
community. He will classify the places specially
for falls, burns, drowning, bites, poisoning
and shocks, etc. He will also identify the
type of injury which can occur in each case
and suggest first-aid . H© will prepare scrap

v
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book in this regard. He will a Iso find out

the agencies which supply material f or safety

rules' such as fire brigade/ traffic police or

any N.G.O. or G.O. He will keep the records

of the accidents in and around the school

and maintain first aid register.

2, The teacher educator will divide the class

into groups, each group will be asked to

work in the area of home, school car community.

He will guide and regulate the discussion and

role play. He will also help in identifying

N G.O. and GOs.

UNIT II t Organisation of Recreational Activities 8 Hrs.

a) Immitations-of frog, rabbit, butterfly, elephant
dog, lion, aeroplane, train etc,

b) Free Play - Simple tag games-chaln tag, cat and r~

c) Rhythmics- Simple dancing s teps, clapping
with rhythm, side steps.

d) Tumbling- Rolling-forward and back ward,
cart wheel, camel roll.

e) Jungle Gym-Sea saw, ladder, slide, swings,
round about, etc. For younger
children abov-<- activities arc
considered os motor development
activities

.

Aactivity

1. The teacher educator will organise relay races

for the pupil teachr like running by imitating

the actions of different animals

,

2. The teacher educator will divide pupil teacher

into different groups and organise competitions

in tag games a nd rhythmic activities.

3. The student teacher will ac-tively take part

in relay races and other competitions.
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UNIT Ills Modern Concept of Physical Education 22 Hrs.

A. Theory

(a) Meaning, aims and objectives of physical education,

(b) Classification of physical education activities.

(c) Organisation of intramurals and extramurals
play-days.

^d) Methods of physical education.

Xe) Measurement and evaluation for

i) Jumps, throws etc.

ii) Officiating

Activity for Teacher Educators:

The teaher educator will divide the student

teachers into two groups and onegroup performs ac-tivities

like jumps, throws and the other group will measure and

evaluate and vice versa.
^

For Student Teachers
>*

The student teachers will take part actively

in the performance and officiating turn by turn.

B . Practicals

a) Set drills- ljumbells, flag drill, wand drill

b) Callisthenics-Physical exercises-tables of at least
6 to 8 exercises.

c) Drili & Marching-Sawadhan, Vishram,Baie-Dahina
piechhe Mur, Tej chal, Dahine Baie chal, quadam tal.

d) Lead-up Games -(a) Toy games (b) Keep it up volley ball

(c) 21 passes basket ball

q) Relay Races -(i) Tunnel ball relay (ii) Arch ball

(iii) Horse and rider relay

f) Indigenous Game»Kho-kho, kabaddi -tactics and techniques,
rules and regulation.

g) Small area minor gamesj-(i) Dodge-ball (ii) Dog and bone-

(iii) King of the road
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h) Combatives-dand pull, hand push, toe tough,
back to back lift,

i) Athetics- (1) Short sprints,

(i) 20 meters, 50 meters & 100 meters race

(ii) Jumps

(iii) Throws

(Mora emphasis should be laid on basic motor

skills like running, jumping catching, etc. )

.

Activi ty
*

1. The student teacher will take active part in

each activity which teacher educator has

demonstrated

.

2. The teacher educator will assist the student

teachers to prepare set drill for giving a
*

demonstration on play days.

3. The teacher educator will .divide the student

teachers into different houses and conduct

intramurals competion in lead-up games,

marching and relay races.

UNIT IV i Yoga ‘ L 10

Educational significance of yoga, misconceptions

about yoga, a brief desesription of yam; niyam, asan and

pranayam. The theory and practice of following asanas.

A, Sitting Posture Asanas

1. Sukhasan

2. Padmasan

3. Vajrasan

4. Shinhasan

5. Shashakasan

6. Supta Vajrasan
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B. Standing Posture Asanas*

1. Tadasan

2. Tikonasan

3. Vrikashasan

C. Lying Posture Asanas

1. Bhujangasan

2.

- Makaras an

3. Shavasan

D. Pranayams

1. Bhramari

2. Chanting of Pranavs

Activity:

1. The student teacher will prepare a chart of the

asan performed during each class with its

benefits

.

2. The student teacher will practise all the

asanas and pranayams five times daily, early
in the morning,

3» Chanting of pranavs will be done _be.fore and

after doing asanas in each class,

SECOND YEAR

UNIT IJHealth Education 60 Hrs-

#

A. Communicable Disease

a) Mode of transmission of communicable diseases
b) Symptoms of communicable diseases
c) Prevention, measures and control
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Activity :

i) Student teacher will gofer community survey to

find out. commonly occuring diseases inthe

families# among children# adults and old

people# and measures taken for their management.

ii) Preparation of charts* how diseases spread and

meaares to prevent them by highlighting

individual's role.

iii) ^reparation of messages and flash cards on prove

tion of specific diseases.

iv) Role play.

v) Symposium on prevention of corvtnunicable diseases

vi) The teacher educator will divide the student

teachers into groups and each group will be

akked to interview ten families. Then he will

collect# compare and discuss. He will see that

every student teacher takes part in various

acticities

.

B. Pollution *

i) Type - air# water# noise

ii) Health hazards of different types of pollution

iii) Control of pollution.

Activity *

1. The student teacher will observe and list out

things which cause different types of

pollution. Hpw these can be prevented by

individual or community action. Charts will

be prepared in concerned area assigned

by the teacher educator.

The teacher educator will divide fcbe student

teachers into f our groups and will allow for

observations on observation sheet.
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C. Health Habits

Concerning-

i) Personal cleanliness

ii) Environmental cleanlire ss

iii) Food and nutrition

lv) Prevention and control <f diseases

v) Interpersonal relationship

vi) Safety education

vii) Child care

Activity e
*

The student teacher will prepare (a) the health

code for the institution and practise teaching school

,

(b) charts, flash cards, checklist on health practices

(c) checklist and absence of health practices of children

of practice teaching school* This will be used to revise

the health code. The teacher educator will help the

student teacbar to finalise the health code. He will

supervise the observation of health practices by

student teachers in practice teaching schools.

D* P0sture ss

Importance of rest, sleep and postures, gains of

good postures, general postural deformities and remedial
measures.

Activity t

1. The sttjdent teacher will discuss the time

table in force and review it, demonstration

of right posture, preparation of charts,

listing the time of going to bed and getting
up. Observation of children and recording
deviations from normal health.
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2. The teacher educator will provide a copy of

time table in force to student-teachers for

discussion. He will ask the students to

demonstrate/ correct them, supervise the

posture of trainees throughout their training.

He will also help the student teacher to find

out the reasons of bad posture and take

remedial measures.

E. Primary Health Care Set up and Health Organisations

(a) Primary health centre (b) UNICEF (c) FAO (d) WHO

Activi ty s

1* The student teacher will prepare a chart in

primary health care set-up, organisation of

WHO Day, World AIDS Day, Anti TB and Environ-

mental Conservation Day.

2. The teacher eddcator will coordinate the

panel discussion. He will brief about

objectives and areas of discussion. He will

arrange debates, poster and essay competitions,

help the pupil teachers in putting up an

exhibition and guide them to collect

exhibition materials from local agencies.

Unit II s Recreational Activities

1 . Community singing (two songs)

(a) One song of local langia ge

(b) One song of any other language

2. Folk dance -any one local or regional folk

dance along with the community song.

3. Minor games-find the lender , musical chair

Dog and bone, Pittho, vish - Ararit, Good Morning.
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Activity :

1 . The student teacher will actively

participate in all recreational ac-tivities

under the guidance of teacher educator

.

2. The student teachers will be asked to present
any other songs or dance at the occasion of

annual day and other celebrations.

3. The student teachers will prepare charts/
albums and collect a number of songs

in any languages

.

4. The teacher educator will divide the student
teachers into different groups and organise
competi ti ons

.

Unit III? Modern Concept of Physical Education 22 Hrs.

Theory

1. Physical exercises and their benefits in
terms of physiological funct ions

.

2. Physical fitness and its components.

3. Organisation of intramurals and extramurals
on different days*

• Practicalss

1* Set drills - hoop drill, lazim,pole drill
2. Drill and Marching - Sammne seloot, Dahine

bale ghoom, vlsarjan,
3. Callisthenics-Physical exercises, table of

at least 6 to 8 exercises.
4. Lead-up games

- Keep the shuttle up
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-One bounce volley ball

-Captains ball (Basket ball)

-5 man foot ball

- 10 passes tenicoit

5. Team Games-volley ball/ foot ball, hockey

and badminton-rules and regulations.

6. Athletics-revising first year events.

7. Relay race - zig-zag relay race .

- Obstacle relay race

- Arch a nd tunnel ball relay race.

8. Marking- of courts and fields—Kabaddi,Kho-kho,

VoEey ball, foot ball, hockey, badminton, field.

9. Marking of tracks.

Activity :

1. The student teacher will demonstrate any one

set drill and marching drill on play days.

2. The teacher -educa tor will divide all the

pupil teachers into different houses and

the student teachers will take part in

intramurals competitions*

3. The student teacher will take ac- tive part

in planning of intramurals, play days etc.

Unit IVs Yoga

A. Sitting Posture Asana

1. Padmasan

2. Yoga mudra

3. Gomukhasan

4. Pashimotanasan

5. Halasan

10 Hrs.
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B. Lying Posture &sana

1. Sarvangasan

2 . Dha nura san

3. Shalabhasan

4. Pawanmuktasan

5 . Shavasan

C. Pranayams (Breathing Exercise)

1.

Bhramari

2* Chanting of Pranavas

Activity s

1. The teacher educator will demonstrate the

whole asan and again demonstrate each part

and ask the pupil teacher to follow each

part and perform asanas and repeat.

2. rie will ask student teachers to prepare

charts on 5 asanas.

3. The student teacher will take part actively
in the performance of asanas.

4. The student teacher will prepare a chart of
the asanas performed during each -class

along with its benefits.

5. The student teacher shculdalso practise
all the asanas and pranayams five tines
daily early inthe morning.

6. Chanting of pranavns will be done before
and after doing asanas in each class.
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PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION
IN SCHOOLS

OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT j

PRIMARY STAGE

OBJECTIVES:

Objectives of teaching Physical and Health Education at the

primary stage are:

Cognitive Domain

- To know and understand the external parts of the human

body and their functions.

- To understand that adequate nutritious food is necessary

for the growth of the body and maintenance of health.

- To understand the importance of cleanliness and sanitation

of his surroundings,

- To understand the importance of taking care of different

parts of the body

- To recognise the common diseases prevalent in the

locality and understand their preventive and control

measures including immunization.

- To establish relationship between nutritional intake

in daily diet and nutritional disorders and deficiency

disec ses

- To recognise the need and importance of personal

cleanliness for healthful living

- To develop delementary knowledge about first-aid and

care of the sick at home

- To learn the concept of safe water and develop the

method of techniques of keeping the water safe

- To develop an understanding of personal and community

health practices such as proper toilet habits, disposal

of garbage and disposal of waste water etc.

- To understand the health needs, importance of rest, sleep

exercise, cleanliness and recreation for the maintenance

of health
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- To identify various processes and techniques to he

followed for the projection and care of various body

parts.

- To understand that smoking and chewing tobacco is

injurious to health.

- To know the importance of working in a team

- To know the basic terminology used in group activities

like mass drill, jezium, dances etc.

Psychomotor Domain

- To keep various part of the body clean

- To demonstrate to younger sibling, how to clean various
parts of their body end clothes

To select and identify food items according to their

nutritive value and to eat food in proper combinations
from all major food groups

- To participate in cleanliness compaigns in schools and

community

* To take necessary safety precautions in day to day life
and take appropriate first-aid measures at the time of
accidents and emergency

To provide proper care of sick and young children
- To participate in food preparation, food serving, to
follow proper food sanitation practices and avoid
wastage of food

To demonstrate simple techniques of making water t safe
for drinking

- To acquire the basic skills, walk, run, hop, leap, jump,
skip, slide, gallop etc,

- To be initiated into a game or sport like table tennis,
swimming etc,
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Affective Domain

- To take interest in fidning out how different external

parts of the body function,

- To take interest in selecting and develop taste in

eating food from different food groups and finding out

what kinds of food are available in the locality,

- To appreciate the need of avoiding wastage of food at

all levels

- To appreciate the importance of physical, mental and

social well being,

-To acquire a taste for the food and beautiful things in

the environment and develop interest in finding out how

the environment can be kept clean and beautiful

- To appreciate the importance of consuming safe water

- To appreciate the role of home, school, community and

other agencies in promoting healthy living

- To appreciate the importance of first-aid and care of

the sick

- To appreciate the harmful effects of smoking and chewing

tobacco.

- To acquire the ability to enjoy group games or activities

- To appreciate success and tolerate failure

- To cooperate with others

- To obey rules of the game

CONTENT; PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1 . Free Movements

(a) Walking, running, jumping, skipping and jogging

(b) Freehand exercises; exercises for trunk bending,

twisting, throwing and catching, kicking and lifting

2. Marching

Single line, left turn, right turn, marching in twos and

threes

.
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Rhythmic Activities

(a) Fundamental movement, wherever possible, to the

accompaniment of music

(b) Locomotor coordination: walk and hop, walk and leap,

hop and side walk, gallop and walk

(c) Action to be performed to rhythm body coordination,

bend and stretch, swing, push, pull, strike and dodge.

(d) Exercises on the balancing bench to t^e tune of music,

walking, running, sliding, balancing, leg swinging,

forward and backward

(e) Story dance* pick out stories pertaining to the region

and mime the story to music

(f) Dances with apparatus: fan dance, ribbon dance, scarf

dance, ball dance, bouquet dance (Any two)

(g) Action songs : imitate harvesting, milkmain and boatmen's

songs and regional songs

(h) <\
Tork dances: occupational harvesting, plucking of

flowers, bowing and fishing woodcutting

(i) Interpreting music: solo dance, group dance and partner

dance

(j) Folk dances; folk dances of the region, folk dances of
other regions, and folk dances of other countries (indian-
Tipri nariba of Gujarat, Machwa naritya of Maharashtra,

harvest dance of Rajasthan, desh ki prashansha narjpya

°f Bengali; Western Maypole dance of UK, square dance
of USA, Irish Jig, dance of Ireland, and Scottish Heel
Dance of Scotland.

(k) Apparatus Drill* la-ium, wand, dumble and ribbon
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4. Imitation, story plays and mimetics (only two)

(a) Imitations Elephant, frog, rabbit, lion, train, motorcar,

bullock cart, dog etc.

(b) Mimetics ; Dog, cat, horse gallop and elephant w^lk, ducks

bears

,

(c) Story Plays: Pox and the Grapes, the TTonest Woodcutter,

the Ungrateful Lion.

5. Games

A. Small Area Games:

(a) Cat and rat, snatching the ball, follow the leader,

bean beg toss, in the pond, on the bank.

(b) River and circle, crocodile can’t catch me, blindman's

bluff, simple tag and variations, and what is the times

Mr. Wolf.

(c) Raja-Rani, lion and the cave, find out the leader,

comic tag, a number game,

(d) Crows and cranes, fire on the mountain, chair tag, find

your partner, good morning, bean Kag scramble, free

and caught, cone with me.

B. Leadup Games (Any two)

(a) Circle kho, line kho, pin football, football, circle

football, cricket, tennis ball, tennikoit (Class IV

Sc V only)

,

(b) Kabbadi, kho-kho, football, mini volleyball, badminton,

hockey, swimming and cricket (Classes IV & V only)

6.

Gymnastics (Any two)

(a) Running at the signal to find a lonely place, arm

circling, becoming as tall and as small as they can

waving body like branches of a tree, balancing on one

leg, swinging arms, action on riding a bicycle (Class I)

*

(b) Moving the body and arms freely, leap frog, forward

roll and backward roll (Class II)
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(c) Repeat of the previous class work, rabbit jumping on

the signal, developing the posture of sitting, standing

lifting, bending and stretching straddle, jump and

crunch sitting on single, forward/backward roll, money

walk and cart wheel, (Class III).

(d) Repeat of the previous classwork, shoulder roll, cart
wheel, balance walk, double roll, wheel and barrow
(Class IV)

(e) Repeat of the previous classwork, hand balance, leg
balance, knwe work, dive and roll, vault work, front
roll, back roll and pyramids . (Class V)

,

7, Simple Combatives (Any two)

(a) Back to back fight, back to back stick pull, pushing
into the pit/ climbing (Class I)

(b) Revision of the previous classwork, drake fight, cock
ight, lame duck fight, stork wrestle and knock over

clab. (Class ii)

.

(c) Revision of the previous classwork, hand wrestle, push
off the bench, stepping on toes, knse slap. (Class III)

(d) Cock fight, back to back push, hand to hand push,
shoulder push, (Classes IV & v)

.

8 . Throws

Ball throw and Obstacle Race

9. Athletics

Boys

100 Metre Race

200 Metre Race

400 Metre Race

High Jump

Bong jump

Girls

50 Metre Race

100 Metre Race

200 Metre Race

High Jump

Bong Jump

(Classes IV & V)
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lO.Yogic Exercises (Any Three)

(a) Padamasan

(b) Vajrasan

(c) Paschimotanas an

(d) Tadasan

(e) Chakrasan (Classes IV & V)

CONTENT : HEALTH EDUCATION

1. Personal Hygiene

Developing habits of:

(a) Washing hands after toilet

< Avoid walking bare foot specially while going for

urination and defecation to avoid worm infection.

(b) Taking bath daily or as often as possible to be

attractive to others a rd to have a feeling of

freshness.

(c) Cleaningi teeth every morning and immediately after

food and also before going to bed.

(d) Washing undergarments everyday and always wearing

clean under garments.

2 . Environmental Hygiene

(a) Drinking only clean water and Helping to keep the

drinking water clean and safe.

(b) Avoid taking bath or washing clothes and cleaning

utensils in drinking water.

(c) Always using urinals and sanitary latrines for call

of nature

(d) Participating in cleanliness campaigns,* washing hands

face, feet after doing cleaning job srid not accepting

any food or drink before wash.
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3. Food, Sanitation and Hygiene

(a) observe healthy and clean eating habits at

i) regular hours

ii) no hurry or no worry while eating

1

iii) cheerful disposition

iv) limiting eating between meals

v) no overeating

(b) Eating food suitable to one's needs for different sensor,

(c) Encouraging not to waste food and to clean food

utensils properly.

4. Exercise, Rest and Sleep

(a) Talcing rest when tired and fatigued.

5. Immunisation

(a) Willingly accept the immunisation arranged at the school

6. Safety and First-Aid

Observing following safety rules while playing and working
(a) Staying at safe distance from fire, river, well, pond

and other water sources

(b) Walking on the safer side of the road, street and lane

(c) Refrain from playing with sharp instruments like knife,
scissors, blades, broken glass pieces; and sharp pointed
articles.

(d) Observing the basic principles for first-aid like

notifying the accidents to the nearby adults, to give
a helping hand to t^e injured etc.

*

*•11
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PHYSICAL AMD HEALTH EDUCATION’
IN SCHOOLS

OBJECTIVES AID CONTENTS s

MIDDLE STAGE

OBJECTIVES

Objectives of teaching Physical and Health Education at the

middle stage ares

Cognitive Domain

- To recognise the various organ systems and state their

functions (including the process of reproduction)

.

- To discuss the concept of nutrients and other constituents

of food and their value in daily diet

- To select appropriate food items in order to prepare a

balanced diet:

- To state the causes of deficiency diseases and establish

their relationship with deficiency of specific nutrients

- To differentiate between proper and improper health, exercis

rest, recreation, relaxation, sleep, postures, safety

food-handling and care of body parts (especially sense

organs), community living and getting along with others,

child care practice to assist parents in the care of

younger brothers and sisters to protect and promote their

health.

- To analyse situations and conditions responsible for

making food and water unsafe for human consumption

- To take measures to protect food and water from

contamination and spoiling

- To identify factors and conditions influencing his or

her own health and that of others

- To recognise common personal, family and community

health problems and seek help from teachers and parents

to solve them
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- To recognise modes of spread of communicable diseases

and measures taken for protection from these diseases

- To compare and contrast characteristics of growth and

development of boys and girls and establish difference

in their growth pattenns while growing from boy to man

and girl to woman

- To classify personal and community health practices

conducive for healthy environment in home, school and

community

- To recognise ill effects of tobbaco, alcohol, drugs ard

narcotics or individuals health and family life

- To develop skills in providing first-aid in athletic ~

and other common childhood injuries that occur in the

home, school and outside home and school

- To know about qualified health functionaries practising

in his or her community to seek help when needed

- To develop organic fitness

- To cultivate habits of engaging in appropriate exercises

to meet immediate and future health needs

- To develop neuro muscular skills and to promote the

ability to perform work with ease and grace

- To prepare himself for making worthwhile use of major
time by acquiring knowledge of sports for the purpose

of participating, observing, appreciating and enjoying
them .

Psychomotor Domain

- To develop skills of taking care of eyes, ears, teeth
and other organs of body

- To take safety and first-aid measures during accidents
and emergencies in the play field, school and home

- To demonstrate various techniques and procedures of
food preservation and purification of water for drinking
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- To provide essential care to the sick at home as directed

by the physician or parents

- To participate in activities for improving sanitary

conditions in school, home and his her locality

- To observe socially accepted norms of behaviour in day

to day life

- To enable individuals to practise socially acceptable

behaviour patterns

- To participate and take interest in atleast two major

games of his/her choice

Affective Domain

- To apply scientific health knowledge and understanding

to solve health problems in home and school

- To prefer healthy practices m day to day situations

and show confidence in scientific principles

- To reject superstitions and fads

- To believe that prevention is better than cure

- To rely on scientific medicite

- To appreciate efforts of governmental and voluntary

organisations for achieving health for all through

community participation

- To develop attitudes of cooperation and goibd sportsrr n-

shipand fair play

- To cultivate such traits of character as self mastery,

discipline, courage and confidence

- To develop a sense of patriotism, self-reliance, and

desired attitudes for being helpful to others

CONTENT l PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Callisthenics

Arms, trunk, abdominal, balancing, twisting, agility/

coordination exercises. Two exercise tables of six exer-

cise each of four counts are to be arranged In a rythmic

sequence.
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2. Drill and Marching

Quick march, turning while marching and practice of previous

work

Change the step on march, double march, salute and salute

while marching, open order and close order

Changing direction while marching and changing steps whiibe

marching, dismissal

3. Rhythmic Activities

(a) Any three local folk dances (stepping), any two dances

of other regions

(b) Any three folk songs/regional songs with action

(c) Apparatus drills lezium, dumble and wand (Four exercises

each)

4. Gymnastics

FOR BOYS

(a) Ground Work; hand spring, hand stand, cart wheel

(b) Vaulting over a box as wolf vault

(c) Parallel Bar - dips, swings, shoulder balance, and

chest balance

(d) Roman Ring- leg raising upwards, hand circle forward

and hand circle backward,

FOR GIRLS

(a) Matwork: forward roll, backward rolls and cart wheel

(b) Beamwork; Walk with hands on chest, walk and turn, walk

and knee bends, walk on the beam with arms in yard

position

5. Athletics

(a) General exercises in circle or open order

Races; 50 mts. T 100 mts, 200 mts, 2x50 fits, relay(shuttle)

,

techniques of start and finish

Jumps; long jump, high jump

Approach run, take off and flight

Throws; cricket ball throw and soft ball throw

4
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(b) General warming up and development'1
' 1 exercises

Run; 100 mts, 200 mts, 4x100 mts. relay, 400 mts.

Different techniques of start, spfcint and finish

Jumps; long jump and high jump

Laending, mid air action and action above the b^r

Throws* putting the shot (8 lbs), practice of initial

stance, javeline throw (junior) and practice of

initial stance

(c) Principles of sprints; 100 mts., run 200 mts. run,

400 mts. run, 4x100 relay. Techniques of r

t erformance

fixing of starting blocks and principles of jumps,

warming up.

Principles of Throws; putting the shot glide, delivery

and follow through.

Javeline (Junior) initial stance, approach run and

release

Games

(a) Minor; touch and run, cat and rat, leader game and

snatch the handkerchief. Cock and fight, find a

partner, run and hop and chain tag.

Dogs and cats, blind hop tap, dodge and march, king

of the ring and bombardment.

(b) Major

Hockey, volleyball, kabaddi, kho-kho, basketball,

handball, football, cricket, table tennis, softball,

tennikoit, throwball. (Participation in any two games)

It should include brief introduction of each game and

fundamental skills associated with it. The main

purpose is that students are aware of game rules and

appreciate the play. But those interested in further

development should Ns encouraged to spend additional

time outside the time table. The schools should

organise practice sessions for the budding players

after school hours, if need be.
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(c) Lead up Games: pin football, pin basketball, pin hockey,

circle kho-kho. keep the ball up, serving in the

correct zone and zonal kabaddi.

Five man football, releasing the prisoner kabbaddi,

zig zag kho, tip and run, one bounce volleyball, zone

basketball, small area hockey, tennisball cricket.

Cricket, football, five man hockey, kick or touch,

throwball, line badminton.

7. Wrestling

(a) Simple hold for 'Go behind'

i) Wrist or palm and arm drag

ii) Neck dragging and elbow push

iii) Elbow lift, and head under arms

(b) Counter holds for above

i) Blocking with fore arms

ii) Simple leg pick up

(c) Exercises for development of: strength, stamina and

agility

8. Yogic Exercises

(a) Surya namaskar, padmasana, dhanurasana, vajarsana and

practice of the [ revious work

(b) Helasan, ardha salbhasan, suptabajrasan, shavasan and

practice of previous work

(c) Kukat asans, sarvang asan, matsya asan, yog mudra,

ardha padmasan, pawan-muktasan

CONTENT : HEALTH EDUCATION

- Practice of previous classwork

- Various organ systems and their important functions
- Nutritious food - their selection and preparation

Growth and development pattern with reference to boys
and girls of 12 to 14 years age-group.
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Learnin health related functions of Panchayat and

local bodies

Healthy habits of eating and choosing the food to

build a strong body

Refrain from wasting food while eating

Disease control - malaria, cholera and common colds

Gleaming and handling of cooking utensils

Medical check-up to assess arowth and health status

Health rules about sleep, rest and recreation

Proper food habits

Harms of smoking, cold drinks, tea and coffee

Prevention of diseases

Safety rules - rood - playground M at home

First aid - bandaging, prevention of bleeding, simple

artificial respiration, observing the safety measures

in cycling, walking, swimming and playing.

MM
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bPORTS AN Li rtiYbICAL EDUCATION

Sports and physical education are an integral part of

the learning process, and will be included in the evaluation

of performance. A nation-wide infrastructure for physical

education, sports and games will be built into the educational
%

edifice*

The infrastructure will consist of playfields, equipment,

coaches and teachers of physical education as part of the

school Improvement Programme* Available open spaces in urbaft

areas will be reserved for playgrounds, if necessary by

legislation. Efforts will be made to establish sports institu-

tions and hostels where specialised attention will be given to

sports activities and sports-related studies, along with normal

education* Appropriate encouragement will be given to those

talented in sports and games. L/ue stress will be laid on

indigenous traditional games* a system which promotes an

integrated development of body and mind, Yoga will receive

special attention. Efforts will be made to introduce yoga in

all schools; to this end, it will be introduced in teacher

training courses.
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NATIONAL POLICY ON EDUCATION 1986

PROGRAMME OP ACTION
I

1

YOUTH & SPORTS -

,
'

A

1, THE PRESENT SITUATION,

No information aboifrt the present position of health,

yoga and physical education the school education curricula

of different States and Union Territories is available.
I

However, at present, adequate participation and satisfactory

performance in sports and physical education is not considered

a necessary condition for promotion to the next higher

class as in the case of other subjects.

2. The 'National Curriculum for Primary and Secondary
I

Education - A Frame work prepared by N.C.E.R.T. in
- ^ r '

December, 1985, suggests the following allocation of time

in school education for physical and health educations-

(a) Lower Primary Stage (Class I-V) 10%

(b) Upper Primary stage (Class VI-VIIl) 10%

(c) Secondary stage (Classes IX and X)8%

At the senior secondary stage, the’ scheme of studies
*

prescribed by the CB3E is quite flexible so that the ;

students can select their subjects leaving out the
I

elective subject of physical education altogether,

I I. IDENTIFICATION OF KEY AREAS IN THE RATIONAL POLICY ON
EDUCATION

7- two key areas stand out, namely, (i) integration

of sports and physical education in the learning process

and evaluation of performance and (ii) involvement of

youth in national and social development and sports and

games, etc,, particularly, through educational institutions

at the level of higher learning.
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III.

8 .

the programme
]

0,

The following broad programme of action needs tc

be implemented

CURRICULUM

1) At the lower primary stage, considering the age

of children, there is need for considerable

physical activity even while they are in school.

This need not necessarily involve use of sports

equipment. At this level, physical education

and games should be only in the form of part-'ci-

pation/activities and not in the form of textual

reading/learning materials. A minimum of ten

periods a week should be devoted for physical

education and sports.

ii) At the upper primary stage, while participation

in activities relating to physical education and

sports should be the main theme, some elements

of textual materials could be introduced also.

A minimum of one period a day should be devoted

for physical education and sports at this stage,

vi) The National Council of Educational Research and

Training and the university Grants Commission,

in concert with appropriate bodies of the State

Governments and LNCPE and NSNIS, should finalize

a model curriculum and syllabus in physical

education including yoga and sports, that could

be made applicable to the different stages of

school and higher education* RCttRT should also

prepare the model text books on the subjects

relating to physical education/ sports and yoga,
1
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vii) Sports and physical education should be

included in the evaluation of performance at

different stages of education:

EVALUATION

a) At the level of school education, assessment of

participation and performance in sports and

physical education activities may continue to be

done in the form of grading. However, the

grade awarded to a child in sports and physical

education should have the same weightage in the

annual examination as is attached to marks and

grades in other subjects. Grades in physical

education and sports corresponding to failure

should ve clearly identified.

INFRASTRUCTURE

viii) In order to make it possible that the above

mentioned activities at the stage of school and

higher education are included in the curricula

and made part of evaluation, creation and

supplementing of the available infrastructure

in schools and institutes of higher learning

would be necessary. The following measures will

therefore, have to be taken:

a) A quick survey should be undertaken by the

Central/State agencies of the availability of

trained teachers in the sphere of physical

education and sports at the stage of school

and higher education and also of the physical

infrastructure available for these activities

in institutions of higher learning.

I
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b) Basing on the results of the survey, the States and

Central agencies should draw up plans so that the

necessary infrastructure ie provided in all

educational institutions, if possible, by the end of

the Eighth Five Year flan.

d) The local village institutions should be prevailed

upon to make available at least one acre of land

for a lower primary school and 2.5 acres of land for

an upper primary school for use as playgrounds.

The local community should v e encouraged to

undertake the development of the land for sports and

benefit of schemes of rural development also made

available for this purpose.

ix) ilhere playfield facilities and other infrastructure are not

readily available in an institution, sports and physical

education syllabi should be so designed that they lend

themselves for evaluation of performance on a basis

comparable to that obtaining in institutions with requisite

facilities.

x) The requirements of equipment for games and sports, keeping

in view the- rise in prices, are large. On a rough estimate

t’ e following minimum amounts per annum should he provided

for institutions at various levels?

Lower Primary Schools fh, 1,000

Upper Primary Schools P%5,000

Secondary/Senior Secondary Schools 15,P00

Colleges 25,000

University Campuses Rs. 1,00, 000

Twice the amounts mentioned above should be provided to th

institutions as non-recurring expenditure.



xi) Integration of physical education and sports with the

learning process would require provision and orientation

of physical education teachers in various educational

institutions. While generally institutions of secondary/

senior secondary level have physical education teachers

on their staff strength, and a few of the upper primary
*

schools also have physical education teachers, there are

no separate physical education teachers in the lower

primary schools. To fill in this void*.

TEACHERS

(a) Training in physical education should be made part of the

curriculum of teacher curriculum of teachers training
institutions at the elementary level (primary and upper
primary) as also in the teacher training colleges,

b) At least, one teacher in each primary and upper primary
school should be exposed to an orientation course in
physical education in a phased manner during the vacations
commencing from summer break in 1987. The physical
education teachers of the nearby secondary schools can
be the resource personnel to begin with. The number of
the teachers to be oriented will be about 6,00,000. They
could be covered at the rate of about 2,00,000 per year.
Thus by the end of the Seventh Five Year Plan each lower
and upper primary school would have at least one teacher
orientated to physical education.

*v

xvii) Efforts should be made to gradually provide instruction
in Yoga at all stages of education up to the higher
secondary s-fcage.

xviii) Yoga should be introduced in the Teacher Training Courses
at different levels. Further, for providing in-service
training to the existing teachers, wellZknown institutions
in the country should be identified and the teachers
provided with training of adequate duration. Having regard
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to the nature of yoga, tT'e process will have to slow

and no time limit can be laid down.

xxi) In keeping with the principle that physical education

should he given the same status in educational

institutions a$ other subjects, the physical education

teachers at different levels should have the same status

as that enjoyed by the teachers in other disciplines.

In higher education, physical education should one

of the elective subjects at the undergraduate level,

at least in some institutions.

targets and phasing

ii) The integration and evaluation at the lower and upper

primary stages can begin when the orientation of at

least one teacher m physical education ftora each school

has been completed. The process is likely to take

about three years as mentioned earlier, and it may,

therefore, he nossible to make integration and

evaluation at this stage mandatory only from the

first year of the Eighth Five Year Plan. Meanwhile,

Wherever facilities exist and physical education

teachers are available, primary schools can be

encouraged to lay stress on physical education and

sports

.

#

i
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Schools generally had some games and exercises as a

part of this co- curri cul ar activities. With rising awareness

amongst educationist about the importance of Physical Education

it became a compulsory but non- evaluative subject. Further

stress was placed on it, when the National Policy on

Education (1988) made Health and Physical Education a

conpulsory and evaluative subject in general education

(class I-X) ,
with 10# of time allocated to it.

Just as the stress on Physical Education has changed

so has its definition goals and objectives, What is Physical

Education ? Modern concept of Physical Education states

that it is that phase of General Education that contributes,

mainly through movement experiences, to the total growth

and development of each child, It is education of and

through movement, and its goals are well defined.

_ promotion of physical development and personal

physical fitness

- development of coimetency in a wide variety of

physical skills, which help the learner to

participate effectively in physical activities

- development of understanding of movement and

pertinent prenciplss governing motor skill,

performance.
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and in addition, goals shared and complemented by other

curricular areas Isuch as
1-

developmeht o'f safety skills,

personal values, moral development, cooperative and
* * ^

competitive attitudes and a positive self-image.

)

OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICA EKJC iTEON AT ELEMENTARY LEVEL
i ^ mmm r n- wawqpwff u », | J | L .u,^ imm

Based on these goals certain broad objectives can

be defined for the elementary stage of school education

which falls under the purview of the DIETs.

1) Provision of opportunity to develop and maintain

a level of physical fitness commensurate with

individual needs.

2) Development of understanding how to maintain fitness
for life.

3) Development of competency in body management and in
useful physical skills.

Providing broad -experience and understanding of
movement aid the underlying prenciples involved.

5) Acquirement of safety skills and habits and
development of awareness of safety of others.

6) Development of physioal skills which lead to

Participation and enjoyment of wholesome

recreational activities.

7 ) Acquirement of personal values that lead to a full
and productive life.

3) Acquirement of a desirable self-concept.

It would be worthwhile to clarify the meaning of
Physical Education. Since Physioal Education is an integral

*
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and education should both work harmoniously in the total proces

of education. Physical Education must proceed towards the

goal of education through a well directed program© of

properly selected physical activities, Through such a

programme, pupils should develop skills necessary m all

walks of life and engage in activities conductive to

healthful, living, social adjustment and total physical

and mental fitness. Physical Education is not only hygiene,

physical culture, gymnastics, athletics or physical training.

These are some of the areas wrongly taken as Physical

Education. On the other hand they are some component parts

of Physical Education. Muscular activities play a major rol;

in the development of organic systems of the body such as

digestive, circulatory, excretory, cardio-vascular, respi-

ratory and the other systems of human body. Through vigorous

muscular activities the muscular system can be properly

developed and enable the child to perform his daily activi-

ties in a better way and also help him to lead a healthful

living, Physical skills can be developed only if effective

body coordination is achieved through the various movements

of the body, over a long period. Movement in a proper way

is necessary for a child's growth in his formative age. Hi©

skills that a child acquires in his childhood will not

only help him to be physically fit but will also enable

him to engage himself in recreative activities in his

later life.
j„ .W iipn -i

.f

Identify some recreational activities

suitable for your school which can be

linked to physical education.
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Further through physical education the child

learns leadership, develops self reliance, team spirit and

sportsmanship. In brief, it can be said that a physically

educated child will be in a better position to lead a healtuy

and balanced life' and will be capable of doing better

service to the society. Education is mainly concerned with

the youth at his formative period of life when he can

learn the values of physical fitness, social adjustment,

democratic living. Physical Education is a very effective
1

tool in developing all these aspects in a child. Hence,

it is an integral part of education.
— 1

Physical Education helps the child in emotionallii
adjustment and in developing social attitudes. Physical

*"
I

Education also plays a vital role in inculcating the

cultural values in the child.

Hr

Identify Physical Education activities
which can inculcate

r'
K

a) team work
'

b) ways of overcoming emotional stress' •

In the attainment of the goals of education through
Physical Education has some unique outcomes* The first of,

1
i % i *

these unique goals is the acquisition of physical
development and personal physical fitness, secondly, the

,

,

goal of developing a wide variety of physical skill g. The
third unique outcome is establishing an understanding

_

of movement and the pertinent principles governing motor
skill perfarmance. Should these go^ls not be acquired j

tnrough Physical- Education classes, they will not be ~ -

realised elsewhere in the curriculum*
r» i 1

in» 1

y P

* -

Education ^ ib can be saic3 that Physfcal
^i

bUteS t0
'

the development of total
‘

in ?hS
brl"9 thB "andioapped people

¥
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*

MINIMUM LEVELS Off iElJRNIJNG FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION

S. R. Uho sh
Reader in Physical Hducj tioj

Kalyani University.

Introduction ;

*

Physical education is one of the Host interesting area
to children of Primary level. The play or physical activity
is instinctive. The children have a natural liking for such

activities. The teacher has to take the full advantage of
this fondness in teaching these children. Therefore ’play- way'

method of teaching has been popularly accepted specially in

Primary education. Also, a special care should be taken by

the teacher to keep the interest alive. Physical education

includes a vast area of activities covering cognitive, affective

and psychmotor domain.

Keeping all these areas in view a scheme of rf.L.L.

should be set up to ascei tain the minimum levels of attainment

for different classes. The following competencies should be

the major aspects on which the M.L.L.s are to be suggested for

different classes.

I. Health and physical fitness :

a) Proportional growth and development

b) Right posture

c) Strength

d) '*jEed

e) Endurance

f) EgLlity

g) Balance

h) Co-ordination

II. Rmdamental movements *

a) Walking

b) Running

c) Bending

d) Jumping

e) Rotating

’ f) Pino ting

g) Throwing
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III. Skills in games and sporty: _ ;
JV ^4 -i -t-w T w* A "* •— ^ ~

a) Minor games

b) Major games ( modified)

c) Track & Field

d) Gymnastics

e) Swimming

f) Yoga.

IV. Social qualities i

I *

a) Discipline

b) Team spirit and co.operation

c) Sense of belongingness

d) Leadership

V. Self, defence, self confidence and boldness t

through activities -

a) Boxing, Wresting, Karate, Gymnastics, track &

field etc.

VI. Moral qualities i

a) Obeying rules

b) Respecting officials

c) Being courteous to opponents

d) Playing in fair way

e) Accepting defeat.

VTI. Leisure and recreation :

a) Selecting sports as a leisure time hobby.

b) Snjoying participation in sports.

c) .Appreciating and enjoying sports as spectators.

Saf Safety in Sports i

Avoiding accidents and injuries -

a) Playing in proper place

b) Playing with proper dress

c) Following safety rules of gymnasium and
swimming pool#

d) Proper use of suitable equipment

e) Selecting suitable exercises and participating
in proper way#

Corxtd* . *3* •
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^Emphasis is put on MA for the attainment of 100/6

children in the class. But the teacher should not feel

satisfied by reaching this target. Opportunity may be

provided to gifted children to reach excellence. Allotment

of MLL in a class enables the child to cope up with the

requirements of next higher class.

There should be a continuous process of both learning

and evaluation as one stage does not end in itself. A

definite evaluation procedure for physical education is yet

to be set up for our purpose. A symetic Evaluation procedure

is to be worked out to ascertain achievement of children as

expected in different classes. Data based norms may be

introduced for assessment of children in different activities.

Day to day observation of the teacher should also form a

part of the evaluation so that some of the qualities like

health habits, discipline, team spirit, fair play etc. get

due recognition in the evaluation procedure. Afferent

areas of competencies as suggested above may be kept in view

in the process of evaluatijn.

*>
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ORGANISATION OP RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

\

OVERVIEW :-

S.CV. Rao
- D.M. School,
Bhubaneswar*

r

To awakbn and to keep aline an interest in play and,

recreation is a real contribution to the education of the

individual. All children express an interest in playing

recreational , activities.

Recreation is a worthwhile, socially accepted, leisure

experience, that provide immediate and inherent satisfaction to

the individual who voluntarily participates in an activity.

The student will involve, in several types of learning in

recreational activities. One becomes involved in learning

prompt motor responses (skills), in catching, throwing, batting
1

distinguishing between a curve ball and straightball, and

making judgements of distance, time, speed and space (interpre-

tation of sensory experience - percepts) , remembering the

signals, rules and plays (prompt mental response - memory),

deciding when and how to try for a new strategy (understanding,

problem solving - use of inference), learning to put one's

personal whims for the good of the group and t~ accept the

official decisions without flaring up (modif ication and control

of emotional responses), appreciating one's friends, enjoying

the game as a game, developing loyalty to the team and school

(development of attitudes and ideals - the personal qualities of

a good citizen)

.

Values of Recreation :

Recreational activities influence on the elements of

personality like habits, interests, desires, attitudes, beliefs

And ideals.



Recreation also influences on the factors like:

a. happiness

b. satisfaction

c. balanced growth

d. creativeness

e. competition

f. character

g. Mental capacity and learning

h. Physical health

i. social health

j. emotional stability

OBJECTIVES OF RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES :

- To provide equal opportunity for all

- To provide for both the senses

- To provide opportunities for Co-recreation

- To provide wider range of activities

- To provide passive and active form of recreation

- To provide opportunity for different levels of skills

- To provide carryover leisure time skill and interest

- To provide for different periods of free time

- To be related to other local programmes

- To encourage individuals and groups to provide their

own activities.

- To encourage democratic and cooperative planning

- To furnish outlets for satisfying group activity.

- To recognise different tastes and interests of

the individuals.

- To provide outlets for creative expression

To provide for the ill and handicapped.

- To utilise all facilities

_ it, the wisest use of available resources

- To provide within the financial abilities



- To assure safe and healthful conditions

- To be subject to continuous evaluation

- To utilise voluntary services of individuals

and groups

OBJECTIVES

A study of this module will help you to

- become aware of the concept of recreation and values

of recreational programmes.

- become aware of the objectives of recreational

programmes

.

- become aware of common factors influencing the

organisation of recreational activities
- become aware of teaching aids

- become aware of the evaluation procedures
- develop skills to participate in various recreational

activities

- create an environment in the school to promote
recreational activities and thus promote sportsmanship
among students.

GUIDELINES OR GENERAL TEACHING SUGGESTIONS ;

1.

Try to motivate the student. Create within him a
receptive mood of anticipating success and satisfaction,
a challenge and a desire to achieve.

2.

Explain the objective of the game. Explain how the
objective is achieved through offensive and defensive
play.

3.

Explain enough of the simple rules

4.

Place players in position and try the game as a whole
for a while.

5.

Teach skills sepsiiraii:ely %

6. Stop the game when necessary to explain a rule or
emonstrate a technique. Use good players to demonstrate
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7. Help the learner by teaching the fundamental skill

most lacking.

8. Suggestions during practice of the activity will help

the student to eliminate errors,

9. Hatch the drills to the actual game or activity,

10,

Audio-visual aids help the learner get an accurate

concept of what he is trying to do.

In planning the activities, many factors must be

considered by the teacher. The teacher is faced with such

factors as the following:

a. Time

b. Spaces

c. Equipment

d. Bases of groupings in class

e. Number of groups

f. Student leaders

g. Sequence in daily lesson plans

h. The specific days lesson

The teacher may use any of the following teaching aids

while organising recreational activities:

a. Demonstration by skilled individuals

b. Motion pictures and film strips

c. Charts and pictures

d. Use of the black board

e. Well illustrated books and magazines

f. Visits to games between skilled teams

g. illustrated talks by skilled people
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The teacher should be aware of the various other agencies

providing recreation for any kind of help. They are;

a. Home and individual.

b. Government: Central, state, municipality, museum etc.

c. Semi public or voluntary - youth services, Y.M.C.A.,

Y.W.C.A. , clubs etc,

d. Private industries, clubs, sports organisations etc.

e. Commercial agencies like amusement parks, circus,

magic, theatre, T.V., Radio, all professional sports,

travels etc.
I

Programming of recreational activities can be done under

three general types;

1. Daily Programme

2. Weekly programme

3. Seasonal Programme

1.

Daily Programme; Morning informal activities

Mid morning - strenuous activities

and
5 Quite activities like

after lunch l cr3ftSj muS1Cr aance etc

Evening - Special events and tournaments.

%

2. Weekly Programme ; Three or four times a week.

Crafts, dramas, music, natural and other

activities, competitions etc.

3. Seasonal Programme; Local traditions, interests, resources

should be considered.

Summer Season; Water activities, track & field, hiking,

camp fire, circus, festivals, trips for

sports, dances, crafts, plays, exhibits etc.

Winter Season; Vigorous activities of all kinds, avoid

water activities.

Rainy Seas on; -indoor activities.
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EVALUATION:~***» r ' »

Types of evaluation for recreational activities are:
1. Periodic evaluation

2. General evaluation

3. Specific evaluation

Nature of test; a. Qualitative evaluation depends upon

appreciation, values, fitness, outcorm s

etc. Can be measured by personal

interviews. This requires frequent

supervision.

b. Qualitative evaluation depends on

records and performance.

Tools of evaluation: For qualitative evaluation intervb- ws

,

questionnaire, checklists, reports,

surveys etc.

For quantitative evaluation records

basing on achievements.

Evaluation can be done by leader, a group of staff, outside

experts or joint committee of experts and participants,

ACTIVITY

t

1* The teacher educator will organise relay races for

the pupil teacher like running by imitation, the

actions of different animals, automobiles etc.

2. The teacher educator will divide pupil teachers into

different groups and organise competitions in tag games

and rhythmic activities etc.

3. The student teacher will actively take part in relay

races and other competitions,

4. The student teacher will prepare charts/albums and

collect a number of songs in different languages.
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SUGGESTED RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES ;

a. Itnmitations ; of frogs, rabbit, elephant, lion, bus,
mJ

aeroplane, train etc.

b. Free play: Simple games on apparatus and without

apparatus: like; sea-saw, ladder and slide,
v

swings, jungle gym, bridge ladder, rainbow

ladder, merry go round etc.

c. Callisthenics: Free arm exercises - Tables of four Counts

and eight counts exercises numbering to 6 to 8

exercises in each table. At least 4 to 5 tables

d. Set drills: Dumbbells, Indian clubs, Wards, flag drill,

Poledrill etc.

e. Formal activities ;Dands, baithakes, Suryanamaskaras.
v

f. Combatiues; Hand pull. Hand push, back to back lift,

stepping on toes, Drake fight, cock fight etc.

g. Rhythmics: Lezim, Folk dance,' simple dancing steps, etc.

h. Marching: Attention, Stand at ease. Right turn, Left

turn, Right about turn. Marching, Right dress,

eyes right, eyes front etc. Marching in three

files etc.

i. Yogasanas* A minimum of four asanas in each class.

Padmasana, Salabasana, Sarvangasan, Sirsasan,

Patchimottanasana, Chakrasana, Dhanurasana etc.
%

j. Lead up Games {Circle Kho, Double Circle Kho. Whip Kabaddi,

Touch Kabaddi, Throw ball, Bucket Criket,

Line football etc.

k. Relay Races: Tunnel relay. Ball up and down relay, Horse

and rider relay, Driving the pig to the

market etc.

l. Minor games: Dodgeball, Dogand the bone. Bull in the ring,

Namaskar tag, Chain tag etc.

m. Indigeneous games: Kho-kho, Kabaddi, Fundamental rules and

regulations, techniques etc.
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n. Gymnastics; Simple floor exercises like forward

role, Backward role, Headstand, hand

stand. Cartwheel, attention drop,

H-Balance, T-Balanoe etc.

o. Track and Field: Short Sptints of SOM, 75M, 100M.

Standing broad jump

Standing high jump

Standing shotput

Zig-Zag relay races etc,

p. Major Games jCricket, Football, Volleyball, Basket ball,

Throw ball. Table Tennis etc. Some

fundamental skills and rules and regulations

may be taught,

q. Lead up games iCircle khe, Double circle kho.

Touch kabaddi. Hand baseball, Throwball,

Zone volleyball, Line football, Softball

Cricket, bucket Cricket etc.

rJ

*

»
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Yoga has 'been derived from Sanskrit word

JUJ . It means union or yoke* We are familiar with two

terminology 'Atma 1 and ’Paramathma ' . Atma is related

to human being and 'Paramathma 1 is some how great at

the higher level. There are divergent groups to pull
1 Jeevathma 1 down. It at all you want to unite 'Atma*

and '^aramathma* you have to undergo so many hurdles.

Unity or union of 'Atma* with '^aramathma 1 is he

meaning of Yoga. In Christian philosophy also there is

God and in-between there is devil. The desires and

aspirations are devils, if you can release yourself
from the catches of devil then 'Atma 1 will meet
'^aramatma * * According to hindu philosophy Yoga is

there from 3000 B.C. It is there also in Gita 1 which
is from 400 B.C. The ultimate aim of a 11 preatching
is to unite 'Atma 1 with 'Paramathma 1 to attain Mokhaya.
We believe re-birth. It all depends upon our work.
So, it is said "do your duty what is best and rely,
on t he almighty for the rest. Transferation made the
human being to elevate the 'Atma 1 t0 the level of
’Paramathma' . According to p atanjali the founder of
Yoga sutra there are eight stages on limbs of Y0ga.
They are Yama, Niyama./ Asana/ Pranayama/ Pratayahara,
Dharana, Dhanya and Samadhi.

XSaat- There are some ethical principles. The behaviour
of an individual or the character must be changed for
exterman purify. The principles are*-

1) Ahimsa (Non violence) Ahimsa Parama Dharma -

win the heart <5f tte people.



2) Satyhya (Truth) Always try to tell the
truth (Satya)

3) Astheya Hon stealing

4) Aparigriha - collecting and hoarding.
5) Brahmacharya- ( Celebacy) . It amounts

to the behaviour of one individual.
Thinking in terms of good things. Bad
thinking itself will have a bad effects
on Celebacy,

*

Niyacna s — Some principles to be followed for external
purity. Niyama is sub-divided.

*

1) Shoucha -(Regularly obeying the call of

the nature# cleaning the body regularly.
purity of body leads to purify of mind.

2) Santosha - (Contentment# happiness, Trupti.

,
3) arapah - Japah means penance (Burning the

desires)

.

4) Swadhayhs- self study# Introspection,

self assessment.

5) I swara Pranidhanas- God - ( consciousness

(live on thy to best leave on thy to rest)

What ever you do, do for the sake of 'God*

*

Asana s - Asana or posture gives steength. Yoga Asanas

have acquired an importance which has a twofold

character. They are not only a set of physics 1

exercises but a preparatory stage for the practice of

Yoga. Asanas are for the purification of the body and

setting of it in tune with the nervous equilibrium.

That is necessary for engaging one self in the higher

concentration. Asanas are learnt from the nature.



Body is a temple which houses the devine spark.

According to Yogi this body has been given not for

enjoyment alone but for the services of his fellow men

during one's life time. By performing asanas the Sgdhaka

gains health which can not be purchased with money.

According to him Health is a state of complete

equilibrium of body/ mind and spirit. By performing

asanas the Yogi will be free from physical disabilities

and mental distractions. It helps internal purification

of body and mind and cures so many diseases.

Pranayama s- Prana-Yama, Prana means - Breath/ Respiration,

Life, Energy, Vitality.

Yama means - Expansion, stretching, restrain.

The word gives the meaning of extension of breath and

its control. Here we core under 3 stages. Inhalation,

control, and exalation# Inhali ,g is known as puraka,

Exalation is Rechaka and Retainsion or control is

Kurtibhaka. Pranayama is thus the science of breath.
It is die hub round which the wheel of life revolves.
As lions and tigers are tamed very slowly, so should
prana be brought under control very slowly in givadation
according to one's capacity and physical limitations.

Pratyahara:- Control of senses (5 senses), it is
only possible through rhythmic breathing. Here he tries
tosee only internal sole, own Atma. When this stage is
reached the Sadhaka will be able to search inward.
In this stage Parakaya prabesha stated by sri Aurovindo
or Sankaracharya come in to effect.



Dharana s- When the body has been tempered by hsanas,

when the mind has been refined by the final Pranayama

and the senses have been brought under control by

Pratyahara the sadhaka tries to concentrate on a

single point or a state in which he is completely

involved „ The mind is an instrument which classifies,

judges and co-ordinates the impressions from the

outside world and those arise within oneself bu l a

thought which is well guarded by a controlled mind

brings happiness#

Dhany

a

s- As water takes the shape of its container,

the mind when it contemplates an object it transformed

with the shape of that object* When oil is pored

from a vessel to another, you can observe the steady

and constant flow of the oil* It means concentration

is un-interrupted # This states of mind is known as

Dhanya means complete meditation#

Samadhi s - Samadhi is the end of Sadhaka 1 s quest#

At the being of his meditation he possess in to the

state of Samadhi where his body and senses at rest

as if they are asleep* It is he realms of infinite

bliss, supreme peace Worries, anxieties, and fear

which torment the soul dare not enter* All distinctions

if caste, creed and colour vanish alltogether in the

one embrace of Divine Love*

The science that teaches the way of acquiring

the knowledge of union of individual soul and supreme

soul is called Yoga Shastra* Hata Yoga concern© the

physical body and control of breath* Raja Yoga deals

with the mind* Raja Yoga and Hata Yoga are necessary

counterparts of each other* No one can become a perfect

Yogi without the knowledge of the practice of both*

Raja Yoga begins where properly practised Hata Yoga ends
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Just as one and the same coat will not suit. .

you and all your brothers, so also one path will not

suit all people. There are four paths to suit people

of four kinds of temperament. They all lead to the same
goal, the attainment of Reality. Roads are different
bui; the destination is the same. The fair paths that
are ihculcated for the achievement of this ultimate
truth from the different stand points of the man of
action, man of devotion, the mystic man a nd the
philosopher or the man of iveason. are Separately
termed Karma yoga, Bhakti Yoga, Raja Yoga and Jnana Yoga.

The four paths are not antagonistic to one
another, but, oh the otherhand, they are complementsy-y

.

They only indicate that the different methods are in
harmony with each other. One sided development is not
commendable Karma Yoga purifies the mind and developes
the hand. Bhakti Yoga develops the heart. Raja Yoga
steadies the mind and makes it one pointed. Jnana Yoga
removes the veil of ignorance, develops will and
reason, and brings in knowledge of self. Therefore,

' ~

one should practise the four Yogas. YOU can keep
Jnana Yoga at the centre and the other Yogas as
auxiliaries to get rapid progress in the spiritual path,

•i.sana’ is the third Anga of Ashtanga Yoga.
Ordinary physical exercises develops the superficial
muscles of the nody only. But Asanas are intended for
the thorough exercise of the internal organs, such asliver, spleeh, pancreas, intestines, heart, lungs
brain, and the important ductless glands of the bodywhich are called endocrine glands (thyroid and
parathyroid at the root of the neck), adrenals inspleeh, pltatary and pineal glands in brain which
Plays a very important part in the economy of nature,in maintaining health, growth a nd m,+-

,
' srowttl a nd nutrition of differentkinds c£ calls a „d tlssaas Qf th<)

current

I
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nsthira-*sukham ->saham - P0stur& is that wrtch

is firm and comf ortable 11
# If the Asanas are not

firm the mind will be disturbed quickly. You will

not have concentration of mind* If the seat becomes

firm/ you will have progress in your meditation#

You will have no consciousness of the body.

The postures are as many in numbers as

there are numbers of species of living creatures

in this universe ( 84 lakhs of bodies) . There are

84* lacs of Asanas described by hoard Siva# Among them

84 are the best and among these 84/ thirty two

have been found very useful for mankind.

There are some Asanas which can be practised

while standing. They are Tadasana* Trikonasana,

Gorudasana etc# There are some which can be practised

while sitting# They are paechimottanasana , Padmasana,

Janus irshasana, etc. Some arc practised while lying

down# These are Uttanapadasana, Pavanarauktasana etc#

Some Asanas such as Sirshasana, Vrikshasana,

S^rvangasana, Viparita Karani Mudra, etc. are done

with head downwards and legs upwards# Generally after

the age of ten or twelve these Asanas can be practised.

People of twenty to thirty years of age performs all

Asanas nicely# Practice for a month or two will render

all rigid tendons/ muscles and bones very elastic#

Even old persons can prac tise all Asanas# They can
h

give up Sirshasana if they are not physically fit.

A weak sickly body means a weak mind also.

Thoglgh the body is useless or Jada, yet it is an

important instrument for self-realisation, ^he

instrument must be kept clean, strung and healthy.

This body is a horse for you to take you to the goal.
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(
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)

. Principal
Govt. College of Physical
Education, Ori ssa,
Cuttack - 5.

fitness of a citizen is the real wealth of a nation.

Physical fitness amongst all is the real premium for the

nations' progress in all walks of life. A fit citizen m both

mind and body is an asset for the development of the nation.

Physical fitness refers to the organic capacity of ah

individual to perform the tasks of daily living without undue

tiredness agd fitigue having a reserve of strength and energy
available to meet satisfactorily any: emergency demands suddenly
placed upon him.

Everybody wishes beauty and health, physical and -mental
fitness, vitality and happiness. Games, sports and mass
gymnastics are designed to propagate fitness through rhythmic
movements to develop physical fitness of the individuals. In
fact, for success in any field of human endeavour, the develop-
ment and maintenance of physical and mental fitness becomes an
indispensible requirement. Besides, games and sports, the '

rhythmic movement through mass formations, calisthenics,
rhythmic gymnastics, leziuro, acrobatics, pyramids, yoga, fre<-

play, fflalkhamb etc. also broaden the base of physical fitness
to achieve the twin objective - "Sports for all and fitness
for all". The dundamental activities like running, jumping
bending, pushing, pulling and throwing develop physical fitness
which is fundamental necessity for the wellbeing of the
society.

Games and sports are based on the ideas and concept of
science that has brought about fantastic changes in human
performances. Competl tions and meets that have taken place in
these games and sports, are based on the modem approach of
the training for the multifarious aspects of players. A well _

’

balanced physical fitness and conditioning programme which is

Contd. . . 2. .
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a process through which ah individual is prepared & well

adopted - physically and psychologically should he earried

out through out the year since the physiological factors

have implications for further improvements in training

techniques and the components of physical fitness are mutual,

exclusive in most cases, ^ccessful performance within the

parameters of any one component is in no way predictive .•£

successful performance in another components. Hence the

trainer should be very careful with the demands of each

movement activity which will improve fitness.

Training and conditioning are most indispensible for

sportsman. According to fred wilt "Training involves a series

of physical activities deliberately planned & carried out d

a mental attitude deliberately cultivated for increasing

efficiency in performance" & according to Barney ETAL" Condi tu-

ning involves the e^xposures of the individual to several hinds

of scheduled activities which influence to while individuals,

promoting the qualities of organic vigour, sense of personal

achievement and self discipline."

Mostly a well balanced conditioning programme includes

the physical, psychological & environmental aspects. Physical

conditioning which is imperative to all classes of individuals

is based on the development of strength, stamina, speed, agility

and neuromuscular co—ordinatijn. The physical fitness programme

can be based on the general conditioning and specific

conditioning programmes and the trainer should bear in mine*

the sound and detailed knowledge of the requirements of the

concerned activity, the thorough knowledge of the individuals,

his pros & Cons, a sound knowledge of physiology and the

progression to be adopted one for another systematically. 'Xhe

physical education teacher must be familiar with the

components of fitness, demands of each movement activity and

the various programmes which will inprOve fitness*

l

Contd ,. .3.

•
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Components of Physical Ritneast-

1) STRENGTH This refers to as the capability of overcoming
certain resist-ance or off acting against it by muscular tension (

(the term capability is used here in the sense of functional

potential) . In other words it can be said that strength is the

force that a muscle can exert against a resistance in one maximum

effort. Physical fitness requires at least minimal amount of

muscula-r strength which is a very important conponent of

physical fitness. In most case, a strenger individual has a

greater mechanical advantage in the use of his muscles & is

more able to find success in a variety of physical activities.

i) The general strength is overall strength of the body and is
the ability to overcome all types of resistance under different

conditions satisfactorily & it forms the basis of specific

strength.

ii) The specific strength is always movement or activity
specific & it always comes into expression in a form in which
it is very intimately connected with technical skill and
conditional & co-ordinative abilities.

iii) Relative strength is normally possessed in relation

to ones' body weight. The relative strength is a ratio which

is got by dividing the maximum strength by body weight.

iv) Maximum strength is the highest possible resistance of an
individual can overcome through valuntsry contraction of
muscles.

v) Explosive strength is an ability of a muscle or a group o L

muscles to over-come resistance with high speed.

vi) Strength endurance is the ability to overcome or act
against resistance under conditions of fatigue.

%e activities which help to develop strength are circuit
training weight training, up-hill running, sand running,
knee-deep water running and selected i sometric( static)

, isotonic
(dynamic) exercises and some of them may be clarified as under.

Contd 4.

.
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a) Circuit training is an organisational and methodical

process for conplex training of conditional qualities* especi-

ally strength edurance.

b) I sotonic( dynamic) Contraction of muscle results in

changing its length.

c) Isoraetnc( static) is the contraction of muscle

against in- surmountable resistance with constant length of
muscle

.

2) SPEED Speed is the ability to execute tne motor

actions under given conditions in minimum possible time. This

also referes to rapidity with which successive movements of t ^

same kind can be performed. Speed ability is highly movement

specific. This appears in different forms like reaction

ability, movement speed, acceleration ability, locomotor ability

and speed endurance in different sports. Speed has two phases -

the first phase is reaction time and the second phase is

movement time. Taken together, reaction time + movement time

result in the measure we call movement speed.

3) ENDURANCE;- -Endurance according to physiologists is the

most inpiortant component of physical fitness. Edurance is the

resistance capacity of organism against fatigue during sports

exercises of long duration i.e. to maintain a load of relatively

high intensity during a longer time. Endurance enables the sports

man to maintain an optimum pace during the competition and

ensures good quality of the technical skills like accuracy,

precision & Rhythm. The Sportsman having endurance can take

higher training load & can recover quickly. Endurance enables

sportsman to remain alert during conpetition. The basic

endurance, general endurance, and the specific endurance help

to perform the activities satisfactory. This endurance can be

improved through continuous method, interval method, repetition

method, competition and control method.

Contd.....3*.
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Muscular endurance concerns "the ability of a muscle to

repeat identical movements or pressures or to maintain a

certain degree of tension over a period of time.

'this refers to the ability of circulatory and .respirat.,

system to respond to prolonged total physical exertion.

Activities that cause the circulatory & respiratory system "

)

respond by increasing their output come under this.

4. FLEXIBILITY:- Flexibility is the ability to execute movtaiei

with greater amplitude and it is referred to as pertaining a

particular joint. Flexibility is basic pre-requisite for a

good quantitative & qualitative execution of a sports movement

and the motor abilities like strength, speed, endurance &

agility are fully realised, resulting in the prevention of

injuries. The flexibility can be passive, active and dynamic

and the factors that determined flexibility are anatomical

structure of the bone ends forming the joints, the length

arrangement and stretchability of the .muscles and ligaments

of a joint, muscle strength & co-ordination.

5. Co-ordinative abilities:- The co-ordinative abilities

are performance pre-requisites & are primarily dependant upon

the processes of movement control and regulation. The product

of certain co-ordinative abilities is known as agility and -

agility in each sport is essentially different since each sport

is essentially different since each sport requires different
types of movements. Agility is the ability to change directions

and positions rapidly and effectively in an instant’s notice
and the motor learning ability depends to a large extent on
this level of co-ordinative abilities which are an invaluable
asset for learning of conplex teachniques at different stages
jf training. The various co—ordinative abilities like the
orientation ability, coupling ability, differtiation ability,

Cony* . . ,6.

.
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balance ability, rhythm ability, reaction ability and

adaptation ability are very important for spjrts -and total

physical fitness.

Realising the out comes from physical fitness, wheather

he is a child or old, youth or handicapped, one should not

neglect to develop the conponents of physical fitness. Tn?t\s

why kipling once said.

"Nations have passed away

Leaves no traces of it,

History gives the naked truth

They fail, their nation perished

Due to one single reason

Because their people were not fit".

*
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BRIEF^HI STORY OF DEVELOPMENT

Keeping in view the constitutional obligations, the

Govt, of India planned several approaches for the health care

delivery. The basis for organisation of health services in

India through the primary health care approach was laid by

the recommendations and guidance given by the Health Survey

and Development Committee (Bhore Committee) in 1946. As a part

of the community development programme which was launched in

October, 1952, it was proposed to establish one primary Health

Centre (P.H.C.) for each community development block. At that

time the operational responsibilities of the P.H.C. were to

cover medical care, control of communicable diseases, maternal

and child health (M. C.H.) nutrition, health education, school

health, environmental sanitation and the collection of vital

statistics. Each P.H.C. had three sub-centre which were

looked after by trained mid wife to provide M. C.H. services*

•Subsequently, the health services organisation and

infrastructure have undergone extensive changes and expansion

in phased manner.

India is a signatory to the 'Alma Ata Declaration

of 1978' and it is committed to attaining the goals of 'Health

For All by 2000 AD', through the primary Health Care approach.
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In the international conference on Primary Health

care, whidh was jointly organised by the W.H.O. and UNICEF m
Alma Ata was endorsed and it was further stated that Primary

Health Care would be the key to attaining this goal.

CONCEPT AND COVERAGE OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

It has been defined as ah essential health care

which should be based on practical, scientifically sound and

socially acceptable' methods and technology. It should be m,-.

d

accessible to the Individuals, families and community through

their full participation. It should be made available at a

cost which the community and country can afford to maintain

at every stage of its development in a spirit of self reliance

and self dtermination.

Primary health care is the first level of contact

of the individuals, the family and the community with the

national health system bringing health care as close as

possible to where the people live and work.

For achieving success in Health for All at least

eight essential components of primary health care need to

be properly inplemented. For their effective implementation,

co-operation and support of other departments of Government
like education, Agriculture, Panchayat Rao etc. are be vital*

It can be very well recognised that planning, organi-
sation and operation of primary health care is a long process
and total population coverage may be achieved progressively
in stage

•

||

The country is divided into states which are again
• divided into administrative districts. Each district is
divided into sub- districts or sub-divisions under which the
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community development blocks are situated.

Over the past four decades the health services

infrastructure and health care facilities have been e:xp ended

considerably. It is aimed at further improvement particularly

of rural oriented facilities, «n indication of the net -work

of Health system Infrastructure is given in the following

tabl e •

National Level - Ministry of Health &
Family Welfare.

State Level - Department of Health
and Family Welfare.

District Level - District Hd. Qrs. Hospital
(with specialist service a).

District Level - District Head mr,s.Hospiv„.
(with specialist services.

Sub-Divisional Level - ^>ub-Divisional Hospital
(with specialist services)

Block Level - Up graded P.H.Cs
(with specialist services)

Community Health Centre
(with .Specialist services)

Primary Health Centre

Sector Level - Sub—centre

Village Level - Health Guide and T.B.A.

There are also a few Medical College Hospitals

in the states and union territories with sophisticated

medical equipments and specialist services.

Organisations functioning and facilities available

at different levels as described below.
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a) Organisation at National Level i

The Union Ministry of Health and family Welfare

has got two technical departments one in the Health Deptt.

headed by the Directorate General of Health Services and

another is the Family Welfare Department headed by the

Commissioner Family Welfare* The executive wing as well

a technical departments are under the overall administrative

control of the secretary to Govt, of India.

b) Organisation at State Level

Under the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare

in each state, there is a department of Health & Family

Welfare which controls the Directorate of Health Services,

Directorate of Family Welfare, Directorate of Medical

Education of Training and Directorate of Indian System of

Medicines. Each Directorate in headed by a Director.

c) Facilities at District Level

The district health authority, that is, the

Chief District Medical Officer is assisted by the Addl.

C.D.M.O, and other programme officers like A.D.M.O.(Medl.)

,

ADMO (P.H.), D.M.O., D.T.O., D.I.O. and M.E.M. Officers.

There is a District Head Qrs. Hospital with a number of

specialists.

The district health organisation should be

appropriately strengthened to cater to the growing needs

of the expanding rural health and family welfare programmes.
Not only the planning, implementation and monitaring of
health and family welfare programmes are bo be carried out

at the district level, but also all the referral services
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from periphery i.e., P.H.Cs, Community Health Centres and

Sub-Divisional hospitals are to be attended satisfactorily.

The primary health care will be provided by

the Health workers (male & female) at the sub- centre level.

Ofcourse the trained Birth Attendant and Village Health
Guide can provide some services at the village level. The

cases needing further help will be dealt with at the P.H.C.

and those needing referral support by the specialists would
be referred to the Community Health Centre or upgraded P.H.C.

The second and third level referred supporters will be

provided at the district Hi. qrs. hospital and the Medical

College respectively.

d) Facilities at Community Health Centre

For a successful health care programme, effective

referral support is to be provided. For this purpose, one

community Health Centre is being established for every one

lakh population and this centre will provide the main specialist

services. The C.H.Cs are being established either by upgrading

the sub- divisional hospital or some of the P.H.Cs or by

creating new centre whereever absolutely needed.

e) Facilities at P.H.C Level .

One P.H.C. was established in each community

development blocks which covers about .one lakh population.

Now one additional P.H.C. is being established for every

30.000 population. But at present one sub- centre is being

established for 5,000 population in coastal/plain areas and

3.000 population in inaccessible/hilly and tribal areas.

£) Facilities at village level

In village for about 1,000 population, there is

one Health Guide and one Trained Birth Attendant and
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are selected from the village community. These two village

level functionaries are trained at the P.H.C. and they

receive technical support and continuing education from

the Health workers (male & female) posted at the sub- centre.

are

According to the Alma At a Declaration following

components are to be included in Primary Health care.

1. Health education to the people about prevailing

health problems and methods of preventing and controlling them.

2. Proper nutrition.

3. Supply of safe water and basic sanitation.

4. M.C.H. Care and family planning.

5. I mmunication against major infectious deseases.

6. Prevention and control of communicable diseases.

7. Treatment of common diseases and injuries.

8. Provision of essential drugs.

Supportive Activities required for the

As recommended by the W. H.O., following supportive

activities are essential for successful implementation of

primary Health Care.

1. Community involvement and participation.

2. Intra and inter- sectoral co-ordination.

3* Development of effective referral support

4.
_

development and mobilisation of resources

5. Involvement of managerial processes

6. Health manpower development
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ROLE OF HEAL TH. EDUCATION IN
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

Health education plays a vital role for success

of primary health care. It is economically viable and most

effective. It has sustained effects or the people. It helps

the people to control prevent and eradicate the diseases. It

creates health consciousness and provides impetus t,j lead

a healthy, happy and prospers life. It helps the people

to be self-reliant for healthful living.

Unfortunately it is often conplained that people

are not accepting or utilising the health services provided

at their door steps. The problem of non-acceptance is

visualised as a failure on the part of the people and it is

never reckoned to be the fault of the health services system.

In such circumstances, Health Education has been considered

to be a panacea for all the failures, the reasons of which

are often termed as 'Orthodox families', 'problem cases',

defaulters', non- accep tors' , ignorant', illiterate' ,
non-

cooperative etc.

Teacher in general and primary school teachers in

particular can contribute to the success of primary health

care, provided they play the role of an effective Health

educator. They deal with the students and have access to

their parents. They can teach personal hygiene and sanitation

aspect to the students. They can provide supportive role

required for success of primary health care by involving

the community and increasing their participation.

Today we visualise a desire amongst people to

acquire knowledge in different aspects of holy health



but also on social and ecom ic development* Illiterate they

may be, but they have plenty of desires to know things. In

this situation, teachers can play a vital role to provide

some basic information and knowledge or health,
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RD^E OF TEACHERS IN SAFETY EDUCATEON AT ELEMENTARY

Shakuntala Bhattacharya

• Need for safety Education In Elementary School a.

Humajas have evolved as adventurous social animals.

During the course of evolution they become alert to dangers

that their survival. The anticipation of danger and the

ability to avoid and overcome then became a part of the

social fabric. Inspite of this accidents do happen. Biey

result from violation of rules, regulations, procedures

and courtesies that have evolved over the years. Accidents

are symptoms of disorder within the individual, customs of

the community or the breakdown of a system.

Only a certain percent of present day accident are

caused by hagards in the environment, the rest have human

causes. At the elementary age level such accidents are

caused by

a) lack of knowledge and experience by children

of cause and effect

b) lack of skill in such activities as surmming, using

surngs and creasing busy roads

c) inproper attitudes and personal traits - e.g.

showing bravado by taking unnecessary risks

d) inadequate emotional health, yielding an

"accident prone" frame of mind.

Accident prevention in the school involves fostering

a safe environment, (both physical and social), promoting

mental well-being, and providing opportunities for practising

safe behaviour conceptualization safety is a cultural

concept. We can think of safety as a series of habits which
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have to ii eulcated into thfe“cti'ld during the farmative years.
>

Safety skills when integrated into other essential skills

becomes the basis for a sensible life style. The role of

the teacher is to develop in the pupils those attitudes that
*

encourage them to act in the interest of their own safety,

that of their families and society. Concern for safety in the

classroom and life should not prevent the teachers from

encourages initiative, adventure and discovery. Another

responsibility of the teacher is to guide the students m
moulding sound values, in guiding their decision learning

and thoughts to positive aspects and in regulating their

behaviour.

Safety habits once inculcated lasts through life and
many accidents can be. avoided. Once accidents occur however
it is very necessary to give first aid.

After going through this module the learners will be
able to

- identify places and situations with potential
hazards in the environment

- become familiar with the principles of safety
f

- become aware of the first aid to apply if accident
occur

•

SAFETY WHERE ?

(a) ROAD SAFETY
t

Ihe most familiar area where safety rules are fairly
well knovn is road safety. Growing amount of fast traffic even
on rural roads poses great hazards to the pedestrian and to
vehicles. Tie young pupils should be taught to ‘cross roads
safely and to drive safely.

Activity 1; List the safety rules to' be followed by
pedestrians and cyclists.

It is not only necessary to know rules ‘of road safety
but also to practise them. In large cities there are "traffic
parks" where police personnel offer training in ro ad safety
rules. In rural areas however no such facilities are available
and teachers.
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must devise ways and means to teach these rules* a simulated

situation may be set up with students acting out the part of

pedestrian, cyclists, policeman etc* after practise in the

school, the pupils under supervision may be encouraged to cross

busy intersections. Other methods is to have posters made up

from advertisements that are put in newspapers particularly

during "traffic safety week”. TV has also "spots” on roau safety -

and if most pupils have access to TV these may be discussed*

lb) brtbETY IN SCHOOL

Safety in the school is tho direct responsibility of the

teachers, and therefore one should be particularly aware of the

hazards that exist in the classroom and the playground- In thu

classroom, the hazards might arise from children poking things

into their ears and noses, unsafe conduct of experiments with

fire and hazardous chemicals. In addition field trips may also

pose a number of hazards. The largest number of accidents occur

on the playground* These induce injuries to the oyelparticularly

when playing with bows and arrows), cuts, bruises and sprains most

of which can be avoided if proper care is taken-

Activity 2: (a) Make a list of the hazards in playgrounu
and ways , to overcome them*

(b) List the precautions to be taken during

a field trip.

Unlike road safety rules, the precautionary activities cannot

be taught to the child in specific lessons', however constant

vigils and warnings by the teacher should lead inculcation of

habits which prevent accidents* If accidents do occur inspitu of

care taken by the teacher the teacher should apply first-aid as

outlined in the last section*
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(C) SAFETY AT HOw£

Many of the safety procedures that apply to the school also

applies to the home. Some precautions include
i

~ keep sharp objects out of 1 the reach of small
chilaren

- keep medicines, pesticides and other harmful materials
away from children

- fire hazards prevention

Activity 3: Ask teachers to make a list of 10 dos and
dont's regarding safety m the home for
elementary school children*

-1

Special feasts like Holi, uiwali and other festivities*

require extra safety precautions* The hazards, precautions and

first aid are usually given over TV and Radio*

(d) ET 'i ON FIELD TrilFb

The safety of children while on a field trip are of prime

concern to the accompanying teachers* For this reason they shoulc

survey thu proposed site well in advance to identify potential

hazards e*g* sharp objects, holes, slippery areas, fauna (poisnous

insects, snakes etc*), busy roads* Entering deep water (rivers and

ponds) should be forbidden for young pupils even if they claim to

know swimming* Students should preferably move on groups, and

within in sight of the teachers* Always carry a first aid box •

activity 4s Make a list of safety warnings for pupils
before going on a field trip.

LMSL&iu

First aid is not medical treatment* It is saw&itoJwg something

|t is done immediately after the accident ana before medical

.atment* If injury is not much first aid might prove sufficient*

Some s*m simple ones are outlined below*
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CUTb AND bRUISES: Wash m clean, warm water, thoroughly to remove

adhering dirt* Apply antiseptic* If the cut is deep and bleeding

profusely, then apply pressure above the wound to stop blood* flu,

pressure should not be continuous as the parts lying below wounds

area should not be deprived oxygen* Get medical attention* otiches

may be required*

orttniNS ".Apply cold formenation* Avoid using the part* uo not rub*

If the swelling goes down after some hours it is a sprain* If pain

and swelling continues consult doctor* It may be a fracture or turn

ligament.

1-HaCTURES : Fractures are not uncommon among children. To prevent

aggravation of damage, stiffen by lying splines and unmobilising

the part. Consult doctor at once*

INSECT BITE; ^pply a dilute sodi~bi~carb solution, borne bites may

lead to allergies* In such case see a doctor* If stings are left it

may help to remove the sting*

SaNJj OR. bUb~ IN EVE ; Wash eye with clean cold water* Uo not rub*

The rough particles may scratch the eye and cause immense damage*

If the particle still persists, hole! the upper lid and bring it

down over the lower lid* This may dislodge the particle*

BURNS ; Hold burnt portion under cold (not ice) water till

burning sensation ceases* Do not apply anything* Rxompt treatment

prevents blisters.
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a i

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND GAMES FOR THE
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

Dr. Sushil Kumar Go el

Background ;

The blind people are handicapped with fubleness, awkward-

ness and helplessness, in addition to blindness. The vitality

of the blind is much below the average vitality of the sighted

and any system of education which .does not recognise and try to

overcome that defect will be a failure* Even if a blind

person is an' accomplished seholar, a good musician, a skilled

mechanic; no employer would appoint him if he is timid, awkward

and helpless ? Without confidence, courage and determination

to go about freely in the world there is no chance of success

for a blind person and that confidence and courage are given

by the playground and gymnasium. Children with impaired vision
I

have the same needs for physical activities as others. But the

fact that they are unable to see normally does restrict their

play activity to such an extent that they are noticeably

retarded in their physical development. Inactivity can result

in poor neuromuscular coordination and endurance posture may

be poor because of lack of strength in posture muscles.

Failure to participate in physical education, programme

contributes to the tendency to withdraw from society. Helen

Keller must have had some of these things in mind when she
r

said, wThe cause of the blind is not blindness but idleness.

Because the urges of a blind child to move and pi ay are

frustrated he often develops certain mannerisms, known as
"blindness. These are physical movements through which he
seeks to fulfil the need for muscular movement without
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moving about through space. Rocking hack and forth, twitching
of the head and jerking of the timbs are characteristics of
blindisms. It is desirable to overcome these mannerisms. The

aim of the special physical education programme is to help

the student to achieve optimum physical, mental and social

growth through a carefully planned programme of selected

physical acticities. To accomplish it the following objectives

are set forth;-

a) Develop optimum physical fitness.

b) Develop skills in the basic motor movements.

c) Develop a variety of sports skill for
participation in sports as a worthy leisure time
activity.

d) Develop a desire for continuous physical
improvement.

e) Improve body image kinesthetic sense.

f) Promote an understanding in the student of the
nature of his handicap and its limitation while
emphasising the potentialities which may be
develop ed.

g) ^ive a student a feeling of value and worth as
ah individual regardless of his handicap.

«

Physical Education is today accepted as an essential

part of educatio n and has an important role to play in the

welfare of the Blind. There is lot of confusion in interpre-

ting what physical education is and what its programme

should be. Since most of the institutions are under private

management, their financial resources are limited and only

the very minimum of < facilities are provided, Even schools

with reasonable financial resources find it difficult to

get open play grounds if they are situated in a city, A

spacious playground is an essential part of a school, for

no satisfactory programme of physical education can ever
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be carried out without outdoor space. The ground shall bo

well laid out with various areas planned for promoting variety

of activities. As a safety precaution the play area should be

free of non-essential equipment of and unnecessary obstructions.

For outdoor playing fields, hedges and shady trees are

considered desirable boundaries rather than walls or finces

which present a certain element of danger. Boundaries for

games can be indicated by the in bound area composed of

concrete and outbound area of send or grass. Players will then

be able to till by foot sensitivity when they step out of bounds.

To guide blind for outside running events, wires can be placed

along the path of the runner to guide him. The runner will b^ve i

some sort of warning at the finish line; a sort of auditory

signat such as a whistle may be sounded. Very few schools

possess a Gymnasium worth the name. Every school should possess

a Gymnasium so that physical education programme can be conducted

regularly throughtout the year without being interfered by

mensoon. Further certain activities are better adopted for

indoor conditions. Apparatus is fixed under shady trees with
the ground well levelled* It is not comfortable to use them
when the sun is strong. Lack of playgrounds naturally leads
to inadequate equipment. It is also due to the non-availability
of certain types of equipment which are not manufactured in
India. The balls to be need by the blind should be larger
in sige and softer and they should be pointed while or yellow
to make them more easily' s' een by those with some vision. Bells
or rattles inside the balls help to indicate location to the
blind . One reason why ball games are not promoted in India
pchools for the blind is the non- avail ability of balls. The
a m

fecial balls like sound balls or bell balls are not
available in India.

>
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Games fcr the Blind ;

In some of the institutions in India, the folio-wing

games are available (a) Playing Cards, (b) Chess, (c) Cricket

Ball, (d) Draghts Board, (e) Chinese Checker, (f) Puggles,

etc. These games are mainly indoor games and their adaptation

for the use of the blind is easy. Both the blind and the

sighted can play together the games like chess and cards

which provide recreation as well as contact with people.

Resently the Western ^orld has started popularising sports

like swiming, ball games, track and field events and

wrestling. Regular sports halp in rehablitation and integra-

tion and are significant for the mobility of the blind. In

India, cricket is becoming popular among the blind boys. The

institutions should welcome their efforts and try to encourage

them further for other suitable steps.

Nearly all the varieties of activities offered to normal

children can be presented to blind children. Some require moru

adaptation then the others but the blind children enjoy and

need participation in the same games, sports ahd physical

activities. Dancing has value for the development of rhythm,

timing and coordination and as a means of expression through

movement. Swimming is high in recreational ahd safety values

and is one of the best forms of total experience. Wrestling

offers an unusual outlet for all-out performance of strength

speed, ability ahd endurance. Developmental and corrective

exercises are of particular value because they provide a

safe kind of vigorous activity in which improvement of body

mechanics and the development of strength, endurance and

egility are ready available.
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Physical education, programme in a school can be divided into

two partsi-
( a ) Instruction period - Physical education

within the time table & (b) Participation period - physical

education outside the time table.

(a) Instructio n period is used to teach the activi-
h

ties as prescribed in the syllabus. Physical education classes

are included m the time table. Usually, two/three periods a

week are allotted for lower classes and only one/two periods

a week are allotted for higher classes.

(b) Participation period is usually after the

regular classes. Hiring this period students join m various

activities at their option. During such participation they

play games of their choice and get coaching for developing

higher skills. So provide practically every student to

participate in competitions a good intramunal programme
should be organised. There is some difference of opinion regard
ing participation by the blind in interscholastic athletics.
There is no substantial eveidence to indicate whether the
values or evils which appear in the competitive sports
programme for normal youngsters are greater or lesser for
blind players. It would seem desirable to provide the same
opportunities for blind students. Competition may present o
difficult problem as there will be few blind schools near
enough to make travel feasible. Competition with regular -

schools in certain events can be conducted satisfactorily.

Physical education is a specialiged field with its
own techniques and levels. For the best results, it is
therefore important that the teachers of physical education

I'
are appropriately trained. Qualified physical education
teachers are available in some schools but they are not
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specially trained to teach the blind* In many schools class

teachers who are good at games and, interested in games help

in conducting play activities. Techniques of teaching may be

defined as the special methods. The teacher uses to handle

instructional problems efficiently and to deal effectively wiui

the varied responses of different children. Teaching technique,

used by physical education of teachers are of three general t t jo,

vig, verbalization, visualization and kinesthesis. Out of the..*'

verbalization and kinisthesis can be used for the visually

handicapped. Verbalization refers to the use of spoken word m
the process of teaching. Describing a skill is an example of hm

use of this technique. The use of kinesthesis refers to the

involvement of muscular activity in teaching learning situation.

In a sense the adjustment a student makes when his muscular

movements have not achieved satisfactory result is a phase of

kinesthesis.

In view of the above it, therefore, becomes

necessary to develop a special training programme to quality

a physical education teacher to teach physical education to

blind children. Education and training is the manifestation

of divinity and perfection which his in human spirit and soul.

Physical education is an education through physical activities

foe development of total personality of the individual to its

fitness and perfection in body, mind and spirit. It has

comonly been said that, **1 f wealth is lost, nothing is lost.

If health is lost, something is lost. If character is lost

everything is lost". Physical education plays no less an

important part than education in academic subject in the

coordinated development of the personality of the child to

make him a physically fit, mentally alert, emotionally sound

and socially acceptable citizgen. Physical education plays

a vital role in modem, life. Moral health depends on physical

equilibrium. Physical education has an inportaht influence
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on the development of personal character. It has helped to

achieve physical, mental, social and moral qualities to

develop the total personality .of; man, which is the ultimate aim -

of education. The aim of physical education is to provide

skilled leadership,! adequate facilities , and anple time for

affording maximum opportunities for individuals and groups

to participate in situation that are physically wholesome,,

mentally stimulating and satisfying and socially sound. The

aim of physical education is to maintain and improve health

to looser up and strengthen the muscles, improve physical

resistance and turn a child into an agile and lively being.
i

This can be categorised as:-

1) Conservation of Physical ahd emotional health?

2) Development of body, leading to the harmonious

development of all organs;

3) Inculcation of qualities of endurance, patience,
l

selfcontrol, courage, etc. and;

4) Development of regular hahits of work and pay with

due emphasis on intellectual, moral and physical
l

development.

I

Physical education is universally considered as an integral

part of education because it contributes to the attainment

of fundamental process, co- ethical character, worthy borne

membership and good citizenshipi It'is that phase of education'

which has to do with the development and training of the

whole individual through physical activities. 11 Practice
t \

makes a man perfect” is true when only practice is done ,i

n

the proper style of execution . Execution of skill m the

proper style is iaportant for .achieving higher performances

and satisfactory results* One of the prime factors to enjoy

is mastery of skills* 'Skill is defined as the ability to
1 k
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perform. Performance of right type of activities leads to the
following benefits:-

1) The heart and blood vessels operate more efficiently.
The heart is able to punp more blood per contractile

,

this doing more worit with less effort.

2) The respiratory system functions more efficiently.

Exchange of carbon dioxide and oxygen takes place

more rapidly and vital capacity is increased.

3) The work capacity of the muscular system is increns-

making for greater endurance.

4) The central nervous system is trained to coordin *te

other systems effectively. Finally the general health

is improved by proper exercise. Then it increases

the individual's zeal and alertness, making him a

more vibrant, efficient being.

Physical education gives practical training to the

blind to become a fully trained person to take his right place-

in society and often brings the blind and the sighted together.

A blind person does not differ from a sighted person as far as

his mental structure is concerned physical activity is the best

way to prevent blind invididuals from getting isolated and

lovely. The blind should be encouraged in find their way to hoe

sighted and ultimately the sighted may want to learn or know

the events that are typical of the visually handicapped.

Physical activities and exercises are of particular importance

to the blind because their possibilities to more around arc*

limited if we coop are them with the sigh- tod. If the limitations

of the blind are taken into consideration, many physical

exercises can be modified according to the needs of the blind.

Pity and overprotection by the parents on account of lack of
I

information have prevented many blind persons from participating
*
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in physical activities. As a result , the large trunk museles

and vital organs will not develop. Safety precautions should

he given importance, -Environment must be familiar to the

participants in physical activities. All equipment and

apparatus must, be checked carefully and they should be taught

carefully how to use them. Another inportant factor is that

participants should be well informed about the apparatus they

are going to use.

Continuous coordination between physical education and

health care is a must. The physical educator must follow the

advice of the physiotherapist and dutician and then apply

the exercises to the blind. The main objective of physical

exercise and corrective therapy is physical restoration, and

that&s 'physical education of the blind' may be called

'physical rehablitation, of the blind'.

Corrective Exercises

Visually handicapped children can benefit from corrective

exercises in posture, coordination gait, etc. These children'
*

need to be engaged in elementary activities such as jumping
from the bottom step of a blight, climbing stairs correctly,
hopping, skipping, jumping upward and forward, running, etc.
Without attaining mastery m these activities, the blind9

i

children may not he able to participate actively with more
experienced sighted children of the same chronological age*
These children then come to kindergarten or first grade at
a lower level of readiness for physical education then their
seeing peers* Since they can neither see themselves in mirrors
nor they can see others to imitale, they need to be given necessary
activities and active play experiences - walking, jumping,
climbing, rolling, hopping etc, - so common to young children
to strengthen muscles and produce tone.

i

a
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In day school programmes, the class! s are of large

size and tne physical education teachers may..hesitate to

include a visually handicapped child lest he be ingurod.

The resource soon teacher should work out a cooperative

arrangement with physical education teache’s and with

regular classroom teachers. In order to provide physical

education for the visually handicapped end yet not put the

school at a disadvantage, a mobility teacher might serve

here as physical education teacher. Thus he combines his

training in physical education and special education. He

may divide his pupils into two or three homogeneous groups

and then include sighted children to provide healthy

integration.

Residential Programmes

In a residential programme, classes are small,

although a given group of children has its r.nge of

abilities and heterogeneity. Specialised equipment and

adapted conditions make physical activity natural and pleasant*

Rules of games and techniques of play can be modified-

using a large ball instead of the standard size, rolling

the ball instead of throwing it, using a guide wire in

track events, etc. Teachers may have had some special

education training in the area by the physically handicapped

and be less bearful about active play for these children.

Physical Eduoation_gid Recreation

Physical Education and recreation run in a parallel

line rather than lying end to end.

recreation can be reasonably two are not separable.Froqnently
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physical education programmes fall, not because there

are too few organised sports ar school but rather became

children, when not in school under the direction by the

teacher or coach, either do not know how to use leisure

time profitably or have no desire to be so engaged.

As far as family recreation is concerned!: some

activities, such as table games, regarding, membership in

clubs, spectator sports, etc. may bo mentioned. Some of
them, ar^ conducted singly, whereas others are best enjoyed
in the company of friends, seeing or visually handicapped.
Some pastimes are sedentary, while others are active and
vigorous. Variety is the key to refreshing leisure time
pursuits.
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EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON BODY tMUSCLE* RESPIRATION .HEART^^****^^

—
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Manamohan Rout,
Lecturer,
Govt. College of
Physical Education
Cuttack

.

The human body seems to be a simple structure

as we observe it daily. But practically it is the most

complex structure in the universe. Everyone of us is in

charge of this delicate and intricate machine, the body

and it is our foremost duty to learn how it works and

how it can be looked after properly. To study about it

two branches of science have been developed, namely

anatomy and physiology describing the structure and

function of the body respectively. In other words the bodf

is t he congregation of different units or systems. As

some locomotive to run properly with all its parts

must be well oiled and well organis ed, likewise the

human body needs exactly that to have all its organic

systems in good condition and properly systematised.

Ultimately brln glng in the soundness of organisms

life i.e. proper health and fitness.

The different physiological systems, again

brought in one major scientific area in the field of

physical education" and mass fitness programmes which

grows rapidly now -a-days is that of exercise physiology.

Over the years much have been experimented concerning

the pros and cons of exercise on t be normal growth

and development of the young child. The effects of
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physical activity resulting from" various researches '

indicates that exercise in general not only contributes

to the normal growth and development of the bones and
i

muscles but also it acts as the stimulant in the

development of the other vital internal organs.

Exercise physiology is the effects of exercise

on different organic systems of the body. The systems

present in our body are muscular system, skeletal,

circulatory, digestive, respiratory, reproductive,

excretory, endocrine, senses etc. specifically

exercise physiology is concerned with those systems

responses and adaptations to exercise. The modifications

commencing during exercises may be short termed but it

can be long termed as long as the acv tivity continued

on a regular basis. Knowledge of the effects of exercise

is essential and helpful for the practitioners, whether

they are participants or teachers in sshools, coaches

fitness leaders or the physical education teachers.

Exercise is needed for all year long starting

from the childhood to
% old ages. For proper functioning

the human organism and organic systems, need exercise

as an essential ingradient on a regular basis just as

it demands nutrious foods everyday. Dr . Edward c.Schneider

a famous physiol ogi. st after a life time study on the

effect of exercise came to condlusion that, "Frequently
r

repeated exercise extending over months and years is
r

necessary f or healthy, existence/ it is a physiological
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need of primitive kind which can not be eliminated by

civilization”, (it is difficult to find men who have

been injured by muscular exercise but easy to find

many who have failed of normal development and been

ruined by lack of it.

Exercises have been catagorised into different

type s s -

1) Active Exercises

2) Support exercises

3) Passive exercises

4) Postural exercises

Exercises of speed- (sprinting /running)

Endurance- long distance running, swimming,
mountain climbing, cross country

Strength - Isotonic , I sometric, Isokinetic,
Active dynamic static
Exercise

Skill - Acquiring a skill

Attent ion-

Alertness-

Support
Exercises - The balancing exercises

Passive
exercises - Massage

Postural
exercises - Exercises meant for spine, joints and bores.

Though different types of exercises are there

still most commonly used exercises for the development

of health, fitness are the active exercises

.

I

i
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However those exercises do have some definite effects

on th'*' organic systems. The important organs of the bcdv

get involved during exercises are the

a) muscular system

b) respiratory system

c) heart and cardiac cycle

These are the three major body parts on which

the discussion may be made.

EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON MUSCLES

1) The sarcolemma of muscle fibres become thicker

and stronger. (The part that surrounds each muscle

fibre by connective shealth tissue)

•

2) The amount of connective tissues called
*

as epimysium and perimysium thickens.

3) The size of the muscle increases not, the

number.
,

4) The muscle gains greater strength

5) The muscular endurance increases. It means

the muscle cells exercised properly gain a power to

delay the fatigue after some streneous work a nd

quickly recover from fatigue.

6) There is a chemical change in muscles when

the regular exercise is made. An increase of the

chemical substances like phosphocreatin contents/
<

t »

glycogen* non-Vnitrogenus materials and hemoglobin

commences.These chemical substances prepare the muscles

for the streneous and hard work.
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7) The nerve impulses travel more readily

across the major endplate in the muscle fibres during

contractions

.

8) Muscular activities also cause a rise in

muscle temperature. During streneous prolonged exercises

the body temperature may rise very high. To prevent

excessive rise in temperature a heat dissipating mechanism

is set xn operation.

9) The contraction and relaxation of muscles

the movement of joints and bones occur. It help in the

mobilization of body parts during activities*

EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON RESPIRATION

1) The diaphragm is the principal muscle of

respiration during rest. The muscles involved especially

in respiration are external intercoastals, scalers,

sternocleidomastoids, the trapezius and extensions of

back and neck are developed while heavy respiration is

needed.

2) Practicing exercise in earlier ages result

in a greater expansion of chest cavity and the depth cf

chest is increased.

3) The blood is exposed to oxygen over a

greater area.
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4) Alveolar ventilation is the most important.

Exen6_se improve (i) the iepth of breathing

(ii) Frequency of breathing (iii) the size of dead space.

5) Respiration during exercise is regulated

by nural and temperature factors.

6) During exercise minute ventilation or

pulmonary ventilation is regulated more to the need

of the carbon dioxide disposed than to oxygen

consumption.

7) During exercise the diffusion surface

capacity is. increased at both the alveolar capillary

and tissue capillary membranes due the fac t that

many more capillaries now open.

8) During exercise the hemoglobin concentrations

in the blood increases thusresulting in an increased

oxygen carrying capacity of blood.

10) Exercise practices improves the following

pulmonary functions by larger resting and exercising

lung volumes and capacities of athletes and non athletes.

Total Volume »- The volume of air breathed in and
out during each respiratory cycle.

Inspiratory reserve The maximal volume of air that can
Volumes— be taken in following inhalation

of tidal volume.

Expiratory reserve The maximal volume of air that
Volume s - can be exhaled following the end

of a normal exhalation of tidal
volume (Co-)

.
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Residual Volume s- The volume of air still remains
*

in the lungs following a maximal
exhalation.

Total lung capacity s -The volume of air contained in
the lung following a maximal inspi-
ration .

Vital capacity^- The maximal volume of air that can
be forcefully exhaled from the
lungs following a maximal inspiration

Inspiration capacitysThe maximal amount of air that can
be taken in following a normal
exhalation of tidal volume.

Functional residual The amount of air retraining in
capacity s

-

the lungs at the resting expiratory
level.

EFFECT OF EXERCISE ON HEART

The total work of an individual accomplished

is restricted largely by the hearty for this organ

pumps blood, which in turn carries oxygen and nutrients

to the cells of the body and transparts away the waste

products such as metabolic products/ lactic acid

etc. which are formed by the chemical changes in cells

taking place during exercise. It has its structural

properties/ cardiac cycles/ cardiac output and stroke

volume etc. When the individual engages himself In

different exercises/ physical activiti es, sports or

games etc.

1) The cardiac cycle involves all the pressure

hhanges, volume changes and valve ac-ptions that take

place during one complete phase of contraction arid

relaxation of heart.

h
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2) Prom a functional view point, cardiac output
m "" r*

is the most important aspect -of heart function. It is

determined by the product of heart rate (beats/minute)

times stroke volume (ml/beat) . Endurance exercises

bring about a greater working cardiac output and

stroke volume.

3) I n both trained and untrained individuals

heart rate increases linearly as work load and oxygen

consumption per minute increases.

4) The heart rate reacts differently to certain

kinds of exercises. For example the greatest accelera-

tion of the heart occures in exercise of speed such

as sprint running . Smallest increase takes place

in exercise of strength such as weight lifting.

Endurance exercises such as distance running increases

the heart rate somewhere between those of speed and

strength exercises. Heart rate recovery however takes

longer following endurance exercises.

5) In addition to specific types of exercises

and training the factors like age, sex, postures, emotions
and environmental factors.

6) During exercise the increase of stroke
volume is due to a greater emptying of the left ventricle.

7) A slow heart rate combined with a large
stroke volume' is the charasteristics of a trained
individual and thus indicates an efficient

circulatory system*
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8 The normal heart of the trained endurance

person has a greater pumping capacity and is able

to provide more oxygen to the working muscles then

the untrained heart. That is athletic heart - which has

an increased capacity due to (a) an increase in the

amount of blood flow (b) An increase in number of

capillaries (c) an increase in the mitochondrial size

and th«ir content and in their related enzymes.

9) ^ome 0£ the benifits of the aerobic exercise

include the ability to utilise more oxygen during

streneous exercise, a lowar heart rate at rest, the

production of less lactic acid, and greater endurance.

It reduces blood pressure and changes blood chemistry.

It also improves the efficiency of heart. Aerobic

exercise is responsible for development of supplement

blood vessels to the heart which would oe helpful

in the event of a heart attack and also such exercise

results in increasing the size of coronary arteries

and thus assisting the flow of blood to the heart if

the artery is narrowed by a clot.
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Module No:PE 10

EVALUATION STRATEGIES IN PHYSICAL AND HEALTH

EDUCATION AT ELEMENTARY LEVEL

Dr .D . K. Bhattacharya

,

Introduction:

Physical and Health Education could be considered as

integral part of teaching-learning process in an elementary

school. Physical and Health Education programme at elementary

level should highlight the development of Total Health of

the learner. Development of total health implies harmonious

development of physical/ mental and emotional health of the

learner. It should also highlight cultivation of certain

basic qualities, attitudes, values anc practices related to

healthful living, sanitation, nutrition and fitness of the

body so that the health status of individual learner, family

and community improves. Evaluation strategies in Physical

and Health Education programmes at elementary level has the

following distinctive features:

1, Areas/Scope of evaluation in Physical and Health

Education should be broad-based, it should highlight not

only pupils performance/progress but also the effectiveness

of teacher competancy and programme evaluation.

2. Evaluation of Pupil performance/progress should

highlight non-scholastic areas more : Psychomotor skills/

competancy and socio-emotional traits related to affective

domain in addition to scholastic domain.
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3. Evaluation of Socio-emotional traits or personal/
q

social qualities should focus the acuisition/inculcation of

qualities/characteristics like discipline, leadership,

cooperation, civic sense, cleanliness, emotional ^stability,

initiative drive and industry in individual pupil.

4. Evaluation of the pupil performance, effectiveness

of teacher competancy and programme implementation should be

done with reference to identified MLL in various areas of

physical and Health Education.

5. No rigid and formal testing should be introduced at

elementary level.

6. Periodic assessment of pupil's progress should be

done through".various techniques.
f>

- jf

7. Techniques of evaluation of pupil's performance may

include (i) skill assessment, (ii) Recording of evidence/

periodical check ups af physical, social and emottoftal traits

undertaken through formal and informal observations and oral

testing in Cards/schedules/observation sheets, (ill) Medical

inspection and check up (iv) knowledge testing through

objective type items (with emphasis on multiple choice type

of items)

.

8. Grades instead of marks should be used while measuring

skills/competancies/traits/characteristics/knowledge
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Areas of Evaluation in Physical Education
«—»»« , i, i .„—mmmt I >W .1 * — ——«

Evaluation in Physical Education should deal with three

basic aspects:

A) Evaluation of Pupil's Performance/progress in various

areas of physical education such as Physical Education, Health

Education, Recreation etc. Evaluation of students performance

could be formal or informal. Evaluation in physical education

may highlight either progress of individual students or the

progress of students in group. Evaluation of students

perform®ce should be done with reference to MLL identified in

respective areas of physical education.

B) Evaluation of Teachers CompetanCy in organisation and

management of activities in various areas of physical education,

Health Education and Recreation. The purpose of evaluation of

Teacher competency is to improve the instructional process or to

measure the teachers effectiveness

,

C) Evaluation of Effectiveness of School programme on Physical

Education. The purpose of school programme evaluation is to

evaluate critically the total programme or select programme areas.

A. Evaluation of Pupils Performance/Progress;

Th£_focus: Pupils performance progress in various areas of
physical education could be evaluated with reference to
process evaluation or product evaluation.

Procress evaluation refers to evaluation of pupils
performance in general movement patterns in acquiring various
skills involved in an activity. The style of movement in
acquisition of sequential skills involving an activity is
the point of focus rather than outcome of skill performed.
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Prod', ,|C'b Evaluation refers to evaluation of performance

outcomes in terms of measruable skills/competency that the

pupil has acquired.

Example 1 ; in fundamental ball skill product evaluation refers

to how far the ball was thrown, the process evaluation deals

with the quality of throwing pattern.

Example 2 ; In "cricket bowling the product evaluation refers

to how many wickets were taken by the bowler while tho praces i

evaluation refers to the quality of ball throwing pattern,

the number of runs the bowler has allowed in an over etc.

The Basic issues ;

Evaluation is the area of students performance in various

aspects of physical education centres round the following

basic issues*
J

1.

To devise a system of recording which is valid, objective,

reliable and less time-consuming,

2.

To identify the number of skills in sequence to be

obs erved/recorded/measured

.

3.

To decide the frequency of observation/measurement of

a trait.

4.

To decide the proportion of time to bedevoted for

evaluation of in-class or out-of-the class activities.

Evaluation of skills ?

l.ln playing a particular sport/game/atheletic item a

number of basic skills are involved. In view of wide

range of skills in various sports and atheistic items

selection of most important skills involved in an

activity is essential.
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2. The skills involved in sports/atheletic events

‘depends on some degre 2 of strength/endurance

.

r1

On many occasions it becomes difficult to understand
r

whether a participant attained a specific score

due to physical fitness or sports/atheletic skills.

3. The nature of skills involved in differfents sports/
atheletic events are not uniform# they vary, a
skilled gymnast may not be a good swimmer of football
player.

4. Certain basic skills such as speed# balance and
coordination are common to many sports/atheletic
events

.

5. a skill evaluation should be simple in execution'/
Several aspects of a particular skill should not
be measured as a time.

6. Skills are tfa be arranged sequentially as per expert
judgement otherwise it

m
#5sult in complications.

Test should measure one aspect of a skill while the
other aspects should be kept constant.

7. The evaluation result of skill should help in
suitable differentiation of student abilities.

8. The skill identified in sequence should be suitable
for the age level of the pupils.

9. The dimensions of skilled performance are :

a. Number of successful performance
r'

b * accuracy in performance
c. Time taken to acquire a skill is used to measure

l

speed in running, swimming, jumping, skating or
skiing# Speed may be measured by scoring the
difference covered in a set time,

d. Distance - a linear range covered by a performance
such as throw, a hit, a jump, or a vault.
Linear measurements may be used in broad jump,
short put, discuss, javelin, high jump and pole-vaulu.
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Identification of skills in sports/qames/athelo tics events

Example Is Skill involved in Badminton
i) Short serve

ii) Long serve

iii) High serve

iv) Smash stroke

v) Frequency of stokes

vi) Time-taken for stroke

ExampleiJ; Skills involved in Horizontal Bar (Gymnastic)

1. Back circle to frong support

2. One-half-circle forward

3. Single knee hang, swing head above bar 3 times

4. Assisted swing dismount- 3 swings

5. Two chins up - each grip

6. Single knee hung, single knee mount

7. Single knee circle forward (reverse grip)

8. Left half or right half left, double knee

circle backward

9. Double knee swing dismount

10. Short underswing dismount 5 feet

11. Jump to single knee uprise

12. Forward knee circle

13. Left half right or right half left, double

knee circle backward

14. Four chins ups each grip

Example III {Skills involved in Track events
—

—

|

—
I ^ mm u m i

1 . Skill of sprinting

2. Skill of pacing

Example IV: Skills involved. in Basket Ball (Group Skills)

1. Passing

2 . Shooting

3

.

jumping

4. Dribbling v
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Example V: Skills involved in Football (Group Skill)
" t

_ mi

1. Passing

2 . Catching

3 . Kicking

4 . Running

5 . Pass defence

Example VI

{

Skills Involved in Hockey

1 . Drive

2. Dribble

3. Fielding

4. Turning to the right

5. Dodging

Example VII

{

Skills involved in Volley Ball

1. Ability in passing

2. Volleying

3. Serving

4. Performing the set up

Process Evaluation in Students Performance ;

Process Evaluation of Students performance may deal
with evaluation of skills, comparison of entry behaviour
with later performance, physical fitness, knowledge of a

particular sport/activity.

1. Evaluation of skills involved in an event/activity ;

Psychomotor domain is one of the major area which
should be highlighted in process evaluation of students
performance. For' evaluating any activity in the

physical education area skills involved in a particular
activity should be listed in sequence so that they
could be^evaluated during practice/learning stage.
Check list could be used as a tool of evaluation when
skills ere listed in proper sequence.
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Sample check list

Skills are to listed in sequence at the top. The name of

the students could be inserted in the left hand side. Child

performance against the skill items could be choked while

checking each skills items 3 point rating could bo used, 0,

1

,

2

could be rating points where 0 » No Conformance, Impartial

Conformance and 2=Complete Conformance, l*h]ts type of check list

would be of great help in making proper diagnosis of students

defeciency in acquisition of skills and help the students to

understand the fundamentals necessary for improving perform a nc

Evaluation of skill would indicate to the teacher what progress

is being made by the students and when re-teaching is necessary.

2. Comparison of entry behaviour with later performances

Annecdotal Record Sheets could be used for informing
discrepancy between

students about/their entry skills and present performance.

In Annecdotal Record Sheets observation are recorded at the

beginning of an unit/activity which could be compared with the

performance at a later date.
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Sample Annecdotal Record Card

Teacher^ **-'•»*V W-
.

Class Event/Activity Date
- U- - ^

Ram; Progress is not satisfactory. He is to practice more.
1

- “ *

r*

Shyam ; Seems to be dispouraged about; the event. Hay be
2 *

* ^

discussed with his parents,

Bharat 1 j performance' excellent. She may help others.
I

*3

2 . Measurement of the level of Physical fitness of the students
l

A Physical education teacher conducting school fitness

programme is generally not concerned with laboratory method

of measuring body compsotion and estimation of body fitness.

Age-height-weight tables for males and females could be

considered as one item to measure physical fitness. Each value
in Age-height-we ight tables is an 'average 1 weight for a given
age, sex and height. Though the value does not reflect an
ideal weight but indicate the average weight for people of a

particular sex, age and height.

The School Cumulative Record card should contain a

section dealing with permanent health record and physical
fitness. Health and physical fitness should be reported to
parents

,

B
* |jy.

a2uatipn_ of Teacher Competancy in Physica l Education:

Teachers competancy in management and organisation of
activities in various aspects of physical education could also
be viewed from product evaluation and process evaluation. The
process-oriented physical education teacher is more concerned
whether the students have acquired proper patterns, skills
performance and positive attitude towards the activity or
whether the student has acquired the right technique. On the



otherward, a product Oriented teacher Is more concerned with

the outcome of the game - Win or defeat. He is not interested

about the proper patterns of skilled performance/ students

attitude to learning physical education/health education/

recreation activities or about the techniques of performing

an activity. In a foot ball match the product-oriented

teachers is more concerned with losing or winning the gunc.

The teacher competancy could be evaluated by ‘ iso of methods

such as checklist, rating scales and observation schedule.

If the number of choice points are more the level of unrelia-

bility of ratings increases on may occassions, Check lists

and Rating Scales are informed by subjective impression and

opinion of the evaluator. There is a need for developing

a systematic method of observation of teacher activity for

quantification of teaching process. Siedentop text-entitled

'Developing Teaching Skills in Physical Education' (1983)

may provide necessary guidelines for developing systematic

teacher self-observation. Techniques used by Dart ot al (1988)

in systematic observation instrumentation for physical education

could also be utilised for the purpose. In order to develop

systematic method observation of teacher activity in physical

Education the following aspects arc to be taken into

consideration;

1) Recording of frequency with which a certain teachers
I* -I" mm n«W

behaviour occurs. Not the quality of teacher behaviour,

quantitification of teacher behaviour in organisat ion/m^n&gement
*

of various activities is the principal point of focus.

Observable teacher behaviour could be recorded.
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2) Length/duration of certain behaviours could ’-e

recorded in terns of minutes and seconds. The data could be

converted into percentage so that comparisons could be made

lesson-wise.
\

3) Intervals shiuld hoc allowedi between observation and

recoeing of Loflvidfhli teacher behaviour. 6 to 12 seconds
»

intervals could be allowed twice - one for observation and

another for recording.

4) Since the nature of strength, weakness and concerns

for improvement varies from teacher to teacher only one

behaviour should be evaluated at a time. The teacher is to

maintain a balance between instruction and practice. An

observer could record this balance in each teaching episode,

5) Management skill of physical education teacher is very

vital. There is a need of management skill when students are

grouped into different formations when apparatus and equipment

are handled and when directions are given in these areas. The

adequacy of duration of management time could be evaluated,

6) The teacher involvement in practice time is to be

evaluated. Teacher is to organise skill practice in order to

inculcate skills in students during physical activity. In

order to evaluate practice time, duration recording is most

effective method,

7) Teachers ability in identifying Response Latency may

also be evaluated. Teacher should be able to judge how quickly

the students response when commands or signals are given.

8) The type of feedback the teacher offer to students

which improves the physical education instruction may also be

evaluated. The nature of verbal and non-verbal feedback

corrective instructional feedback, general and specific,

feedbacks may be evaluated.
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9) Teachers ability in evaluating students performance
should also be evaluated. The teacher should be able to
evaluate the performance of the students through placheck
(planned activity check) observation technique (slednetop, 1983)

,

A sample Teacher Rat-Inn Scale

Name of the teacher

Activity

Grade

3 2 1 Comments

1.

personal qualities;

Appearance

Neatness; appropriate dress
/

clarity of language

Foresight
w»

Creativity

Enthus iasm

2.

Quality of activity planning,

confidence, self control,

3.

Activity management

4.

Teaching technique

5

.

Adequate activity

6.

Demonstration (if any)

7. Safety precautions

taught-observed

8.

Ability to supply/prepare

facilities/equipments

,

9.

Clear communication of ideas

10, Sensitive to student ideas/needs

11.

Provide positive reinforcement/

encouragement

12,

Accomplishes objectives
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13.

Appropriate progressions
14.

Ad just to student ability

General evaluation

3.

Above Average/superior

2 . Average

1. Below average

Evaluator

Date

:

Students performance in Socio-emotional Traits or Personal

Social Qualities ;

Certain socio-emotional traits or personal-social

qualities have relevance to Health and Physical Education.

These are:

1. Discipline

2 t Leadership

3. Cooperation

4. Fellow feeling

5. Initiative

6. Cleanliness
I

7. Emotional stability

8. Drive

9. Punctuality

Students performance in selected socio-emotional

traits should be assessed periodically. Check list could

be used as a tool of evaluation.
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Sample check list ;

Socio-emotional traits may be listed in at the top.

The name of the students * could be inserted in the left

hand side. Child’s performance against a partt-cular

trait could be checked. While checking each trait item
•i

3 point rating could be used, 0, 1* 2 could be rating
*

paints where 0»Excellent, l=Average and 2=Poor. This type

of check list would be of great help in making proper

diagnosis of students defeciency in acquisition of personal

social
.

qual tties

.

Reporting to parents
. -ITS *W Ml p^n——

The performance' of. the students 1 in the areas of

performance test (skill test) , Fitness Test and Knowledge
it

Test may be communicated to the parents in the Physical

Education Grade Card as shown below

j

Physical Education Grade Card

5£uclen£S
_Name

ist_terminal

PT-
PT-
KT-.

SETTt
Grade

$eacEirTs
__Names

2nd terminal

PT-
PT-
KT-
SETT-
Grade

3rd terminal

PT—
FT-
KT-
SETT-
Grade

Section

Average grading

PT-
PT-
KTU
SETTw
A.v. Grade



PT = Perfctmance (skill) Test

FT = Fitness Test

KT = Knowledge Test
SET= socio-emotiorlal traits

Elementary physical ddfrcat ion progress check list

Student;- Class - .. Teacher-

In the physical education programme of the schools

activities have been selected in order to develop specific

skills. The ratings are based on various tests during

various physical education activity programme. The check

mark indicate a satisfactory performance has been demonstrated

by the pupil,

1.

Ability to perform basic soccer skills -

2 . Understand the rules/team play concepts of soccer -

3.

Accept decision of the Leader (teacher/student) -

^.Achieved satisfactory rating on performance test -

Product evaluation
f !— PW I

| |

Sports/Atheletic knowledge Tests

Objective sports/atheletics knowledge tests (Teacher made)

may be constructed which may include coverage of history, rules,

techniques and strategies. Multiple choice type of items have

immerse potentiality. _
—

The examples of Multiple choice type <fcf -items are given

below;

Multiple Choice Type of items (Knowledge )

1, In volley ball foul occurs by

(a) Hitting the ball with fist .....
ftw ~ -*

(b) Hitting the ball with the head
4.

(c) Hitting the ball with the wrist -
,

(d) "None of the above
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2.

Tennis Service is made from

(a) Service line

(b) Center line

(c) Side line

(d) Base line -

3. Comprehension

A score of 6 - 4, 4-2 mean in Tennis

(a) A has won 10 points to B's

(b) A won 6 points in the first game and 4 in the record

(c) A has the advantage score in set

(d) a won first set and is ahead in the second

4. Application

The drives should be used in Tennis

(a) When playing behind the base line

(b) When playing just in front of the service line

(c) When playing net position

(d) When playing midcount, with ball coming directly
towards one ’ s feet .

5. Which of the following strokes most nearly resemble each

other ?

(a) Volley-drive

(b) Smash - serve

(c) Lol - Volley

(d) Smash - drive

r

K
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,

C) Evaluation of effectiveness of school programme on ,

physical education

Evaluation of the effectiveness of school programme

in the area of physical education would indicate

1) Programme coverage .

•

2) Facilities equipment and supplies

3) Transactional methodology

4) Curriculum transaction

5) The strength of the programme

6) The weakness of the programme

7) Need to expand or reduce the programme

8) Need for more emphasis on a particular aspect of

the programme

k four point check list may be developed for evaluation

of effectiveness of school programme.
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Health Education in the Elementary School and
liniMi 11 sl*j m

<5. Bhat eacharya

DEFINITION OF HEALTH

Health and hygiene, along with language and mathematics

have formed a part school education in our country since pre-

independence day, while other subject areas have changed over

the years (Geography & History - Social Sciences - Thviron-

raental studies at primary level) and new areas have been

introduced e.g. SUPW. In the case of health education the

change has been internal. Health in the hygienic sense s
evolved

over thousands of years as an approach to survival and fitness.

It focussed mainly on how to stay disease free. The modern

concept of health has undergone a sea-change. world Health

Organisation has defined health as a state of physical,
>

mental, social ahd spiritual well-being, It is these dimensions

that needs to be inculcated into the curriculum.

DlmENSEOiTS OF HEALTH EDUC ATION

"Wellbeing” is a dimension that is very difficult to

measure. It may theoretically be identified by five fitness

components; physical fitness, emotional fitness, social

fitness, spiritual fitness and cultural fitness.

Sorochan ahd Bender (1979) has suggested the folio

salient characteristics of each type of fitness.

Physical fitness (maintenance of body processes)

a) efficient functioning of body systems and organs

b) ability to resist infections and communicable diseases

Con tel • «

¥

2* *
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*

c) freedom from disease, infirmity or physical disorder

d) avoiding “'substances and experiences hazardous to
optimal physical fitness

e) overall minimum muscular strength

f) eating a variety and a balance of foods regularly

g) minimum cardiovascular - respiratory - muscular
endurance

h) heuro muscular coordination, flexibility and balance

1

)

weight normal for body height, age, sex and body
density.

2. Smotional fi tness (mental fitness) - (feelings, thoughts
and self-identity.

a) coping successfully with the stress of daily living

b) being flexible in oil social situations

c) feeling worthwhile and adequare as a person

d) feeling content and nappy

e) feeling a sense of accomplishment and self-realization

f) facing up to and accepting reality

g) feeling worthwhile as a member of society by meeting
the demands of life

h) having emotional stability

i) exercising self-discipline and self-confidence

d) accepting responsibility for one's behaviour and-
social roles

k) feeling good about self and others

l) having worth while hebbies and recreational interests
m) being able to give, express and accept love
n) having an adequate self image.

3. Social fitness (relating to others)

a) having a human approach to living and dealing with
‘

others

b) setting up own minimum moral standards of conduct
c) having ethical integrity in interpersonal relationships

I

with and to contribute to the
happiness and welfare of others.

Contd. . . 3.

«
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e)

s)

h)

i)

a)

socialising by doing things with others and bybecoming involved with others
*

cultivating close friends.

being able to make new friends

being able to relate to people of all ages

behaving in socially acceptable way (morals)

M£i.bual J^tness (aspirations and ideals)

a) aspiring for a safer and a more abundant life for
oneself and for one's society.

b) aspiring toward "the better things m life -

c) feeling an awareness of a purpose in life and that
living and life itself, are worthwhile

d) being able to appreciate art and aesthetics

e) having ambition to achieve and to accomplish.

f) being able to agive way to creative imaginations as
well as optness to egress creativity

g) being able to set attainable goals and to ejq? eri encc
success and self-fulfilment of these

h) having courage to face the unknown

i) willing to take calculated risks

o) feeling that what you do is worthwnile and

appreciated by others.

5. Cultural fitness (identity with community)

a) responsible involvment in community affairs

b) serving others as a pulelic servant

c) being a contributing member of society

d) attending and/or participating in cultural

festivites and social functions e.g. music,

etc.

HEALTH EDUCATION; IN

art donee

The wide demensions of modern concept of health,

brings to the fare the idea that achisvement of health

Contd. , . 4.

«

s
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cannot be effected through a single subject area, but
I

through the whole curriculum particularly at the elementary
level. This is particularly true for all the four areas

other than physical fitness.

In the present day elementary school curriculum the

physical fitnes-'s demensi'ons are covered under two subject

areas; "Environmental Studies" and "Health and Physical

Education" (HPE) . The problem emerges as to who teaches about

"health" and what are the strategies to be followed. In

single teacher schools this problem is solved because the same
teacher deals with both subjects, but in schools with separate
teachers in the two areas the overlapping domains needs to be

discussed between teachers so as to avoid confusion.

KINIliUh LEVELS OF LEARNING In HEAL TH

As mentioned above health education is being imparted
under, two different subjects. The minimal levels of learning
in Environmental studies have been "worked out (see Annexure
for Health components) * A similar exercise is not available
for the health component in "health and physical Education".
However if one books at the prescribed syllabus one finds r

lot of overlap in content between the subjects*

ACTIVITY 1: Discuss whether the minimal levels prescribed
under EE is also the minimal levels hoped to

be achieved under HPE or whether addition^
conpetencies can be achieved.

ACTIVITY 2:_ Given that the Minimum level is to be, attained
by all students Identify activities which can
be undertaken by the HPE teacher to achieve
minimum levels as prescribed in EE minimal
1 evel s

.

Contd. . . 5.

.
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ROLE OF TEACHER :

The health of the students are partially "the respon-

sibility of the teacher. As such the teacher must be able to

3udge whether a student is ’ healthy ' according to the

modern concept. For this the teacher has to evaluate from ti..

-

to time the status of health of the student. Such health

cards may cover areas such as growth and development, habits?

illnesses, disabilities immunigation and behaviour. Keeping
!

such records will help is monitoring the health status of the

pupil.

activity y.
i

Develop a Health. card, for keeping Individual
*

*

records of students#

V
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MINIMUM LEVEL OP LEARNING IN HEALTH AND

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
——— ^ II 1 1
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1* Basic body

positions
& Movements

1.1.1. to stand in correct position with

straight back, eyes forward and

weight distributed on both legs.

1.1.2. to sit in correct position with
straight back

2, ^hythmic

activities

1.1.3. to bend forward from thewaist keep-

ing the knees straight and feet

• a"P art
I

1.1.4. to bend sideways (left and right)

keeping feet apart
f

1.1.5. to walk correctly by placing heel

first and with toe projecting
straight forward.

2.1.1, to perform actions related to

poem/ song recited by the teacher

3.

Imitations, story 4.1.1.

plays & mimetics.

to imitate the action of two

animals such as monkey, cat,

elephant, birds etc.

4,1.2. to imitate Hie
,
gait of any -three

animals such as elephant, frog,

monkey, dog etc.

4, Minor & Lead up 5.1.1. to participate actively in two
games smell- area games

5. 'Simple combatives 7.1.1. to pull and push using hands

* Identified by participants in Group Work.
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Area- ' Class IX

1.

Basic body 1.2,1. to stand, in a circle made on
positions & the floor.
Movements

1.2.2. to form a circle with 5 to 8
students by Joining hands.

1.2.3. to stand at attention, -with

heels together and hands on siae

1.2.4. to stand at ease by keeping feet
ap art, hands at the back.

1.2.5. to understand and obey commands
"attention" and stand- at- ease".

1.2.6. to walk straight using a guide
line with either left or right
foot on the line

1.2.7. to walk in a sin&Le file (5 or

6 students one behind the other)

1.2.8. to run correctly on toes.

1.2.9. to bend backwards by placing
hands on hip.

j

2. Rhythmic 2.2.1. to clgp to rhythm with drum beat

activities or
,

2.2.2. to keep time by stamping with

the foot to the rhythm of drum

beat or count.

2.2.3. to sing '.nd perform rhythmic

action for one song.

3. Imitations, story 4.2.1. to imitate sound and movement oi

palys & mimetics. objects such as car, train,
* machine etc.

4.2.2.
*

Minor & Lead up 5.2,1.

games

Simple combatives 7-2*1*

7.2,2.

to say the words and perform

actions to two poems/ stories

to participate actLvety in two

more smell" area games*

to push and pull back to back

to pull stick or hands with

partner.
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Class III

1. Basic body
positions &
Movements

2.
nhythmic
activities

3* Marching

1.3*1. walk for a distanceof 10 m.

keeping an object such as book
on head

1.3.2. to walk in two files with 5 to 6

students in each file.

1.3.3. to run between 2 lines for 50m.

1.3.4. to run in a circle

1.3.5. to perform three free arm

exercises - raising arms forward,
sideways and upward

1.3.6. to perform three free arm
exercises involving bending
forward backward and sideways

1.3.7. to throw or catch a ball or ring
in pairs

1.3.6. catch a ball thrown by the
leader standing in the centre
of a semicircle and throw it
back to the leader

2.3.1. to perform rhythmic action of
two songs.

3.3.1. to do mark time march standing at
one position without moving arms

3.3.2. to understand and respond to
commands ’’March” Halt" and ’’Right

turn” left turn”

3.3-3. to perform right turn and left
turn from attention position

4, Minor & -Lead up
games

5, Cfymnastics

6, Yoga

5.3.1. to participate actively two mpre
minor games

6.3.1. to balance on °ne (foot),
L

-

repeat with other foot* - -

*

9*3.1* to perfbrm 'any two of, the- - '

following asanas
l

Sukhasana

Padmasana
fadasana

'

Vajrasana
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Area

1. Basic body-

positions &
Movements

2. Rhythmic
activities

3. Marching

4. Minor & Lead up
games

5. Gymnastics

6. Yoga

Cl ass IV
7«nrtcir

1.4.1. to stand in a single line
according to height

1.4.2. to number from the right
(1-2-3-4 ,) continuously

1.4.3. to number in t»s from the
right (1-2- 1-2 )

1.4.4. to form class in two rows by
either no 1' s or no 2s moving
forward 2 or 3 steps

1.4.5. to perform two exercises each
for neck, arras, trunk and legs

2.4.1. to perform one folk dance

3.4.1. to do about turn from
*

attention

3.4.2. to march in a single file
keeping one arm distance

3.4.3* to understand and respond to

commands - w Snick march w

uAbout turn”

4.4.1. to participate actively m two

more minor games

4.4.2. tp play circle Kho

5.4.1. to balance on one leg with
body parallel to the ground

and hands on tne side of the

body. Repeat with other
foot.

5.4.2. to perform head stand

5.4.3. to roll forward once

5.4.4. to wheel on hands and feet

(cartwheel) once.

6.4.1.

to perform the remaing two

asanas from class III and one

more from the following

- Chakrasana
- PaschiDwtanasana
- Bhujanga asana
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J£MSl

1 . Basic body 1.5.1.

positions 8c

Movements

1.5.2.

2. Rhythmic 2.5.1.

activities

3. Marching 3.5*1.

3.5.2.

3.5.3.

4. Minor & Lead up 4.5*1*

games

4. 5.2.

5. gymnastics 5.5.1.

6. Track & Field 6.5.1.

6.5.2.

6.5.3.

7. Yoga 7.5.1.

Class V

to perform four combination

exercises involving arms and
legs.

to perform drill with any
one apparatus (hoop, ball,

ribbon, hanky, dumbell sticks)

to perform one more folk dance

to perform right and left
wheel while marching m single
file.

to march in two rows

to understand and follow the

commands, right wheel, left
wheel, Quick march

to participate actively in

two more minor games.

to play Kabaddi.

to perform Hand Stand with
support.

to run 50 mtrs.

to perform standing broad jump

to throw cricket ball for a
distance of 10 mtrs.

to perform the remaing two

asanas from class IV and
one from the following

Dhanurasana

Vnkshasana

Sarvangasana

Shavasana



MENTAL HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
IN SCHOOLS

EDUCATION CUFWISULUM

Module HPE No. 12 PKDF. K.C,PANDA

The common slogan » a sound body and a sound mind"
runs quite contrary to the much prevalent parent- teacher
instruction “Hm'tplay too much, your studies are going
to be affected”. Lack of understanding of the dynamic
relationship that exists between play and mental health,
body and mind, physical education curriculum and academic
curriculum has often been the source of concern and the
danger of neglecting one for the other. In the recent
curricular reform therefore, Health and Physical education
has been given a very significant place from early child
hood education to secondary education and the objectives
of each has been carefully framed and stated in the
curriculum framework of ELementary and Secondary schools
published by NCERT,

*

Let us look at what Mental Health means and then
see how physical education curriculum can contribute to
its development and maintenance. Mental Health siaply
means adjustment of individuals to themselves and to the
world at large e.g., greatest success in adjustment
according to capability characterised by minimum of tension
and friction. The mentally healthy child reflects self
acceptance, a balance between instincts and conscience,
less tof conflict, and more of tolerance, displays realistic
perception of reality and mastery of environment, possesses
ability to love others, conpetent in maintaining human
relations, adapation to current circumstances and willingnea
to use problem solving approaches.



• How do children develop these qualities ? What is

the role of teachers ? It is stated that teachers cannot

presceibe tranquilisers or antedepresant drugs but they

can administer the pain relieving aspirin of acceptance,

time to listen and tolerahoe for deviant conduct.

To make it more operational teachers must emphasize

the physical* mental and emotional aspect of personality.

They should ensure that the child gets alongwith himself
m,

and so also with others in the process of becoming a human

being, They should demonstrate involvement in the whole

process of developing, mental healthy among children and

understand its significance. This responsibility on the

part of teachers is a must.
J

In this day to-day interaction with children

teachers are expected to have faith in the freedom of

children. Children no matter how young they are possess

a personality or identity of their own which demands

respects from others. Hence, teachers must respect the

personality of the growing child instead of hurting or

insulting them.

They should encourage them to develop attitudes of

cooperation, participation, regard for authority. While
so doing teachers have to understand that tpe children

have developed a feeling of security. They should be allowed
i

to explore and experience and satisfy their aniosity than

directed and advised* By that the need to be independent

will grow.

More specifically, it has been found that the

causes of maladjustment are insecurity, inferiority, guilt,



conflict, labelling, with-drawal from social group, truancy.

Hence, it is for teachers to safeguard that they do not

display any positive discrimination. They need to out grow

their past. They respect differences among children, They

listen to children and provide cathartic treatment, Thereby

they enhance the Eg© of their children in schools*

The next question is, if harmonious development of

body, mind and spirit are essential ingredients of mental

health how does physical education contribute to such an

objective ? It is said that physical education emphasizes,

the health of the learners and community i.e. ensuing

emotional and mental health of children is inbuilt in the

objective of physical education which apparently creates an

impression that it promotes only physical health. One has

therefore, to explicate the role physical education has

to play*

What kind of learning take spl ace in physical education ?

It is obvious that much can be learned about the^body itself.

They do learn the relationship of this equipment to optimum

physical functioning and to heppiness and well being.

A type of learning that takes place in physical

education concerns his relationship with youngsters* The

physical education class offers a wonderful opportunity

to instil such qualities as courage initiative, leadership,

followership, honesty, and dependability, fee give and take

in the physical education class helps a child to appreciate

better the individual abilities of others and the value of

playing according to rules* Physical education is not just



an education of the physical body. It is not mentally

exercising, seveating, putting, building strength and

stamina. It is uses the body as a veichle through which

knowledge is gained, attitudes, are developed and desirable

social qualities and devision making habits are acquired.

The physical education is education through and by means

of physical acativity.

’ It is a way or means and not an end itself. The

objectives of physical education are far* elastic and

comprehensive. This is reflected in a precise definition

of the concept of physical education.

"Physical education, an integral part of the total

education process is a field of endeavour which has as its

aim the development of physically, mentally, emotionally

and socially fit individuals through the medium of physical

acativities that have been selected with a view to realising

the outcome s'
1
.

( Bucher, C.A. (1968) Foundations of physical education.

The fl.Vi Mosly Co. ) Physical education <®n therefore play

a very important role in contributing to each of phase of

child growth and development. Like education for all, there

needs to be a slogan "education through play" which was

being emphasized from the period of Froebel or in the .

words of Professor Thomas Briggs of Columbia University,

"let’s help people to do better those things they a- re

going to do any way". Children are going to play whether 1

v

parents and teachers want them or not. Therefore, physical
education teachers must change their rigid attitude forskill
development and kill two birds at a time. Physical skill
ahd mental health.



The time has changed. Ihere is no ne .*d to be

guided by asceticism, scholasticism, and puritonisa

of the 18 th century. One should go by what looks the

English Philosopher said f!A sound mind in a sound body fl
.

Outstanding educationist like Pestalozzi, the *wiss

educator; Froebel, the German educator; Dewey* the ^mieric.in

Philosopher, and Rousseau the french philosopher, emphasized

the educational value of play and physical education as

an educational device.

But much of this significance is lost partly because

of puritanic attitudes of parents and indifference of

physical education teachers. Play has therefore becomes

work leading to drudgery. Hence, a medium of splitting

the mental health of pupils and making them asthenic

rather thstn. athletic*

Since physical education activities have great

attraction for children and youth and since it is possible

to develop desirable social traits under proper guidance.

Physical Education ahpflld realise its responsibility*,

building positive health (physical and mental) * the

necessity of a democratic society; the family and community

health; human relations? workmanship; humanitarianism;

and democratic living.

A physical education programme will have a spread

of ef iect to teachers if teachers participate in the

whole process of becoming from being. It will reduce

worries and stress, feeling of burnout, arrogance and

domination over conscientiousness mingled with laa&ty

among porfessionals and thus contribute to a healthy

living and transaction of curriculum.


